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ARTICLE 1
1

PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT

1.1

This Collective Agreement, hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement", is entered into
this 2nd day of November 2009, by and between the Board of Governors of the Cape
Breton University, a body corporate, incorporated under the laws of the Province of
Nova Scotia, hereinafter referred to as the "Employer", and the Cape Breton University
Faculty Association, hereinafter referred to as the "Association".

ARTICLE 2
2

PREAMBLE

2.1

The Parties acknowledge that those objectives and purposes of the University, as an
institution of higher learning, which are relevant to their relationship, are the attainment
of high standards of academic excellence, the advancement of learning, and the pursuit,
dissemination and application of knowledge.

2.2

The Parties and the individuals whom they represent recognize and agree that they each,
collectively and individually, have a responsibility to encourage within the University
climate of intellectual freedom, responsibility, and mutual respect which are conducive
to the achievement of these objectives and purposes. The Parties agree that consultation,
openness and transparency are important to encourage such a climate.

2.3

The Parties agree that the purposes of this Agreement are to establish specific contractual
provisions, to promote and maintain harmonious and fair relationships between the
Parties, and to provide means acceptable to both parties for settling disputes which may
arise between them from time to time.

2.4

This Preamble may be used as a guide to interpretation of this Agreement but, of itself,
has no independent validity as a source of rights or obligations. As such, it cannot, in
itself, be the subject of any grievance.

ARTICLE 3
3

DEFINITIONS

3.1

In this Agreement, the following words will mean:
(a)

‘Day’, unless otherwise stated, means Monday through Friday except where any of
those days is a recognized holiday at the University.
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(b)

‘Same Sex and Common Law Spouse’ means a person who, for at least a one
continuous year period, lives with an employee in an intimate relationship publicly
held out as ‘marriage-like’.

(c )

“Academic Administrators” designates the Vice-President, Academic &
Research, Dean of a School or the Office of Research, Director of Library.

(d)

“Administrator” designates all administrative offices at the level of Dean or
above.

(e)

“Administrative Employee” designates the non-union position of Coordinator,
Director or Associate Dean.

(f)

“Accredited” designates a university that has full membership in its national
association of universities or equivalent.

ARTICLE 4
4

ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP AND DUES

4.1

Employees in the bargaining unit are not required to join the Association. However,
whether or not such employees are members of the Association, they shall pay to the
Association the equivalent of dues, in accordance with the Rand formula.

4.2

Any employee in the bargaining unit may file, in writing, with the Employer a notice
stating that he/she does not, on conscientious or religious grounds, desire to be a member
of the Association. The Rand formula will continue to apply. In such cases, the affected
employee must make an application to the Nova Scotia Labour Relations Board (LRB),
stating his/her desire that Association dues not be deducted from his/her pay, and
providing particulars of those grounds. If the LRB rules that the member has bona fide
religious reasons for not paying dues to the Association, the Employer shall deduct from
his/her pay an amount equivalent to the Association’s regular membership dues and pay
such sums deducted on behalf of the employee to the Association. The Association will
annually pay an amount equivalent to the employee’s annual dues to the CBU
Scholarship Fund. The Association shall provide a copy of each such notice to the
Employer.

4.3

The Employer shall deduct the dues or their equivalent referred to in 4.1 and 4.2 in an
amount certified by the Association President or Treasurer of the Association as the
required monthly dues, on each pay day and shall remit the amounts deducted in
accordance with this article to the Association or the alternative payee no later than the
15th day of the following month. The Employer shall provide to the Association, at least
every six (6) months, notification of the amounts deducted from each employee’s pay.
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4.4

Without prejudice to its rights under this article, the Association shall indemnify and
save the Employer harmless from any and all claims or liability whatsoever arising from
the deductions referred to in 4.2 and 4.3.

ARTICLE 5
5

EQUITY, FAIRNESS AND NON-DISCRIMINATION
The Parties to the agreement recognize the need for fairness in the administration of this
agreement. The parties acknowledge that CBU Policy on Harassment and
Discrimination (the Policy) is relevant to the freedoms and responsibilities outlined in
this Agreement. The Association will participate in the processes that review and amend
the Policy from time to time.

5.1

The Parties agree that there will be no discrimination on the basis of:
race
religion
colour
gender
sex
national origin
creed
marital status (including same sex spouses as defined in Article 3.1(b)
family status
age
political belief, affiliation or activity
physical or mental disability
ethnic or aboriginal origin
sexual orientation
place of residence
HIV status
first language
source of income
membership, non-membership or activity in the Association
except where any of the aforementioned bases as recognized by the Nova Scotia Human
Rights Act, is either a bona fide qualification, or reasonably precludes performance of the
employee’s duties and responsibilities, or as recognized by the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, is a reasonable limit prescribed by law as can be demonstrably
justified in a free and democratic society, subject, however, to the Parties’ relevant duties
to accommodate.
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5.2

The parties to the Agreement and the affected employee(s) agree that they each have a
shared obligation in finding and implementing a reasonable accommodation, to the point
of undue hardship, for an employee having a physical or mental disability. The Member
shall cooperate with the Employer and the Association, within the limits of his/her
disability, in the development of the accommodation plan. They agree that factors
relevant to what undue hardship is, include, but are not limited to, the financial cost of
the accommodation, health and safety, the impact of the accommodation on the work
obligations of the employee and immediate colleagues, and the degree of difficulty with
effecting the accommodation. Accommodation measures may include modification of an
existing accommodation.

5.3

They further agree that the employee seeking an accommodation must provide
verification of the disability, by satisfactory medical documentation with reasonable
specificity to allow for identification of a proposed accommodation plan. Once the
aforementioned documentation is provided, the Parties may consult jointly with
individuals having appropriate expertise in order to identify the proposed
accommodation plan. Any documentation provided under this clause will remain
confidential among the parties negotiating the plan. Notwithstanding this provision, the
documentation referred to herein may be submitted to an arbitrator if the matter is
submitted to arbitration under this Collective Agreement and/or to the Nova Scotia
Human Rights Commission if the matter is subject to a complaint under the Nova Scotia
Human Rights Act.

5.4

Where such accommodation can be effected, it is agreed that the Employer, the
employee and the Association have a joint obligation to cooperate to ensure that it
succeeds in allowing the employee to be able to reasonably discharge his/her
employment responsibilities/duties in accordance with the Collective Agreement.

ARTICLE 6
6

OFFICE SPACE AND FURNISHINGS

6.1

The Employer agrees that it will provide to the Association a reasonable office with a
telephone (including installation and local call costs only) and furnishings (desk, desk
chair, two other chairs, filing cabinet, large bookcase, a computer with compatible
printer and free basic Internet access and email). All other costs and expenses in
maintaining or running this office and its contents shall be borne by the Association.
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ARTICLE 7
7

COPIES OF THE AGREEMENT

7.1

The Employer shall provide sufficient true copies of the signed Agreement and shall
distribute one such copy of the Agreement to each Member within thirty (30) days of the
date of signing of the Agreement and to each new Member upon hiring.

7.2

Within thirty (30) days of signing the Agreement, the Employer shall provide the
Association with ten (10) copies of the Agreement and one copy of the Agreement
electronically.

ARTICLE 8
8

VALIDITY

8.1

All provisions of this Agreement are subject to applicable laws now or hereafter in
effect. If any proclamation, regulation, federal or provincial law now existing or
hereafter enacted invalidates any portion of the Agreement, the remainder of the
Agreement shall not be invalidated.

ARTICLE 9
9

CORRESPONDENCE

9.1

Except where otherwise specified in this Agreement, all correspondence between the
Employer and the Association required by the Agreement shall be initiated between the
President of the University and the President of the Association. Either President may
delegate particular matter(s) and will inform the other in writing when such delegation is
to occur.

ARTICLE 10
10

ASSOCIATION – EMPLOYER COMMITTEE

10.1

The Association-Employer Committee, consisting of three (3) employee representatives
of the Association, one of whom shall be a member of the Association Executive, and
three (3) representatives of the Employer, one of whom shall be a member of the Board
of the University and who is not a member ex-officio or through faculty or student
appointment shall continue. The parties may change their representatives from time to
time, but every reasonable effort shall be made to maintain continuity.
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10.2

The Committee shall attempt to foster good communications and effective working
relationships between the parties and a spirit of cooperation and goodwill between them.
The Committee shall consider matters of mutual concern and shall not substitute for, nor
interfere with, regular procedures and decision-making mechanisms. The Committee
shall not have the power to add to, modify or amend this Agreement.

10.3

The Committee shall determine its own operating procedures. However:
(a)

the Committee shall meet at least once each academic semester;

(b)

the Association Executive member will act as Co-Chair on behalf of the
Association, with the Employer members electing their Co-Chair;

(c)

the responsibility for the agenda and minutes rests with the Co-Chairs; at each
meeting, one will act as meeting Chair and one will take minutes, with these roles
alternating;

(d)

minutes of each meeting of the Committee shall be prepared and signed by the CoChairs and circulated to the members of the Committee and to the Presidents of the
University and the Association as soon as reasonably possible after adjournment.

ARTICLE 11
11

ASSOCIATION AFFAIRS

11.1

The Employer agrees to provide reasonable access to the University's premises to
representatives of Association of Nova Scotia University Teachers (ANSUT), Canadian
Association of University Teachers (CAUT), National Union of CAUT (NUCAUT),
Canadian Labour Congress (CLC), Cape Breton District Labour Council (CBDLC), or
legal counsel (or other resource people invited by the Association), provided that:

11.2

(a)

such access does not interfere with the normal operations of the University;

(b)

such access shall not include the right of such invited person to call meetings on
the University's premises;

(c)

such access is for the purpose of assisting the Association in carrying on its
business as representative of members of the bargaining unit; and

(d)

such representatives comply with all University regulations generally applicable to
visitors to the University premises.

Subject to availability, the Employer shall provide the Association with suitable rooms
for Association meetings as required, free of charge, provided this can be done without
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interfering with the normal operations of the University and that all University
regulations generally applicable to meetings at the University are complied with during
such use.
11.3

The Association may hold or sponsor educational functions such as lectures, seminars
and workshops for members of the University community on the University premises,
subject to availability of space, and to the University regulations generally applicable to
such events.

11.4

Where operational requirements permit and with reasonable notice, the Employer shall
grant time off with pay for the purpose of attending:

11.4.1
11.4.2
11.4.3
11.4.4
11.4.5

Contract negotiation meetings with the Employer;
Grievance meetings;
Association-Employer Committee meetings;
Joint Occupational Health and Safety Committee meetings; and
Other meetings with the Employer while serving as a representative of CBUFA.
Such permission shall not be unreasonably requested nor unreasonably withheld.

ARTICLE 12
12

ACADEMIC FREEDOM

12.1

The common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free
expression. Academic freedom in universities is essential to both these purposes in the
teaching function of the university as well as in its scholarship and research. Academic
freedom does not require neutrality on the part of the individual; rather, academic
freedom makes commitment possible.

12.2

The Parties agree that Members are entitled, regardless of prescribed doctrine, to
freedom in the practice of their professions of teacher and scholar and librarian, freedom
in carrying out research and in publishing the results thereof, freedom of teaching and
discussion, freedom of creative activity, freedom to select, acquire, disseminate, or use
information (including the selection and use of teaching and support materials) in the
exercise of their professional responsibilities, freedom to criticize the University and the
Association, and freedom from institutional censorship. When expressing opinions in
any public forum external to the University, Members shall not purport to speak for the
University unless so authorized.

12.3

The Parties agree that Members have a responsibility to respect the academic freedom
and rights of other members of the University community. The Parties agree that they
will not infringe or abridge the academic freedom of any Member. Academic freedom
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does not confer legal immunity, nor does it diminish the obligations of Members to meet
their employment duties and responsibilities to the University. Members have a duty to
exercise academic freedom responsibly and in a manner that is consistent with their
academic and other obligations as teachers, and scholars, and librarians.
12.4

The Parties agree that the censorship of information is inimical to the free pursuit of
knowledge. The collection, organization, and dissemination of knowledge by Members
will be done freely and without bias in support of the research, teaching and study needs
of the University community. The Parties agree that no censorship based on moral,
religious, or political views shall be exercised or allowed against any material which a
Member desires to be placed in the library collections of the University.

ARTICLE 13
13

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

13.1

The University agrees to provide to the Association, on a confidential basis (except when
the document is in the public domain), for purposes of information only:
(a)

the names, ranks, salaries and, where applicable, the starting dates of all Members
within thirty (30) days following their first pay in each academic year;

(b)

the names of all Members whose employment has been terminated and the dates of
such termination within thirty (30) days of termination;

(c)

the names, new ranks and, where applicable, the new salaries of Members who
have received promotions, and the effective dates of such promotions, not later
than thirty (30) days after the effective dates or within thirty (30) days after their
approval, as appropriate;

(d)

on July 30th of each year, or within thirty (30) days of their approval, whichever is
sooner, a list of all Members granted leaves for the current academic year, or part
thereof, the type of leave granted and the percentage of leave granted and the
percentage of salary while on leave;

(e)

a copy of all benefit and pension plans applicable to Members and the rates
charged to Members for those plans;

(f)

within four (4) weeks following the start of each of the Fall, Winter, Intersession
and Summer Session terms of each year, a report showing the number of students
enrolled in each of the credit courses offered by the Employer, together with the
name of the person teaching each course and each section of each course.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the University will endeavour to provide such
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reports by the end of two (2) weeks if reasonably possible with respect to the
Intersession and Summer Session terms;
(g)

a copy of the Annual Report and audited financial statements of the Employer as
and when approved for release by the Board of Governors within ten (10) days
following such approval;

(h)

a copy of all official press releases made by the Employer, if reasonably
practicable, at the time of release to the public;

(i)

if reasonably practicable, at the time of its release to the public, a copy of any
official public representation or brief made in writing by Cape Breton University to
any governmental agency, department or representative;

(j)

at the time of their distribution, a copy of the agenda, and any documents
supporting the agenda (other than those documents which are either privileged or
for the confidential information of the Board), and the minutes, all with respect to
any open meetings of the Board of Governors or open portions thereof. This will
include a copy of the President's written report;

(k)

the names of all persons appointed or elected to positions on the Board of
Governors or committees thereof, together with any terms of reference of those
committees;

(l)

such other information access to which is set out elsewhere in this Collective
Agreement; and

(m) a copy of the annual University budget as and when approved for release by the
Board of Governors within ten (10) days following its such approval.
13.2

Cape Breton University agrees to authorize Statistics Canada to release to the
Association, on an annual basis, the following tables based on the Salary Analysis
System for full-time University Teachers, concerning Cape Breton University only,
according to the major categories in the official Statistics Canada request for, that is:
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the level of disaggregation regarding appointment category, sex,
discipline, rank and administrative function. It is understood that Table 1 categorizes by
age, Table 2 by years since award of first degree, Table 3 by years since award of highest
degree and Table 4 by years since nomination to present rank. It is agreed that the data
will not be presented in such a way that individual employees can be identified.

13.3

The Association agrees to provide to the Employer, on a confidential basis (except when
the document is in the public domain), for purposes of information only:
(a)

an up-to-date copy of the Association's Constitution and By-Laws;
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13.4

(b)

a copy of all official press releases made by the Association, if reasonably
practicable, at the time of release to the public;

(c)

if reasonably practicable, at the time of its release to the public, a copy of any
official public written representation or brief made by the Association to any
governmental agency, department or representative;

(d)

a copy of minutes of open meetings of the Association or open portions thereof
within a reasonable time following their approval for release by the Association;

(e)

such other information access to which is set out elsewhere in this Agreement, or
as mutually agreed upon by the parties;

(f)

the names of all employees appointed or elected to positions in the Association or
to positions on committees thereof, together with any terms of reference of those
committees;

In providing the information referred to in clauses 13.1 and 13.3 above, the Employer
and the Association shall only be required to produce same in the form in which it
already exists.

ARTICLE 14
14

WORKING ENVIRONMENT

14.1

The Employer acknowledges the importance of maintaining appropriate levels of
facilities, supplies and services so that Members can effectively carry out their
employment responsibilities. The Employer agrees that services, supplies and facilities
provided to Members in varying individual degrees and circumstances, will be
maintained insofar as is practicable and reasonable within the limits of the budget of the
University. Included in such supplies, facilities and services are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

library resources;
computer services;
office space, including computers, office software, access to the Internet and email;
secretarial services;
duplicating, printing and fax services;
laboratory space and equipment;
telephone services, including voice-mail (or other messaging service);
technical services;
teaching and research assistance; and
office supplies.
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14.1.1

Reassignment of Office and Laboratory Space to Members
Any reassignment of office or laboratory space shall be discussed with the Member
directly affected as soon as the need for reassignment has been determined. Where a
Member objects to the reassignment of office or laboratory space, the relevant Chair(s)
and Dean(s) will endeavour to meet with the Member to find suitable alternative
arrangements. Should it prove impossible to reach a reassignment arrangement that is
acceptable to the affected Member, suitable office space or laboratory space may be
reassigned after 30 calendar days from the initial notice to the Member.

14.2

14.3

(a)

The Employer, the Association, and the Members acknowledge their individual
and collective responsibilities under the Nova Scotia Occupational Health and
Safety Act to maintain a safe and healthy working environment, and to comply with
their respective obligations under that Act.

(b)

The Employer will provide those facilities, supplies, procedures, training and
services required by the Act to protect the health and safety of Members as they
carry out their employment responsibilities on the Employer's premises.

(c)

The Employer shall provide, and the Members shall make use of, protective
equipment, whenever such equipment is required by the Act or its Regulations for
the safe performance of their employment responsibilities. Protective equipment
shall include, but not be limited to, protective safety eyewear, where necessary.
This can include the type of goggles that fit over prescription eyewear. Requests
for prescription safety glasses will be considered on a case-by case basis for
Chemistry Lab Instructors who have nine (9) or more teaching contact hours per
week in chemistry labs requiring safety glasses. For a Lab Instructor who has been
approved for prescription safety glasses, new glasses will be provided no more than
once every three (3) years and only then if there has been a change in the
prescription. The maximum amount payable under this provision will be $400.
Replacement will not be made unless there is a change in prescription (as noted
above) or if damaged due to a laboratory incident.

(d)

The Employer shall provide training required by the provincial health and safety
legislation. Such training shall include but not be limited to WHMIS and right
to refuse.

The Employer agrees to maintain and the Parties agree to participate in the University
Health and Safety Committee under the Nova Scotia Occupational Health and Safety
Act. Such participation will include the appointment by the Association of two (2)
Members to the Joint Occupational Health and Safety Committee (JOHS).
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14.4

(a)

Subject to (b), the University agrees to make reasonable efforts to maintain
reasonable standards of heat, ventilation, light level and noise level in those parts
of the premises ordinarily used by Members in fulfilling their duties.

(b)

The Parties agree that the physical environment within the University, and in
particular, heat, ventilation, light level and noise level, may be subject to a number
of circumstances which, from time to time, may adversely affect the standards of
such matters and delay remedy of such conditions. The Employer will undertake
reasonable remedial measures to deal with such circumstances as soon as
reasonably practicable.

ARTICLE 15
15

NO INTERRUPTION OF WORK

15.1

It is agreed that there shall be no strikes, work stoppages, slow downs, or job action
(collectively referred to as "strike") by employees in the bargaining unit and/or by the
Association during the currency of this Agreement. The Employer agrees that it will not
lockout any Member or Members during the currency of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 16
16

OFFICIAL FILE

16.1

There shall be only one official file for each Member, referred to herein as the
"Member's file", maintained and regulated by the office of the Director, Human
Resources. This file shall have two (2) separate folders:
(a)

a folder containing relevant documents relating to administrative matters, e.g.
available information on salary, benefits and related topics;

(b)

a folder containing relevant documents relating to employment matters, e.g. a
current curriculum vitae; available documents pertaining to a Member's
appointment, re-appointment, tenure/permanence, promotion, or leaves; university
transcripts; the results of teaching evaluations provided for in Articles 18 and 33;
referees' and assessors' reports; notices of awards for teaching and scholarly
achievements; letters of recommendation and commendation; annual reports
including Faculty Professional Activities Report or Librarian Activities Report
(Appendices C and D); and documents, together with reasons, arising from
personnel decisions involving the Member. It is the Member’s responsibility to
submit any revisions to his/her curriculum vitae no later than 1 September of each
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year. The purpose of this part of the Member's file is to fairly represent significant
details of her/his employment history.
16.2

Material which contains praise or criticism of a Member's performance or behaviour
shall be contemporaneously provided to the Member at the time of its inclusion in the
Member's file.

16.3

(a)

After reasonable notice, a Member or his/her grievance officer, legal counsel, or
such other person as the Member may authorize in writing, shall have the right to a
supervised examination of the contents of his/her file during normal business
hours. This right, with respect to confidential material, shall be limited in that the
Member shall be permitted to examine only a copy of the body of any such
material, excluding any references therein which could identify its author or his/her
affiliation or address.

(b)

After reasonable notice, a Member shall have the right to receive a copy of his/her
file, or part thereof, except confidential or anonymous documents. Once a copy of a
particular document has been supplied to a Member, no further copy of that
document will be supplied to her/him for a period of two (2) years thereafter,
except where such copy has been lost or has been significantly damaged.

(c)

As per clause 16.3(a), a Member may visit the Human Resources Department to
review his/her file. The Member may request an updated inventory sheet. If a
review of the file reveals omissions or exclusions from the official file according to
Article 16.1, then a correction to the contents of the file may be requested in
writing.

16.4

Access without notice to the Member's employment folder shall be limited to the
following individuals:
-

the President, the Vice-President, Academic & Research, the Member's Dean or
other supervisor, the Director, Human Resources and his/her staff, and the Dean of
Research.

Access without notice to the Member's administrative folder shall be limited to the
following individuals:
-

the Director, Human Resources and his/her staff, who may provide to other
employees of the University access to such file information as may be required for
the performance of their jobs.

On request, the Member shall provide a copy of his/her current CV for the purpose of
complying with requests of accrediting and licensing bodies who are involved in the
assessment of CBU Programs.
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16.5

16.6

No anonymous or confidential documents shall be kept in the Member's file except for
the following:
(a)

tabulations of the results of teaching evaluations as provided for in Articles 18 and
33;

(b)

external assessor's reports on grant applications and scholarly and/or professional
works submitted for publication or publication grants; and

(c)

material which this Agreement specifies be anonymous or confidential.

(a)

Members have the right to request removal of material from or correction of
material in their Official File which is alleged to be false, inaccurate, or irrelevant
to the purposes for which the Official File is kept.

(b)

Requests pursuant to paragraph (a) shall be made in writing, with supporting
justification, by the Member to his/her Dean or the Director of Library Services, as
appropriate, who, together with the Director, Human Resources, shall decide
within thirty (30) working days, after having given each of the Member and the
author of the impugned document a reasonable summary opportunity to present to
them his/her position on the matter, whether there is justification to either remove
or correct such material. In the event that the author of the document in question is
the Member's Dean, the Director, Human Resources, or the Director of Library
Services, the Employer will provide an appropriate substitute for such person(s).

(c)

A Member shall have the right to include in his/her file written comments
pertaining to the accuracy, relevance, meaning or completeness of any documents
considered relevant by the Member.

ARTICLE 17
17

ENTRY OR RE-ENTRY OF ADMINISTRATORS TO THE BARGAINING UNIT

17.1

Academic Administrators who held or who are given faculty or librarian appointments at
the time of their appointment as such administrators shall, at the cessation of their
appointments as administrators, be entitled to automatic entry or re-entry into the
bargaining unit.

17.1.1

Faculty shall have 40% representation on all Academic Administrator hiring committees
with the exception of the Presidential Hiring Committee and the Director of Library.
Where such 40% includes faculty member(s) from outside the CBUFA bargaining unit,
CBUFA members will form at least half of faculty representation. In the case of the
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Director of Library, Librarians may provide CBUFA representation on the Hiring
Committee rather than Faculty.
CBUFA will be invited to put forward the names of members whose field of expertise is
in keeping with the position being filled and who would be willing to serve. The
President may choose from those nominated or may request other faculty/librarian
members instead. CBUFA will be advised of his/her decision. Failure of Committee
members to attend meetings or interviews will not result in a delay of the process.
17.1.2

In order to expedite the hiring process, the Hiring Committee for an Academic
Administrator may recommend to PP&T that the candidate(s) being considered for the
position be reviewed for rank and/or tenure. The Human Resources Department will
arrange to send the CV of all candidates seeking this category to the PP&T Committee
chair for such consideration.
Should PP&T Committee be unable to convene and make its recommendation within ten
(10) working days, the Hiring Committee may make its recommendation directly to the
President.

17.1.3

The letter granting rank and/or tenure/permanence to an Academic Administrator shall
be copied to the Association at the time he/she is hired.

17.1.4

A non-member appointed as an Academic Administrator who was given rank based upon
his/her academic qualification pursuant to 35.1.5, after notification of the appropriate
Dean and the Department at the time of his/her appointment as such, shall become a
member pursuant to Article 35.6.1.

17.2

Academic Administrators or Administrative Employees who held a position inside the
bargaining unit at the time of their administrative appointment shall, at the cessation of
their administrative terms, be entitled to automatic re-entry into that position in the
bargaining unit.

17.3

Administrators excluded from the bargaining unit may engage in research, counseling,
creative and scholarly activities, and reasonable amounts of teaching or library services
(notwithstanding Article 28.6) at the University.

17.3.1

Time spent in such administrative positions shall be deemed equivalent to time spent
in the bargaining unit for all time specific purposes and procedures governed by this
Agreement.

ARTICLE 18
18

GENERAL EMPLOYMENT RESPONSIBILITIES OF FACULTY MEMBERS
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18.1

Faculty Members are expected to engage in:
(a)

Teaching:
This shall be teaching, conduct of laboratories (as provided in Article 27), and
student counseling;

(b)

Research/creative/scholarly activities:
This shall be scholarly work, such as applied and basic research (as provided in
Articles 31 and 33);

(c)

Service to the University:
This shall be participation in work at the Department, School, or University wide
levels in such things as committee and like work (as provided in Article 33);

(d)

Community and Professional Service (if applicable):
This shall be activities that are grounded in a faculty Member's special field of
knowledge, other contributions to the faculty Member's profession (as provided in
Article 33), performance in an extra-academic field, and appropriate contributions
to the community at large.

These activities are expected for probationary-tenure-track and tenured faculty Members
as well as limited term faculty Members in the bargaining unit as specified in Article 35
and who have an employment contract of 8 months or longer. Part-time limited term
faculty Members in the bargaining unit are primarily expected to concentrate on
teaching.
18.1.1

Accountability for one’s professional activities can be expressed in many ways.
However, better understanding of professional activities is achieved through a minimum
of common denominators in the reporting mechanisms. A “Faculty Professional
Activities Report” (Appendix C) is to be used as a template which outlines minimum
reporting requirements for Faculty Members. This report is to be completed annually
with a copy submitted to the Dean’s Office and a copy submitted to Human Resources to
be included in the Member’s personnel file. In lieu of the Member completing section 2
of the “Faculty Professional Activities Report”, the Member may opt to append to the
Report a standardized CV (using the format as approved by Senate for internal
purposes). The Faculty Professional Activities Report is meant to help make the Dean
become aware of the activities the faculty member is involved in and promote positive
discussion related to career development. Such report will not be used in a disciplinary
manner.
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18.2

Teaching
Faculty are required:
(a)

to maintain scholarly competence and effectiveness as teachers;

(b)

to prepare and organize their teaching subject matter and revise that subject matter
to maintain current relevance;

(c)

to participate in teaching performance appraisals (as provided in clause 33.8.2);

(d)

-

to establish and publish office hours in accordance with Article 27 and be
available for consultation with students during those hours;

-

to supervise examinations, tests and other means of student assessment in
sections of courses taught by the faculty Member;

-

to be available for course assignment, course counseling and academic
counseling as provided in Article 27.

the above activities shall be done in consultation with the faculty Member's
Department Chair and Dean;
(e)

to conduct their classes in accordance with all legal requirements, eg. health and
safety laws, and within the context of the principles of Academic Freedom (as
provided in Article 12);

(f)

to provide a course syllabus and to inform students of the methods of instruction
and evaluation in their courses at the beginning of each term and to consult with
students where circumstances cause changes to such methods of instruction and
evaluation. The Dean shall be provided with electronic copies of such information,
(including distance education courses) and any changes thereto to be submitted as
part of the Faculty Professional Activities Report or with the standardized CV if
that option is chosen;

(g)

to comply with all procedures and deadlines concerning the reporting, review or
appeal of student grades;

(h)

to cancel classes or laboratories only for good cause and, where possible, to give
prior notification to the office of the faculty Member's Dean. If possible, faculty
shall also participate in giving their students notice of such cancellation and shall
make a reasonable effort to compensate for such missed class or laboratory in such
manner as the faculty Member considers appropriate;
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18.3

(i)

to be accessible during the examination period and the period leading up to Spring
convocation;

(j)

to fulfill their normal teaching load (as provided in Article 27).

Research/Creative/Scholarly Activities
As provided for in Article 31 (Research Article), these activities involve basic or applied
research, the creation of knowledge, the creative use of existing knowledge, the
organization and synthesis of existing knowledge, or creative expressions such as music,
art, or drama, in the faculty Member's area of expertise.
(a) Faculty are expected to devote a reasonable portion of their time (as provided in
Article 31) to research, scholarly or other creative activities, related to their area(s) of
expertise.

18.4

18.5

Service to the University
(a)

Faculty have the responsibility to participate in work of the University (as provided
in Article 33) through membership on appropriate bodies such as Senate and
university-wide committees.

(b)

Faculty Members have the responsibility to participate in the functioning of their
Departments, Schools and the University (as provided in Article 33), including
attendance at Department and School meetings. Such participation includes the
development of content and other requirements for academic programs.

Service to the Community and Profession (if applicable)
Faculty are encouraged and expected to engage in community and professional service
(where applicable). Such service, if it be of a lasting nature (greater than 6 months),
must be reported to the faculty Member's Dean through the Faculty Professional
Activities Report. Such service includes participating in community activities, and
activities of professional and academic organizations outside the University, where the
faculty Member's academic and/or research interests and competencies form the basis for
such participation.

18.6

Faculty Members' Research Activities
The above provisions will not be used in a punitive manner against those faculty
Members (see Schedule B) employed on or before 17 March 2000 (and for the term of
this Collective Agreement) whose research activities are not being currently maintained
at the appropriate level, but this deficiency will be taken into account in the
consideration of such faculty Members for tenure, promotion, or other matters covered
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by this Agreement where appropriate research is a factor required to be taken into
account.
The Employer and CBUFA agree that research is an important function of academia.
The Employer and CBUFA, therefore, agree to encourage those members whose names
appear on Schedule B to remain, or re-engage, in research/scholarly activity.

ARTICLE 19
19

LEAVES OF ABSENCE

19.1

Sick Leave Benefits
(a)

Except as noted in 19.1 (e), a full time Member shall not lose the full pay and
benefits which he/she could have earned up to one hundred five (105) continuous
calendar days as a result of a non-compensable illness or injury. Should such
absence continue beyond the said one hundred five (105) days caused by the same
illness or injury, the Member must apply for long term disability benefits at least 5
weeks prior to the expiry of his/her pre-long term disability sick leave.
Qualification for long term disability will be based on satisfying the requirements
of the long term disability plan.

(b)

In the event of an absence under this Article of three (3) days or less, the Member
shall notify his/her Dean's office or the Director of Library Services (referred to in
this Article as the "appropriate person"). For absences in excess of three (3) days,
the Member shall also notify the appropriate person of the probable duration of the
absence and may be required to submit a medical certificate(s) with respect to such
absence. Where shorter absences show unusual patterns or are frequently repeated,
a medical certificate(s) may be required for absences of three (3) days or less.

(c ) A Member who requires time off to attend a medical, dental, or other similar health
related appointment shall be entitled to a reasonable leave of absence with full pay
and benefits.
(d)

Term employees shall be entitled to three (3) days sick leave at commencement of
their contract and shall earn sick leave at a rate of 1 day for each month in which
an employee has worked at least fifteen (15) days (vacation will be counted as days
worked for this purpose), to a maximum accumulation of 63 days. These credits
shall accumulate on a pro-rated basis for part-time employees.

(e)

Sick time accumulation for Nursing Practice Educators will be at the rate of 1.5
days per month with a maximum accumulation of 75 days. Should an absence
continue beyond fifteen (15) weeks caused by the same illness or injury, the
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Member must apply for long term disability benefits at least 5 weeks prior to the
expiry of his/her pre-long term disability sick leave. Qualification for long term
disability will be based on satisfying the requirements of the long term disability
plan.
19.2

19.3

Bereavement/Compassionate Leave
(a)

When there is a death of an immediate family member of a Member, the Member
concerned shall be entitled to up to five (5) days of bereavement leave with full pay
and benefits. Where there is a death of a Member's grandparent, grandchild,
brother-in-law or sister-in-law, the Member shall be entitled to up to three (3) days
of bereavement leave with full pay and benefits. Additional days absence, with full
pay and benefits, may be arranged by the Member with the appropriate person
where this is necessary for travel, religious requirements or similar good reasons.
The Member shall notify the appropriate person when such leave, basic or
extended, will be taken.

(b)

It is recognized that certain emergencies, such as critical illness, may arise in a
Member's personal or family life which may require his/her absence from the
University for a reasonable, limited period of time. Before departing, notice of
such emergency shall be given to the appropriate person who may authorize such
leave for an appropriate period.

(c)

The phrase "immediate family member" means the spouse (for the purpose of this
Article, this will include a common law spouse or same sex partner, both defined
as a person who, for at least a one continuous year period, lives with a Member in
an intimate relationship publicly held out as "marriage-like"), children, parents,
father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother or sister of the Member.

Alternative Arrangements
In cases of absence pursuant to clauses 19.1 and 19.2 above, unless he/she is
incapacitated and unable to do so, the Member shall endeavour to consult with his/her
Dean or the Director, Library Services in order to make suitable alternative arrangements
to look after his/her teaching or other job responsibilities.

19.4

Special Leaves
(a)

Special leaves, which are leaves not otherwise covered by other provisions of this
Agreement, without pay or benefits, may be granted by the Employer upon terms
and conditions prescribed in writing by the Employer. A copy of such leave
arrangements shall be contemporaneously provided to the Member and the
President of the Association.
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(b)

19.5

A Member shall normally give six (6) months written notice in requesting a special
leave. A special leave shall normally not exceed one (1) year in duration.

Secondments
A leave may be granted for a secondment to a Member, upon application by the Member,
with or without pay or benefits, upon terms and conditions prescribed in writing by the
Employer. A copy of such leave arrangement shall be contemporaneously provided to
the Member and the President of the Association.

19.6

Political Service Leave
(a)

Members are free to run for election to any Canadian municipal, regional school
board, provincial, or federal office.

(b)

Members running for office shall be entitled to leave of absence with full pay and
benefits during an election campaign as follows:
(i)

for election to the Parliament of Canada or Legislature of Nova Scotia, thirty
one (31) consecutive calendar days in the period between the issuance of the
writ and the election itself;

(ii)

for election as Mayor of the Cape Breton Regional Municipality, any thirty
one (31) consecutive calendar days in the period ending no later than the date
of the election;

(iii) for election as councilor of the Cape Breton Regional Municipality, or as a
member of a regional school board, any seven (7) consecutive calendar days
in the period ending no later than the date of the election.
(c)

It is agreed that a Member running for office shall give reasonable assistance to
his/her Dean or the Director of Library Services in making arrangements
satisfactory to the Employer to look after his/her teaching or other job
responsibilities during the period of such leave.

(d)

If elected to any of the said offices, except as a municipal councilor or member of a
regional school board, the Member shall go on leave of absence without pay or
benefits for the initial term of office. However, election or re-election to municipal
council or to a regional school board shall have no employment consequences for a
Member provided his/her responsibilities in such offices do not interfere with
his/her employment responsibilities at the University. Should he/she be re-elected
to another term of office, except as a municipal councilor or regional school board
member, immediately following the initial term of office that will bring the total
period of consecutive elective office beyond six (6) years, then his/her employment
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at the University shall automatically terminate after the sixth (6th) year of office.
If following the end of the said second consecutive term of office, the Member
ceases to hold elective office, he/she may apply for any appropriate vacancy at the
University in his/her area of competence at which time he/she will be given due
consideration for such vacancy, subject to all applicable provisions of the
Collective Agreement between the Parties then in existence.

19.7

(e)

During the period of any of the leaves specified in (b) or (d) above, unless
prohibited by law or unless there is available to the Member a pension plan and/or
benefit plans reasonably comparable to those of the University, the Member may
continue to make payments to the University Pension Plan and benefit plans in
which he/she was a member prior to commencing political leave (by making both
his/her and the University's portions of such payments), if, and only to the extent,
the said plans permit such participation.

(f)

Nothing in this Article shall be construed as precluding the Member from making
other mutually agreeable arrangements with the University during a period of
political leave, such as, but not limited to, teaching or other employment on a part
time basis.

(g)

The terms and conditions of employment of a Member returning to employment at
the University following any of the leaves provided for in (b) or (d) above shall be
those in effect for him/her at the time he/she commenced such leave under this
Article or as may have been amended under the existing Collective Agreement.

Court Leave
Members shall be entitled to leave of absence with full pay and benefits if subpoenaed to
attend as a witness or if serving as a juror in a legal proceeding.

19.8

Maternity and Parental Leave
Members shall be entitled to Maternity Leave and/or Parental Leave in accordance with
the Nova Scotia Labour Standards Code R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 246, ss59-60, and as further
amended unless increased leave or benefits are provided by this Collective Agreement or
the existing University policy.

19.8.1

Parental Leave with Supplementary Benefits
Members entitled to Parental Leave in accordance with CBU policy shall receive for the
first ten (10) weeks of Parental Leave an amount equal to the difference between the
Employment Insurance benefits received by the Member and 95% of the Member’s
regular salary in accordance with their current grid placement.
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ARTICLE 20
20

DISCIPLINE AND DISMISSAL

20.1

General
Discipline, up to and including dismissal, will be only for just and sufficient cause and
shall be appropriate having regard to the seriousness of the reason(s) for such action. The
Employer shall bear the onus of proving such cause in the event any such discipline is
arbitrated. In the event the Employer disciplines a Member, the Member shall be notified
in writing of the disciplinary decision and the reasons therefore. Any action of the
Employer intended to be disciplinary which is not confirmed in writing to the Member
within a reasonable time after it was taken shall not form part of a Member’s official file
nor be introduced into evidence at arbitration by the Employer. All references in this
article to “days” shall mean “working days”.

20.2

Forms of Discipline
Subject to other forms of discipline identified in other provisions of this Agreement,
disciplinary sanctions shall include an oral warning, a letter of reprimand, suspension
with or without pay and benefits, and dismissal.

20.3

Dismissal
Dismissal means the termination of an appointment by the Employer, without the
consent of the Member, before the end of the appointment period. Non-renewal of a
probationary or limited term appointment or denial of tenure or full-time continuing
status, does not constitute dismissal. Subject to Article 39, termination of a non-tenured
appointment during the course of its term and termination of a tenured appointment at
any time other than normal retirement (see Article 36), early retirement or other similar
arrangement, constitutes dismissal.

20.3.1

Dismissal of Term Employees
A limited term employee may be dismissed due to unsatisfactory performance provided
that the employee is given notice or pay in lieu of notice as follows:
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Employed for a Period of:

Notice or Pay in Lieu of:

4 months to one year

One month or balance of contract whichever
is less.

Over one year but less than 3 years

Two months or balance of contract whichever
is less.

Three years or longer

Three months or balance of contract
whichever is less.

The Union will be notified by the Employer of the intent to dismiss prior to notifying the
employee. In the case of dismissal during a term, the processes and procedures as
identified under Article 20.5 will not apply.
20.4

Contemporaneous Other Processes
If dismissal procedures are in progress at the same time as the Member is being
considered for tenure or full-time continuing status, or renewal of a probationary
appointment, the Employer or the Member may request that such matters be deferred
until the dismissal process has been concluded. If the outcome of such dismissal
procedures results either in a decision not to dismiss or a decision to reinstate the
Member, such deferred matters shall be reactivated at the same stage and time frame as if
the period of time necessary to conclude the dismissal procedures had not occurred.

20.5

Process and Procedures

20.5.1

Discipline Other Than Dismissal
Subject to 20.5.2(b) below, the Director of Library Services (for Members reporting to
her/him), each School Dean (for Members reporting to him/her) and each Director (for
Members reporting to him/her), and with respect to each of such positions anyone
functioning in acting capacity (provided such person has been delegated authority to
make substantive decisions), in consultation with the Vice-President, Academic and
Research and /or the Director, Human Resources, have authority for the discipline of a
Member up to, but not including, dismissal. The Vice-President, Academic and
Research in consultation with the Director, Human Resources may also initiate
disciplinary procedures of a Member up to, but not including, dismissal.

20.5.2

Meeting
(a)

The President shall initiate dismissal procedures by notifying the Member to meet
with her/him in the presence of the Member’s Dean/Director of Library
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Services/Director and an Association representative. The President and the
Member may also each have a representative present at this meeting. This meeting
shall take place within twenty (20) days of the Member being notified of the
meeting. Such notification shall be in writing delivered personally or sent by
verifiable mailing to the Member’s last address he/she provided to the Employer.
The Member shall be given at least seven (7) days notice of the time and place of
this meeting. The notification shall state the reasons for the intended dismissal. An
attempt shall be made at the meeting to resolve the matter in a manner satisfactory
to all concerned.
(b)

20.5.3

In a non-dismissal discipline case, the Member shall be notified of a meeting with
her/him in the presence of the Vice-President, Academic and Research and/or the
Director of Human Resources, the Member’s Dean/Director of Library Services
/Director and an Association representative. In the case of disciplinary action
initiated by the Vice-President, Academic and Research, the Dean’s attendance at
the meeting will not be required. The Member may request his/her Dean to be
present at said meeting. The Vice-President, Academic and Research and/or the
Director, Human Resources and the Member may also each have a representative
present at this meeting. This meeting shall take place within twenty (20) days of
the Member being notified of the meeting. Such notification shall be in writing
delivered personally or sent by verifiable mailing to the Member’s last address
he/she provided to the Employer. The Member shall be given at least seven (7)
days notice of the time and place of this meeting. The notification shall state the
reasons for the intended discipline. An attempt shall be made at the meeting to
resolve the matter in a manner satisfactory to all concerned.

Final Decisions
If no satisfactory solution is reached at the meeting provided for in 20.5.2 above, the
President, in the case of dismissal, and the Vice-President, Academic and Research in the
case of non-dismissal discipline, shall advise the Member in writing of the final decision
and the reasons therefore. This notice shall be provided to the Member in the same
manner as described in 20.5.2 within twenty (20) days of the meeting provided for in
20.5.2 above.

20.5.4

Meeting in 20.5.2 Dispensed With
(a)

If the Member’s whereabouts are unknown to the Employer and the Association,
the meeting contemplated in 20.5.2 above shall be dispensed with and the President
may immediately give notice of dismissal in the same manner as described in
20.5.2.

(b)

In cases where there is reasonable cause to conclude that there is an immediate
threat by the Member to an individual(s) at the University or to University
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property, or an immediate or serious threat to the functioning of the University, the
Employer retains the right to immediately suspend a Member until the matter can
be dealt with under clause 20.5.2, any such suspension to be with pay and benefits.
20.6

Member Grieves Discipline Or Dismissal

20.6.1

Time to Grieve
If a Member wishes to grieve his/her discipline, the Member must, within, and not later
than, ten (10) days after receiving written notice of discipline, (or, in the case of the
Member being notified as provided for in 20.5.4(a) above, within fourteen (14) days of
the notification provided therein), give the Employer notice that the discipline is being
grieved pursuant to and in accordance with the requirements of Article 41, beginning at
Step 2 of the grievance procedure in cases of discipline other than dismissal and at Step 3
in the case of a dismissal. The time to grieve a dismissal is as set forth in Article 41.5(c).

20.6.2

Pay and Benefits During Grievance and Arbitration
(a)

Members, who have satisfied at least one of the following conditions:
(i)
(ii)

the Member holds permanent appointment or an appointment with tenure;
the Member holds a probationary appointment which has been renewed at
least once;
(iii) at the time of the alleged offense, the Member has been employed by the
University for a period of at least nine (9) months during which no
disciplinary action has been taken against the Member which has not been
withdrawn by the Employer or otherwise eliminated by grievance settlement
or arbitration decision;
and who have been disciplined by suspension or dismissal and who grieve and/or
arbitrate such action shall receive full pay and benefits (less any mitigating
amounts received by the Member during the period she/he receives such pay and
benefits from the Employer) while relieved of their duties or dismissed, until the
earlier of the date of the settlement of such grievance or the date of the decision of
the Arbitration Board referred to in clause 20.6.3, provided the Member, the
Association where applicable, and the Employer fully comply with all time and
other requirements of the grievance and arbitration procedures of this Agreement.
(b)

where a Member, suspended without pay and benefits, grieves and receives pay
and benefits pursuant to paragraph (a) above, and subsequently withdraws or
settles his/her grievance, any portion of such suspension during which the Member,
pursuant to such withdrawal or settlement, is not entitled to such pay or benefits,
shall repay such amounts at such time and by such payments as he/she and the
Employer may agree. If, however, the parties to arbitration [including a Member
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pursuant to clause 41.5.2, Step II (b)], all waive the provisions of clause 3.3, pay
and benefits shall continue until the end of any extension to the time frame in that
clause to which such parties agree.
20.6.3

Expeditious Handling of Arbitration
All parties to the grievance shall cooperate fully to expedite processing of cases of denial
of tenure, suspension or dismissal. In all such cases, all Arbitration Board members must
agree to hear the case and render their decision no later than three (3) months after the
Board is fully constituted.

ARTICLE 21
21

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

21.1

No employee of the University shall participate in any procedure leading to a decision
affecting terms or conditions of employment pursuant to any of the provisions of this
Agreement affecting his/her own position or that of an individual with whom that
employee has or has previously had a marital, familial, sexual, significant financial or
similar relationship. Employees having such conflict(s) of interest shall notify, in
writing, his/her School Dean or the Director of Library Services, the Chair(s) of the
relevant Committee, or the Director, Human Resources of such conflict of interest.

21.2

The School Dean, Director of Library Services, the relevant Chair of the Committee, or
the Director, Human Resources shall immediately forward advice of the conflict to the
Vice-President, Academic and Research. The Vice-President, Academic and Research
will discuss the matter with the employee concerned. If the Vice-President, Academic
and Research decides that there is even an appearance of a conflict of interest, it is
agreed that the employee will withdraw from any further participation in the aforesaid
procedures. The Vice-President, Academic and Research’s decision is final.

ARTICLE 22
22

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

22.1

The Employer has the right and responsibility to manage and operate the University in
all respects except as specifically abridged or modified by this Agreement and subject to
the right of any Member to lodge a grievance in the manner and to the extent provided in
Article 41 (Grievance and Arbitration).
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22.2

The Employer shall exercise its management rights in a manner that is consistent with
the provisions of this Agreement. Failure to do so shall be, in itself, grounds for a
grievance as defined under Article 41 (Grievance and Arbitration).

ARTICLE 23
23

BARGAINING UNIT

23.1

The "Bargaining Unit" shall consist of Faculty, Librarians, Laboratory Instructors,
Nursing Practice Educators (NPE), Writing Centre Coordinator (WCC) and Research
Chairs. The fact that any person occupying any of the above positions is enrolled in a
course(s) at the University or elsewhere shall not in any way affect her/his Bargaining
Unit status.

23.1.1

Faculty: “Faculty" are persons whose primary employment responsibilities at the
University are as full-time or regular part-time faculty members in the ranks of Lecturer,
Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Full Professor holding tenured,
probationary tenure-track or limited term appointments of greater than four (4) months
duration.
For greater certainty, regular part-time faculty members are persons, not engaged as
ICAs (as noted below in Article 23.3) or on a limited term appointment, but who are
employed on an ongoing basis, and whose primary employment responsibilities at the
University are similar to those of full-time faculty members although, from time-to-time,
their employment responsibilities may not include performing all of the responsibilities
specified in clause 18.1 (General Employment Responsibilities Article) but their
workload is less than that of full-time faculty members as specified in Article 27 (Faculty
Teaching Workload).
Limited term faculty appointments engaged to teach twelve (12) credits in the regular
academic year will be paid the stipend for a six credit course, multiplied by two (2), plus
12%. The Employer will make every effort to provide such part-time limited term
appointees with access to University email, voice mail as well as shared office space for
the period of their term.

23.1.2

Librarians: "Librarians" are persons, employed on a full-time or regular part-time basis,
whose primary job responsibility is to carry out the responsibilities of librarians in
connection with the operation of the University Library.

23.1.3

Laboratory Instructors: "Laboratory Instructors" are persons, employed on a full-time or
regular part-time basis, whose primary job responsibility is to instruct laboratories and
perform related functions in connection with courses in degree, certificate, or diploma
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programs of the University but shall not include persons performing similar functions in
another bargaining unit at the University.
23.1.4

Nursing Practice Educators (NPE): “Nursing Practice Educators” are Registered Nurses
employed in the Nursing Department on a full-time, part-time or limited term basis in
excess of four (4) months whose primary job responsibilities are outlined in Article 26.

23.1.5

Writing Centre Coordinator, (WCC): “Writing Centre Coordinator” is a person
employed in the Student Service Centre to coordinate the activities of the Writing Centre
and to teach writing skills to students. The current duties and responsibilities for the
position are outlined in the June 2009 job description. Changes to the job description
during the term of the Collective Agreement will require the consent of the Employer,
the Association and the WCC. Such changes shall not be unreasonably requested, nor
shall they be unreasonably refused.
Salary scale for the WCC position shall be equivalent to that of Assistant Professor. The
terms and conditions of employment of WCC shall be as contained in her/his current
contract in effect on the date of signing of this Agreement, provided, however, that all
provisions of this Agreement shall also apply to her/him, with the following exceptions:
Articles 18 (General Employment Responsibilities of Faculty Members), 24
(Librarian Appointments), 25 (Lab Instructor Appointments), 26 (Nursing Practice
Educators Appointments); 27 (Faculty Teaching Workload; 28 (Professional
Librarian Workload), 29 (Laboratory Instructor Workload), 30 (Nursing Practice
Educator Responsibilities and Workload) 31.1.1, 31.3.1, 31.5.1, 31.5.2, 31.5.3
(Research), 33 (Faculty Probation, Promotion and Tenure), 34 (Permanent
Appointment and Promotion of Librarians), 35 (Faculty Appointments).

23.1.6

Research Chairs: “Research Chairs” whether externally or internally funded, are persons
whose primary responsibilities at the University are to conduct research. Research
Chairs coming to CBU from another institution shall apply to the PP&T for rank and
tenure upon appointment. Research Chairs may engage in reasonable amounts of
teaching and service if (a) permitted by the funder(s) of the chair and (b) consistent with
the collective agreement.
Where Research Chairs are funded by external agencies and the Chair sponsor allows for
salary levels that exceed the salary scales of CBUFA members at rank, the Chair salary
negotiated may not necessarily be in keeping with regular salary scales of Schedule A.
The amount and terms associated with the salary will be negotiated with the candidate at
the time of hire. The Association will be advised on a confidential basis of the terms of
the agreement.

23.2

The following shall be excluded from the Bargaining Unit:
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23.3

i)

persons employed by another University but teaching courses at the University for
which credit will be given by that other University;

ii)

part-time individual course limited term appointments as defined in clause 23.3
below;

iii)

persons whose primary
managerial/administrative;

iv)

any employee who is a member of another bargaining unit at the University;

v)

any other employee of the University whose primary work responsibilities do not
include teaching or academic research or nursing practice; and

vi)

subject to clause 23.1 above, students, including those who perform certain limited
functions similar to those performed by Members of the Bargaining Unit.

responsibilities

at

the

University

are

"Part-time Individual Course Limited Term Appointments" or "ICAs" are persons who
are engaged only to teach an individual credit course(s) and whose total teaching load of
credit courses in any contiguous Fall and Winter (or the reverse) terms is not greater than
one half (1/2) of the teaching load of credit courses for regular full-time faculty in the
relevant programs as specified in Article 27 (Faculty Teaching Workload), provided,
however, that no ICA shall have such a teaching load in either of those terms which
equals the full teaching load for regular full-time faculty in such relevant programs. Any
proposed exceeding of these limits shall require the prior written consent of the President
of the Association, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld. Such persons shall
be entitled to the benefit of those provisions of this Agreement as may be mutually
agreed by the Parties.

ARTICLE 24
24

LIBRARIAN APPOINTMENTS

24.1

General

24.1.1

Librarian appointments shall be to one of the following ranks (see Article 34):
(a)
(b)
c)
d)

Librarian I;
Librarian II; or
Librarian III;
Librarian IV
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24.1.2

Librarian appointments shall be either full-time or part-time [as defined in clause
24.2.1(d)] and shall be either of probationary, limited term, or permanent status.

24.1.3

Librarians shall be appointed in accordance with the procedures in this Article.

24.1.4

When it is determined that a Librarian be appointed, the Director of Library Services,
after meaningful consultation with the Librarians in the bargaining unit, shall determine
the type and nature of the appointment to be made.

24.2

Types of Appointment

24.2.1

(a) Probationary Appointment

(b)

(i)

Ordinarily, a new Librarian shall be appointed to a probationary appointment.
In exceptional circumstances, the Director of Library Services may appoint a
new Librarian to a permanent appointment but only after the applicant’s
materials are provided to the Librarians’ Review Committee (see clauses
24.1.4, 24.2.3 and appropriate provisions of clauses 34.5 through 34.10) and
it makes a recommendation to the Director of Library Services on the
appropriateness of making such an appointment.

(ii)

The probationary appointment will be 24 months commencing with the first
day of actual employment, provided that this period may be extended for up
to an additional six (6) months if agreed to between the Director of Library
Services, the affected employee and the Association. Approximately 12
months following the date of appointment, the Committee referred to in
Article 34 (Permanent Appointment and Promotion of Librarians) will
conduct a review of the Librarian Member’s progress. One (1) to two (2)
months prior to the end of the probationary period, an application for
permanency, if made, will be considered pursuant to Article 34.3.

Limited Term - A limited term appointment is one for a specified duration and
carries no implication of renewal of appointment beyond the specified term nor
that the appointee is on probation for a permanent appointment. Such
appointments shall be for the purposes of replacing Librarians on leave for a
significant period of time (“replacement appointments”), to provide staffing
flexibility, or where the Employer determines that a probationary or a permanent
Librarian appointment is not appropriate. The number of persons holding such
appointments, other than replacement appointments, shall at no time exceed two
(2) without the written consent of the Association. A Librarian may hold limited
term appointments, or a full-time Librarian position may be filled by limited term
appointment(s), for a maximum of three (3) consecutive years. If at the beginning
of the fourth Academic Year in which either situation exists, the Employer decides
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that there is a need to make an appointment of a probationary or permanent nature,
it shall be filled in accordance with the appointment procedures below.

24.2.2

(c)

Permanent - A permanent appointment means a full time continuing appointment.
A Librarian may receive a permanent appointment on hiring as provided for in
clause 24.2.1(a)(i), or upon successful completion of her/his probationary period.

(d)

Part-Time - A part-time appointment means a Librarian appointed to a position
whose normal hours of work are less than those of a full-time Librarian as
specified in clause 28.7, but no more than twenty (20) hours in a work week.

Appointment Procedures
(a)

The Director of Library Services, in consultation with the LSC (Library Search
Committee) and the Office of the Director, Human Resources, shall prepare the
advertisement and determine the extent of advertising.

(b)

The Librarians Search Committee shall consist of:
(i)

the Director of Library Services, who shall chair the Committee but not have
a vote except if necessary to break a tie;

(ii)

three (3) University Library full-time employees (two of whom shall be
Librarians in the bargaining unit) selected by the Director of Library Services
after meaningful consultation with the Librarians in the bargaining unit, or by
the Librarian Members if this function is delegated by the Director of Library
Services;

(iii) up to two (2) additional employees of the University selected by the Director
of Library Services, after meaningful consultation with the Library employee
representatives on the Committee, or by the Librarian Members if this
function is delegated by the Director of Library Services, one of whom shall
be a person whose expertise is relevant to the particular library expertise
being sought; and
(iv) a student selected by the Students’ Union.
Members of the Committee will be required to make a genuine commitment to the
business of the Committee.
The LSC shall select a secretary who shall record minutes of its meetings, and keep
a file of all documents supplied to the Committee. The secretary will also record
the recommendation of the Committee and the rationale for it.
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24.2.3

(c)

The Committee and the Director of Library Services shall examine all applications
and supporting documents submitted to the Office of the Director, Human
Resources (treating same as confidential material), and together they shall develop
a short list of applicants to be interviewed.

(d)

The Chair, in collaboration with the Office of the Director, Human Resources shall
arrange for the applicants’ interviews.

(e)

The Committee shall make a recommendation, with supporting rationale, in
writing, that a specific applicant(s) is suitable for the appointment and if in its
view, more than one applicant is recommended, shall list them in order of priority.
The Committee may recommend that none of the short listed applicants be
appointed. If the Committee recommends the appointment of an applicant(s), the
Committee may also suggest rank, salary scale level, and any special conditions for
the appointment.

(f)

Should the Director of Library Services disagree with the Committee’s
recommendation, she/he shall meet with the Committee to discuss the matter. If,
following that meeting, the Director of Library Services still disagrees with the
Committee’s recommendation, she/he shall provide, in writing, the rationale for
his/her decision to the Committee.

The Director, Human Resources after consultation with the Director of Library Services,
shall provide each new Librarian, (with copies to the Director of Library Services, the
Association President, and the new Librarian’s official file) with a letter of appointment
which shall include the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

effective date of the appointment;
the type of appointment (see clause 24.2.1);
if a probationary appointment, the end date thereof;
if a limited term appointment, its beginning and end dates;
the rank and salary scale level;
any special conditions including years (or part years) credit for those items of this
Agreement for which years of service are relevant, any criteria to obtain permanent
appointment and/or promotion, should those differ from the standard requirements
contained in this Agreement; and
a statement that the appointment is subject to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.

ARTICLE 25
25

LABORATORY INSTRUCTOR APPOINTMENTS

25.1

General
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25.1.1

There shall be four types of appointment for Lab Instructors:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

25.1.2

Probationary
Permanent
Limited Term
Part-time

Among the duties all Lab Instructors may be responsible to:
(a)

Supervise students in the laboratory and ensure that correct and safe laboratory
procedures are followed, pursuant to the Occupational Health and Safety Act;

(b)

Prepare reagents and/or lab specimens and set up laboratory equipment to perform
experiments, i.e. prepare laboratories for instruction;

(c)

Deliver pre-laboratory lecture;

(d)

Assist in the preparation/modification of the laboratory manual as required;

(e)

Perform routine maintenance of laboratory and related equipment, supplies and
specimens as required in order that varied experiments can be performed;

(f)

Complete an annual inventory of laboratory equipment identifying equipment in
need of repair or replacement;

(g)

Requisition necessary equipment and supplies;

(h)

Ensure that all students are informed of, and follow, safe laboratory procedures,
including the proper use of safety glasses and lab coats when required;

(i)

Prepare and lead the classes in problem solving session (in lieu of laboratories
when necessary);

(j)

Mark lab assignments;

(k)

Maintain a record of students' lab marks and take attendance in the labs when
required;

(l)

Maintain order and neatness of the laboratory and lockers including cleaning and
stocking of lockers at the end of each term;

(m) Participate in safety inspections of laboratories.
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25.1.2.1

(n)

Assist the Department during academic counseling and specifically with the
scheduling of lab sections; and

(o)

Perform duties related to or associated with the foregoing duties.

Among the duties the Senior Lab Instructor may be responsible to:
(a)

Perform all of the above duties of the Lab Instructor position;

(b)

Develop new laboratory experiments and procedures;

(c)

Assist in the development of lab manuals and handouts;

(d)

Supervise laboratory assistants (paid or volunteer); may be involved in selection
and hiring of laboratory assistants;

(e)

Supervise laboratory markers;

(f)

Supervise field trips;

(g)

Assist in development of laboratory programs

(h)

Orientation of probationary Lab Instructors with laboratory programs.

(i)

Perform duties related to or associated with the foregoing duties.

25.1.3

A Lab Instructor shall, as a minimum requirement, possess the relevant Bachelor's
Degree but a Master’s Degree is preferred. Other degrees, certificates or diplomas or
relevant work experience may be recognized as equivalent to the Master’s Degree.

25.1.3.1

Where completion of a degree (or other educational qualification) is made a condition of
employment, the requirement shall be included in the letter of appointment. A
Laboratory Instructor shall not be considered for permanence if the condition(s) is/are
not met. In such cases, extension of the probationary period may be considered under
Article 25.4.4.

25.2

Types of Appointments

25.2.1

Probationary
The probationary period shall be two (2) years.

25.2.2

Permanent
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A permanent appointment means a full-time continuing appointment. Ordinarily, a new
Lab Instructor shall be appointed to a probationary appointment. In exceptional
circumstances, the appropriate Dean may appoint a new Lab Instructor to a permanent
appointment but only after the applicant’s materials are provided to the selection
committee referred to in clause 25.4.2 and it makes a recommendation to the Dean on the
appropriateness of making such an appointment.
25.2.3

Limited Term
A limited term appointment is one for a specified duration and carries no implication of
renewal of appointment beyond the specified term or that the appointee is on probation
for a permanent appointment.
Such appointments shall be for the purposes of replacing a Lab Instructor(s)/Senior Lab
Instructor on leave for a significant period of time (“replacement appointments”), to
provide staffing flexibility, or where the Employer determines that a probationary or a
permanent Lab Instructor appointment is not appropriate, such as, for budgetary reasons.
The number of persons holding such appointments, other than replacement
appointments, shall at no time exceed three (3) without the written consent of the
Association.

25.2.4

Part-time Appointments
A part-time appointment means a Lab Instructor appointed to a position whose normal
hours of work are less than seventy-five percent (75%) of those of a full-time Lab
Instructor pursuant to Article 29.

25.3

Advertising

25.3.1

Advertising of available positions shall be done in a manner designed to maximize
successful recruiting, taking into account the type of appointment, time and other
constraints, and exceptional circumstances.

25.3.2

All vacancies within the bargaining unit shall be posted internally.

25.3.3

All vacancies shall be advertised locally in the print media. Other forms of advertising
for such positions are not precluded.

25.3.4

The advertisement shall state the School, the Department, the general and the more
specific relevant qualifications, skills, abilities, and responsibilities of the position, and
that the applications and supporting documents be directed to the Office of the Director,
Human Resources. The proposed final copy of the advertisement shall be available in
the Human Resources Department for members of the Department to review before it is
submitted for publication.
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25.4

Appointment Procedures, Probationary Review, Permanence, and Senior Lab
Instructor Promotion

25.4.1

Selection Committee
There shall be a Selection Committee made up of the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

the relevant Dean (all references in this clause 25.4.1 to the “Dean” shall include
his/her designate), who shall chair the Committee but have no vote;
a Senior Lab Instructor;
a Lab Instructor from the Department concerned (or if there is no such Lab
Instructor, a Lab Instructor from a cognate Department), selected by the relevant
Dean, in consultation with the Chair of the Department;
up to two additional employees of the University, selected by the relevant Dean,
one of whom shall be a faculty Member in the relevant Department, and one of
whom shall be a person having expertise relevant to the vacancy being filled; and
a student selected by the Students’ Union.

Members of the Committee will be required to make a genuine commitment to attend
faithfully to the timely discharge of their duties.
25.4.2

Selection Procedure
(a)

The Committee and the relevant Dean shall examine all applications and
supporting documents submitted to the Office of the Director, Human Resources
(treating same as confidential material), and together they shall develop a short list
of applicants to be interviewed.

(b)

The Committee Chair, in collaboration with the Office of the Director, Human
Resources shall arrange for the applicants’ interviews.

(c)

The Committee shall make a recommendation, with supporting rationale, in
writing, that a specific applicant(s) is suitable for the appointment and if in its
view, more than one applicant is recommended, shall list them in order of priority.
The Committee may recommend that none of the short listed applicants be
appointed. If the Committee recommends the appointment of an applicant(s), the
Committee may also suggest rank, salary scale level, and any special conditions for
the appointment.

(d)

If the Dean disagrees with the Committee’s recommendation and proposes to hire
another applicant, she/he shall meet with the Committee to discuss the matter. If
following that meeting, the Dean still disagrees with the Committee’s
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recommendation, he/she shall decide which applicant is to be hired and inform the
Committee of his/her decision together with a written rationale for it.
25.4.3

Probationary Review
After completing two (2) terms of teaching, in either April or December, depending on
the date of hire for the Lab Instructor, the bargaining unit members of the Department
will conduct a review of the Lab Instructor’s progress taking into account the factors
referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of clause 25.4.4 and will make a
recommendation in writing to the appropriate Dean using the overall ratings noted
below.
If the Dean disagrees with the Department’s recommendation, he/she shall meet with the
Department to discuss the matter. If following that meeting, the Dean and Department
still disagree, the Dean shall decide the matter and inform the Department of his/her
decision together with a written rationale for it.
The Dean will advise the Lab Instructor in writing of the decision no later than two
weeks following the review.
The Lab Instructor’s overall performance will be given a single overall rating as follows:
a)
b)
c)

Satisfactory – Individual performs all tasks in an acceptable manner. Requires
little or normal supervision.
Fair – Individual performs most tasks satisfactorily but not all and/or requires more
than normal supervision.
Unsatisfactory – Individual fails to perform many tasks. Requires close and
frequent supervision.

A single overall evaluation for a probationary candidate which is reported as
“unsatisfactory” shall be considered as grounds for ending the probationary contract.
A single overall evaluation for a probationary candidate which is reported as “Fair” shall
require the lab instructor to be informed, in writing, of those areas needing remediation.
25.4.4

Permanent Appointment
Two (2) months prior to the end of the probationary period (in either April or November
depending on the end date of the probationary period), the bargaining unit Members in
the relevant Department shall consider whether the Lab Instructor should be given a
permanent appointment and shall make a recommendation to the relevant Dean using the
rating as noted in Article 25.4.3 and based on the following:
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(a)
(b)
(c)

job performance, with an emphasis on demonstration of judgment, initiative and
the ability to communicate and interact effectively;
competent fulfillment of the duties and responsibilities of the Lab Instructor’s
position (see 25.1.2 and 25.1.2.1 above);
service to the University and the community;

Upon receiving the recommendation of the Department, the Dean, if he/she agrees with
that recommendation, shall determine whether the Lab Instructor should:
(i)

be given a permanent appointment at the conclusion of the probationary period. A
permanent appointment will be made if the Lab Instructor has had an evaluation of
satisfactory in both assessments.
(ii) have his/her appointment conclude at the end of the probationary period. The
appointment will conclude if there has been an assessment of unsatisfactory or if
there has been an evaluation of fair in both the first and second assessments.
(iii) be given a one-and-only-one further one year probationary appointment
commencing immediately following the end of his/her probationary period. A oneyear extension will be made if the Lab Instructor has had an evaluation of
satisfactory and fair during the probationary period.
(iv) be given a one-and-only-one further one year probationary appointment
commencing immediately following the end of his/her probationary period. A oneyear extension will be made to allow for completion of an educational requirement
included as a condition of appointment.

The Dean shall decide on the matter and inform the Lab Instructor in writing, with copies
to the President of the University, the Association President, and the Lab Instructor’s
official file. If the Dean disagrees with the Department’s recommendation, he/she shall
meet with the Department to discuss the matter. If following that meeting, the Dean and
Department still disagree, the Dean shall decide the matter and inform the Committee of
his/her decision together with a written rationale for it. The Candidate shall be advised
of the outcome of the review by the end of May if the review was conducted in April and
by the end of December if the review was conducted in November.
25.4.5

Senior Lab Instructor
A Lab Instructor may apply to be promoted to be a Senior Lab Instructor any time after
completing his/her first year of permanent appointment, provided that he/she, on a
significant and regular basis, performs, in addition to his/her regular duties as described
in clause 25.1.2, most of the duties described in clause 25.1.2.1 and has satisfactorily
performed all of such duties in accordance with paragraphs (a) and (b) of clause 25.4.4.
Application shall be made to the Department Chair. The bargaining unit Members in the
relevant Department shall consider such application and make a recommendation thereon
to the relevant Dean who shall decide whether to grant such application.
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25.4.6

All decisions on permanent appointment, and promotion, under this clause 25.4 shall be
subject to the provisions of Article 41 (G&A) beginning at Step II. The powers of the
Arbitration Board in such cases shall be the same as described in Clause 41.11.

25.5

Letters of Appointment

25.5.1

The Director, Human Resources, after consultation with the relevant Dean, shall provide
each new Lab Instructor (with copies to the relevant Dean, the Association President,
and the new Lab Instructor’s official file) with a letter of appointment which shall
include the following:

25.5.2

(a)

The type of appointment;

(b)

The Department(s) to which the appointment is made;

(c)

The individual's classification;

(d)

The individual's salary and grid step pursuant to Article 43;

(e)

The date on which the appointment commences and if appropriate terminates;

(f)

The dates for probationary assessments and/or consideration for permanence.

(g)

A statement that the appointment is subject to the terms of this Agreement.

(h)

In those instances where a Lab Instructor’s or Teaching Assistant’s duties and
responsibilities are substantially different from those described in clause 25.1.2, a
statement of the principal duties and responsibilities required of the employee,
provided it is recognized that such statement is not intended to be a precise or
exclusive description of all duties or responsibilities that the employee may be
required to discharge.

A copy of the Agreement shall be included with the Letter of Appointment, and if the
offer is acceptable to the individual, he/she shall sign and provide copies of the Letter to
the Director, Human Resources and the Office of the Association.
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ARTICLE 26
26

NURSING PRACTICE EDUCATORS APPOINTMENTS

26.1

General

26.1.1

Nursing Practice Educators may be appointed to positions that are:
a)
b)
c)

Probationary;
Permanent full-time or permanent part-time;
Limited term.

26.1.2

Any reference to the “Dean” may include his/her designate.

26.2

Types of Appointments

26.2.1

Probationary
The probationary period shall be two (2) years.

26.2.2

Permanent
A permanent appointment means a full-time continuing appointment. Ordinarily, a new
Nursing Practice Educator shall be appointed to a probationary appointment. In
exceptional circumstances, the appropriate Dean may appoint a new Nursing Practice
Educator to a permanent appointment but only after the applicant’s materials are provided
to the Selection Committee referred to in clause 26.4.1 and it makes a recommendation to
the Dean on the appropriateness of making such an appointment.

26.2.3

Limited Term
A limited term appointment is one for a specified duration of up to 12 months and carries
no implication of renewal of appointment beyond the specified term.
The number of persons holding such appointments shall not exceed three (3) without the
written consent of the Association.
Such appointments shall be for the purposes of replacing an Nursing Practice Educator on
leave for a significant period of time (“replacement appointments”), to provide staffing
flexibility, or where the Employer determines that a probationary or a permanent Nursing
Practice Educator appointment is not appropriate, such as, for budgetary reasons.
Where it is known that the term appointment is needed for a period in excess of twelve
(12) months, the Employer will request permission from the Union to advertise the
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position for a period in excess of twelve (12) months as noted above. Permission will not
be unreasonably withheld.
If the Nursing Practice Educator is awarded a Probationary or Permanent position while
she/he is in a Limited Term position or within three (3) months of completing a Limited
Term position and receives a satisfactory evaluation (as per Article 26.4.4), time spent in
the Limited Term position shall count towards time as a Probationary employee.
26.2.4

Part-time Appointments
A part-time appointment means a Nursing Practice Educator appointed to a position whose
normal hours of work are less than two-thirds (66%) of those of a full-time Nursing
Practice Educator pursuant to Article 30.3.1.

26.3

Advertising

26.3.1

Advertising of available positions shall be done in a manner designed to maximize
successful recruiting, taking into account the type of appointment, time and other
constraints, and exceptional circumstances.

26.3.2

All vacancies within the bargaining unit shall be posted internally.

26.3.3

All vacancies shall be advertised locally in the print media. Other forms of advertising for
such positions are not precluded.

26.3.4

The advertisement shall state the School, the Department, the general and the more specific
relevant qualifications, skills, abilities, and responsibilities of the position, and that the
applications and supporting documents be directed to the Office of the Director, Human
Resources. The proposed final copy of the advertisement shall be available in the Human
Resources Department for Members of the Department to review before it is submitted for
publication.

26.4

Appointment Procedures

26.4.1

Selection Committee
There shall be a Selection Committee made up of the following:
(a) the Dean;
(b) two (2) Nursing Practice Educators selected by the Department;
(c) two additional employees of the University, selected by the relevant Dean, one of
whom shall be a faculty Member in the Nursing Department, and one of whom shall
be a person having knowledge relevant to the vacancy being filled; and
(d) a student selected by the Students’ Union.
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The Committee shall elect a chair who will have no vote, except in the event of a tie.
Members of the Committee will be required to make a genuine commitment to attend
faithfully to the timely discharge of their duties.
Where Members serve on the selection committee, Article 21 will apply.
26.4.2

26.4.3

Selection Procedure
(a)

The Committee and the Dean shall examine all applications and supporting
documents submitted to the Office of the Director, Human Resources (treating
same as confidential material), and together they shall develop a short list of
applicants to be interviewed.

(b)

The Committee Chair, in collaboration with the Office of the Director, Human
Resources shall arrange for the applicants’ interviews.

(c)

The Committee shall make a recommendation, with supporting rationale, in
writing, that a specific applicant(s) is (are) suitable for the appointment and if in
its view, more than one applicant is recommended, shall list them in order of
priority. The Committee may recommend that none of the short listed applicants
be appointed. If the Committee recommends the appointment of an applicant(s),
the Committee may also suggest salary scale level, and any special conditions for
the appointment.

(d)

If the Dean disagrees with the Committee’s recommendation and proposes to hire
another applicant, she/he shall meet with the Committee to discuss the matter. If
following that meeting, the Dean still disagrees with the Committee’s
recommendation, he/she shall decide which applicant is to be hired and inform
the Committee of his/her decision together with a written rationale for it.

Letters of Appointment
The Director, Human Resources, after consultation with the relevant Dean, shall provide
each new Nursing Practice Educator (with copies to the relevant Dean, the Association
President, and the new Nursing Practice Educator’s official file) with a letter of
appointment, which shall include the following:
(a)

The type of appointment;

(b)

The Department(s) to which the appointment is made;

(c)

The individual's classification;
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(d)

The individual's salary and rank grid step;

(e)

The date on which the appointment commences and if appropriate terminates;

(f)

A statement that the appointment is subject to the terms of this Agreement.

(g)

All other terms and conditions of the appointment which have been agreed upon by
the Member and the University (e.g. a requirement for completion of an
educational requirement).

(h)

In those instances where a Nursing Practice Educator’s duties and responsibilities
are substantially different from those described in Article 30, a statement of the
principal duties and responsibilities required of the employee, provided it is
recognized that such statement is not intended to be a precise or exclusive
description of all duties or responsibilities that the employee may be required to
discharge.

(i)

Where completion of a degree (or other educational qualification) is made a
condition of employment, the requirement shall be included in the letter of
appointment. A Nursing Practice Educator shall not be considered for permanence
if the condition(s) is/are not met. In such cases, extension of the probationary
period may be considered under Article 26.4.5.

(j)

The dates for the probationary review and/or consideration for permanence.

A copy of the Agreement shall be included with the Letter of Appointment, and if the
offer is acceptable to the individual, he/she shall sign and provide copies of the Letter to
the Director, Human Resources.
26.4.4

Probation and Permanence (P&P)
After completing two (2) terms of teaching, in either April or December, depending on
the date of hire for the Nursing Practice Educator, the P&P Committee of the Department
will conduct a review of the Nursing Practice Educator’s progress taking into account the
factors referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of clause 26.4.5 and will make a
recommendation in writing to the appropriate Dean using the overall ratings noted
below.
There shall be a P&P Committee made up of the following:
(a)
(b)

Department Chair, who shall chair the Committee, but have no vote except to break
a tie.
Three (3) Nursing Practice Educators selected by the Department.
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(c)

Two (2) Nursing Faculty selected by the Department.

Committee members will not be permitted to abstain from voting.
If the Dean disagrees with the Committee’s recommendation, he/she shall meet with the
Committee to discuss the matter. If following that meeting, the Dean and Committee
still disagree, the Dean shall decide the matter and inform the Committee of his/her
decision together with a written rationale for it.
The Dean will advise the Nursing Practice Educator, in writing of the decision no later
than two weeks following the review.
The Nursing Practice Educator’s overall performance will be given a single overall
rating as follows:
(d)
(e)
(f)

Satisfactory – Individual performs all tasks in an acceptable manner.
Fair – Individual performs most tasks satisfactorily but not all.
Unsatisfactory – Individual fails to perform many tasks.

A single overall evaluation for a probationary candidate, which is reported as
“unsatisfactory”, shall be considered as grounds for ending the probationary contract.
A single overall evaluation for a probationary candidate which is reported as “Fair” shall
require the Nursing Practice Educator to be informed, in writing, of those areas needing
remediation.
Tasks shall include nursing practice and classroom teaching, maintaining nursing
practice competence, and service to the University. Nursing Practice Educator’s service
to his/her community and profession may be considered along with certification, student
evaluations and contribution to nursing practice or theoretical content.
A probationary Nursing Practice Educator will continue to have an annual review as
noted above for the duration of the probationary appointment.
26.4.5

Permanent Appointment
To obtain a permanent appointment, the candidate shall submit to the Dean and copied to
the Department Chair a file containing a current curriculum vitae, teaching evaluations, a
listing of both internal and external service, evidence of activities that support
maintenance of nursing practice competence and any other material that the candidate
believes is relevant, three months prior to the end of the probationary period.
Two (2) months prior to the end of the probationary period (in either April or November
depending on the end date of the probationary period), the P&P Committee (described in
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Article 26.4.4 shall consider whether the Nursing Practice Educator should be given a
permanent appointment and shall make a recommendation to the relevant Dean using the
rating as noted in Article 26.4.4 and based on the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

job performance, with an emphasis on demonstration of judgment, initiative and
the ability to communicate and interact effectively;
competent fulfillment of the duties and responsibilities of the Nursing Practice
Educator’s position (see Article 30);
service to the University and the community.

Upon receiving the recommendation of the Committee, the Dean, if he/she agrees with
that recommendation, shall determine whether the Nursing Practice Educator should:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

be given a permanent appointment at the conclusion of the probationary period.
A permanent appointment will be made if the Nursing Practice Educator has had
an evaluation of satisfactory in both assessments.
have his/her appointment conclude at the end of the probationary period. The
appointment will conclude if there has been an assessment of unsatisfactory or if
there has been an evaluation of fair in both the first and second assessments.
be given a one-and-only-one further one year probationary appointment
commencing immediately following the end of his/her probationary period. A
one-year extension will be made if the Nursing Practice Educator has had an
evaluation of satisfactory and fair during the probationary period.
be given a one-and-only-one further one year probationary appointment
commencing immediately following the end of his/her probationary period. A
one-year extension will be made to allow for completion of an educational
requirement included as a condition of appointment.

The Dean shall decide on the matter and inform the Nursing Practice Educator in writing,
with copies to the President of the University, the Association President, and the Nursing
Practice Educator’s official file. If the Dean disagrees with the Committee’s
recommendation, he/she shall meet with the Committee to discuss the matter. If
following that meeting, the Dean and Committee still disagree, the Dean shall decide the
matter and inform the Committee of his/her decision together with a written rationale for
it. The Candidate shall be advised of the outcome of the review by the end of May if the
review was conducted in April and by the end of December if the review was conducted
in November.
26.4.6

Professional Activities Report
Accountability for one’s professional activities can be expressed in many ways.
However, better understanding of professional activities is achieved through a minimum
of common denominators in the reporting mechanisms. A “Faculty Professional
Activities Report” (Appendix C) shall be used as a template, which outlines minimum
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reporting requirements for Nursing Practice Educators. Given that research is not a
requirement for the Nursing Practice Educator, Section (c) is optional. This report is to
be completed annually with a copy submitted to the Dean’s Office and a copy submitted
to Human Resources to be included in the Member’s personnel file. In lieu of the
Member completing section 2 of the “Faculty Professional Activities Report”, the
Member may opt to append to the Report a standardized CV (using the format as
approved by Senate for internal purposes). The Faculty Professional Activities Report is
meant to help make the Dean become aware of the activities the Member is involved in
and promote positive discussion related to career development. Such report will not be
used in a disciplinary manner.
26.5

Nursing Practice Position Requirements

26.5.1

Minimum academic preparation and qualifications shall include a baccalaureate degree
in nursing; eligibility for registration with the College of Registered Nurses of Nova
Scotia; evidence of a well developed area of recent practice; at least five years recent
nursing practice experience in a particular specialty area (such as community, adult
nursing, ICU/specialty, maternal-child, or international health). Preference will be given
to those who have a Master of Nursing degree and who have had teaching experience in
nursing at a university level.

26.5.2

Where completion of a degree (or other educational qualification) is made a condition of
employment, the requirement shall be included in the letter of appointment.
A Nursing Practice Educator shall not be considered for permanence if the condition(s)
is/are not met. In such cases, extension of the probationary period may be considered
under Article 26.4.5 (iv).

26.5.3

Professional Requirements
Individuals in this position will normally pursue programs of continuing education;
participate in educational conferences and professional association activities; update and
maintain professional knowledge and skills related to their area of expertise.

26.5.4

Licensure as a Condition of Employment

26.5.5

As nursing professionals, Nursing Practice Educators must continue to meet all Nova
Scotia Standards of Nursing Practice and the Canadian Nurses Association Code of
Ethics for Registered Nurses, including completion of the Demonstration of Continuing
Professional Competence Self Appraisal. Compliance is achieved by fulfilling
requirements of the ‘Building My Profile’ document prepared by the College of
Registered Nurses of Nova Scotia. This document is considered private. Inclusion of this
profile in evaluation material is optional. Completion and updating of this document is
requirement for practice as a Registered Nurse in Nova Scotia. All Nursing Practice
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Educators must hold a current license to practice as a Registered Nurse.
Evidence of Continuing Professional Competence may be provided by completing the
appropriate section of the Professional Activities Report or through submission of the
standardized CV. Evidence of continuing professional competence may include:
a) Evidence of current registration;
b) Evidence of activities demonstrating currency in professional standards;
c) Participation in professional activities that support continued competence in area of
nursing practice;
d) Working in a professional capacity outside of CBU, or through nursing practice
assignment.
26.5.6

Fulfillment of the Nursing Practice Educators’ role requires demonstration of the highest
standards of nursing practice. A Nursing Practice Educator who is a respondent in any
Professional Conduct Review with the College of Registered Nurses of Nova Scotia
(CRNNS) is required to notify the Dean of such action and the Dean will determine if
suspension from duties is warranted. A suspension shall automatically occur in the
event the College suspends, pending investigation, the license to practice. These
suspensions shall be with pay.
Where a Professional Conduct Committee of the CRNNS concludes its investigation and
imposes a suspension or revocation of the Registered Nurse licensure, it will be grounds
for immediate dismissal.

ARTICLE 27
27

FACULTY TEACHING WORKLOAD

27.1

Course Determination and Teaching Assignment
The determination of course offerings shall be the responsibility of the Dean and shall be
made in consultation with the relevant Department Chair and the faculty.

27.1.1

Teaching assignments shall be the responsibility of the School Dean in consultation with
the Department Chair and the faculty. Members’ teaching assignments shall normally be
made by June 1 for the following fall and winter terms. The following factors may be
considered in the determination of teaching assignments:
(a)
(b)

timetable demand and capacity;
number of assigned instructional contact hours.
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27.1.2

Work ordinarily only performed by an employee covered by this Agreement shall not be
performed by another employee of the University or by a person who is not an employee
of the University. Course assignments made pursuant to Articles 17.3, 23.3, and 35.7,
and courses taught by externally funded Research Chairs that have a teaching
requirement and which have been awarded to non-Members, do not contravene this
Article. Cross listed courses within the University may require assignment of teaching
duties across the normal lines with another academic bargaining unit.

27.2

The following describes the teaching workload component of a faculty Member’s overall
duties and responsibilities as an employee of the University.

27.2.1

Matters of Time
Classes will be taught by faculty Members in a daily timetable between the hours of 8:30
a.m. and 9:45 p.m., Monday through Thursday and between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and
4:00 p.m. on Friday, in each week of the Academic Year. Employees are not required to
teach more than one 3 credit course or lab per term between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and
9:45 p.m.

27.2.1.1

A faculty Member’s classes will not be scheduled consecutively on any given day except
with his/her consent. Courses will not be considered to be scheduled consecutively
provided there is a sixty (60) minute break between each class. For the purposes of this
clause, courses scheduled to begin to be taught after 4:00 p.m. on a given day are
considered to be consecutively scheduled with courses taught during the first teaching
period of the following day.

27.2.1.2

Class scheduling shall be arranged throughout the work week so that reasonable time is
made available for the faculty Members’ research and service activities which time shall
equal at least two (2) half days per work week.

27.2.1.3

Fall and Winter academic terms, exclusive of Reading Week and the examination
periods, will not be more than twelve and one half (12 1/2) weeks each. The Academic
Year will not begin before the Monday following Labour Day.

27.2.2

Standard Teaching Load
The teaching load for each full-time faculty Member shall be 18 course credits per year
or the equivalent. No Member shall be required to teach more than nine (9) course
credits in any one term, though a Member may teach six (6) course credits in one term
and a maximum of twelve (12) course credits in another term. The following are specific
examples of loading that would be equivalent:
(a)

In science - twelve (12) course credits plus the instruction of a laboratory section
requiring faculty instruction and the direction of all other lab sections associated
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with courses being taught, or the teaching of fifteen (15) course credits and the
direction of associated labs.
(b)

In mathematics - teaching fifteen (15) course credits and the direction of all labs in
courses assigned.

27.2.2.1

Faculty normally should teach approximately equal loads in both Fall and Winter terms
(September – April) unless such faculty Member has been hired with the provision that
work assignment during Spring/Summer are to constitute a regular part of his/her
teaching load. In such case, faculty normally should teach approximately equal loads in
both Spring/Summer and either Fall or Winter terms (as assigned). Provisions related to
overload rates will not apply to the teaching load which forms part of the regular
assignment for Spring/Summer. This sub-clause defines a Faculty member’s normal
teaching and non-teaching terms.

27.2.2.2

Two faculty Members may be assigned to teach a single course as a team. Such an
arrangement will be deemed an approved team teaching assignment if either: (a) the
course proposal approved by the Senate explicitly provided that the course would be
team taught, or (b) such an arrangement is approved by all Departments involved and by
the appropriate School Dean. It is understood that all faculty Members so assigned are
expected to be present at all classes of the course. Participation in an approved
team-teaching assignment will count toward the teaching load of each participant
involved. For purposes of calculating teaching load, the team-taught course will be
considered the equivalent of one half six-credit course if taught for one term or a sixcredit course if taught for two terms.

27.2.2.3

Where a maximum number of students in a class, including OLCD, is established by a
consultative process and approved by the Dean, such maxima shall be respected by the
Registrar and those in that Office and others with the responsibility for registering
students.

27.2.2.4

Direction of honors theses, directed studies courses, and tutorials (collectively referred to
herein as “courses”) shall be offered in consultation between the individual faculty
Member, his/her Department, and his/her Dean. Remuneration for such courses shall be
95% of the tuition paid for such courses. This will also apply in situations in which the
student drops a course prior to completion and has not paid full tuition. The faculty
member will receive 95% of the amount of tuition owed. In cases where there is a valid
academic reason critical to a student’s(s’) program, a Member may be requested to teach
up to three (3) students in one course by tutorial and such request shall not be
unreasonably refused (this will not prevent a Member agreeing to teach more than three
(3) students in the one course). Courses with a compulsory lab component cannot be
required as a tutorial.
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27.2.2.5

Subject to 27.2.2.4, no faculty Member shall be obliged to teach more than the standard
teaching load.

27.2.3

Teaching Reductions

27.2.3.1

Teaching reductions will be made for Members in the following positions:
(a)
(b)

(c)

the Chair of a Department (6 credits over the Academic Year);
the President of CBUFA (6 credits over the Academic Year for Faculty, delivery of
two (2) lab sections per term or one lab section and one prep per term for Lab
Instructors, one (1) assignment from Group B activities in the fall and winter terms
for Nursing Practice Educators); and
where it is determined by the Dean of Research and the faculty Member’s School
Dean that such Member is engaged in major research (e.g. holding external
research grants awarded from SSHRC, NSERC, CIHR, or comparable body)
warranting relief from some of her/his teaching responsibilities (up to 6 credits
during the Academic Year).

A research grant applicant who intends to seek this teaching reduction is to make
application for such teaching reduction to the Vice-President, Academic and Research
with notification forwarded to her/his Department Chair, School Dean and the Dean of
Research. When applying for the grant, he/she shall apply for a Release Time Stipend or
similar reimbursement of teaching costs whenever possible.
The Employer will conduct an annual review of the above requests for such teaching
reduction and a fund will be established with a set quantum which will be re-evaluated
on an annual basis.
Requests for teaching reduction are subject to the approval of the Vice-President,
Academic and Research and to budgetary and staffing restraints of the University.
For the Chair of PP&T, either a teaching load reduction of three credits or the equivalent
stipend will be granted as determined by the Dean in consultation with the member and
department.
The Association may purchase additional units of course relief at staff replacement cost
for one or more of its members. Course relief will be granted by the Dean/Director of
Library Services subject to the department’s ability to provide release coverage.
In the case of a Librarian who assumes the position of President of CBUFA, the
workload reduction will be equivalent to one day per week.
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Any other teaching reductions shall be as agreed among an individual faculty Member,
his/her Department Chair, and his/her School Dean. The Association shall be consulted
on any such reduction.
27.2.4

On-Line Course Delivery (Distance)

27.2.4.1

For the purposes of this article, On-line Course Delivery (Distance) (OLCD) refers to the
delivery of credit courses through a virtual classroom. OLCD does not refer to classroom
teaching off campus. Nor does it refer to on-campus teaching that utilizes some of the
same electronic means of delivery used by OLCD courses, for example:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Videoconferencing or live streaming video;
Podcasts, blogs, etc;
CD ROMs, DVDs, or other digital storage formats;
WWW content, including websites specifically designed for a course and webbased pedagogical tools such as WebCT or Moodle;
Email and evolving means of on-line social-networking.

Such means of delivery are used by OLCD courses as a substitute for the face-to-face
interaction between students and faculty in a traditional classroom.
27.2.4.2

Courses with OLCD shall not be assigned without the consent of the Member and her/his
Department unless such member was hired with the provision that OLCD comprised the
regular teaching workload. In cases where consent is required, such consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Assignment of OLCD courses will take into consideration factors
such as the desires of Members, their familiarity with the required technology, and due
regard for course content and pedagogy. When a Faculty Member teaches such a course,
it shall constitute part of the Faculty Member’s normal workload or overload teaching
assignment in accordance with Articles 27.2.2 and 27.2.5. This may include distance
courses in accordance with Article 27.2.6.

27.2.4.3

A demonstrable significant increase in work arising from the development of OLCD will
be recognized with financial remuneration or course relief, as determined before the
work is undertaken.

27.2.4.4

No faculty Member shall be obligated to teach a single course section combining one
section of classroom delivery and one section of OLCD.

27.2.4.5

Members using OLCD in accordance with Article 27.2.4.2 will have appropriate
professional development and technical support (within the fiscal limitations of the
University) made available at no cost to the Member. Furthermore, the Member shall be
notified of the resources available to him/her, associated with the course, before he/she
agrees to teach the course.
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27.2.4.6

Courses offered by means of OLCD and not developed at CBU must follow regular
institutional procedures for courses/programs approval prescribed by Senate and by the
Board of Governors.

27.2.4.7

Without limiting the application of other relevant Articles of this Agreement, Articles 12
and 40 shall apply to courses offered by Members using OLCD.

27.2.5

Overloads and Spring/Summer (Non-Teaching Term)

27.2.5.1

In those situations where a course must be offered and staffed on an overload basis
because of reasons such as:
(a)
(b)
(c)

a sudden surge in enrolment or other similar factor affecting course offerings;
the sudden illness or incapacity of a faculty Member;
the need to reallocate courses due to leaves (see Article 32 - Professional
Development);

a faculty Member may teach up to one and one half six (6) credit course as overload
during their normal teaching terms and in their non-teaching term. All overloads and
courses taught during the Faculty Member’s non-teaching term are subject to the
approval of the relevant School Dean following consultation with the relevant
Department. Distance Course offerings are also subject to approval of the relevant
School Dean following consultation with the relevant Department. A member must
obtain approval from his Department Chair and Dean prior to accepting an overload
outside his/her own Department.
27.2.5.2

Courses taught by a Member in his/her non-teaching terms, for which a stipend is owed,
are subject to sufficient enrollment.

27.2.5.3

It shall be determined by the respective School Dean, in consultation with the Registrar,
by the end of the second day of class in Spring or Summer courses whether enrolment is
sufficient for the class to be offered. In the event that, due to insufficient enrolment, a
Spring or Summer course is cancelled during this period, the faculty Member and/or
Laboratory Instructor shall be compensated for 1/12th of the stipend for such a course or
lab as provided in Article 43.

27.2.5.4

Spring or Summer courses which have insufficient enrolment may be offered as a
tutorial. Faculty Members teaching such tutorial classes shall receive 95% of the tuition
paid by each student. The respective School Dean, in consultation with the Registrar,
must approve such a tutorial offering.

27.2.5.5

No faculty Member shall be obligated to teach either an overload or a course during their
non-teaching term.
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27.2.5.6

All overloads and Spring/Summer session courses must be offered first to qualified fulltime faculty Members. In the event that no full-time Member is willing to teach such a
course, the person hired to teach it must be qualified and approved by the Department in
which the course is being offered.

27.2.5.7

Remuneration for overloads and Spring/Summer courses shall be as provided in Article
43.

27.2.6

Distance-Related Delivery

27.2.6.1

For purposes of this article distance-related delivery refers to credit courses developed
for and/or delivered to a student clientele predominantly “at-a-distance”, that is, where
the instruction is received outside the CBU campus classrooms and laboratories. These
courses may include OLCD courses, independent print based courses or a combination
thereof.

27.2.6.2

Distance-related credit courses may be taught as part of regular load or overload.
Distance related courses shall not be assigned without a Member’s and her/his
Department’s consent unless such member was hired with the provision that distance
delivery was to be part of the regular teaching workload. In such cases where consent is
required, such consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Distance-related credit courses assigned and/or agreed to as overload do not fall within
the maximum overload limits set per faculty member for regular courses, i.e. 9 course
credits overload from September to April (Article 27.2.5.1) and 9 credits overload May
to August (Article 27.2.5.2).

27.2.6.3

Approval for new distance-related courses/programs follows regular institutional
procedures for credit course/program approval prescribed by Senate and by the Board of
Governors.

27.2.6.4

Departments, under the respective Dean(s), are responsible for quality assessment issues
with regard to curriculum and course delivery for distance-related courses. Regular
Departmental process for vetting and approving all candidates for the teaching of
distance-related courses apply. Distance related courses not developed at CBU must
follow regular institutional procedures for course /program approval prescribed by
Senate and by the Board of Governors.

27.2.6.5

If no current institutional department encompasses the area of specialization of a
course/program, provisions for a structure to handle departmental issues will be proposed
for approval by Senate and the Board of Governors.

27.2.6.6

Expenses recoverable from the Employer include, but are not limited to, mailing, travel,
meals and accommodation, telephone costs, special materials; the agreement on the
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recovery of these and other related costs will be determined by the Member with the
Dean(s) at the time of course assignment.
27.2.6.7

No faculty Member shall be obligated to teach a single course section combining one
section of classroom delivery and one section of distance delivery.

27.2.6.8

Without limiting the application of other relevant Articles of this Agreement, Articles 12
and 40 shall apply to courses offered by Members using distance-related delivery.

27.2.7

Student Advising

27.2.7.1

It is understood that a Member's responsibilities as a teacher extend beyond the
classroom and include student advising, academic counseling, supervision of tests and
examinations, evaluation of student performance, and grading.

27.2.7.2

A full-time faculty Member shall set aside at least five (5) hours a week in his/her office
for student advising and consultation. The hours of availability shall either be posted on
the faculty Member's office door and/or be contained on the course syllabi handed out to
students.

27.2.7.3

Unless there are extenuating circumstances, Faculty Members shall comply, with the
deadlines and procedures established by Senate for reporting the grades of their students.
If a faculty Member is unable to meet these deadlines or comply with these procedures,
within 24 hours of the deadlines, they shall notify, in advance and in writing wherever
practicable, their Department Chair and Dean stating the nature of the extenuating
circumstances and propose a plan for reporting grades.

27.3

The Association will promote to its membership the importance of participating in
recruiting initiatives, both internal and external. The Association will recommend that its
Members participate in recruiting initiatives that arise from time-to-time including, but
not limited to, “CBU for a Day”, “Open House”, and contributing to regular publications.

ARTICLE 28
28

PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIAN WORKLOAD

28.1

Consistent with existing practice and the primary role of professional Librarian Members
to support the academic and related programs of the University, the following describes
Librarian Members' normal work load.

28.2

All Librarian Members are responsible for the provision of information services (which
includes reference) and for collections development. In addition, individual Librarian
Members will be responsible for other duties including supervisory and administrative
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responsibilities as delegated by the Director of Library Services, technical services, and
other duties related to the organization and dissemination of information resources held
within the University Library or accessed by it.
28.3

In recognition of the fact that Librarian Members are partners with faculty Members in
contributing to the scholarly and intellectual functions of the University, Librarian
Members shall participate in the University community and the external community
through such activities as membership on committees, research activities, professional
and community service as specified in Article 34.

28.4

In particular, Librarians, as information professionals in a university setting, face a
unique challenge in increasing the access of patrons to changing sources of information.
It is the responsibility of each Librarian to self-identify their professional, personal skills
and knowledge needed for current and anticipated responsibilities; to continuously assess
their skills, aptitudes and knowledge; and to identify personal learning strategies that
anticipates and complements the evolving information needs of CBU and our
community.
Accountability for one’s professional activities can be expressed in many ways.
However, better understanding of professional activities is achieved through a minimum
of common denominators in the reporting mechanisms.
Each Librarian Member shall complete, on an annual basis prior to June 1, a Librarian
Professional Activities Report (Appendix D), or provide a letter detailing what the
candidate has accomplished in the areas of academic qualifications, performance of
her/his Librarian duties and responsibilities, scholarly activity, professional
development, and University, professional, and community service, together with any
supporting documentation. The Activities Report will be submitted to the Director of
Library Services and a copy to Human Resources to be included in the Member’s
personnel file. An annual review will conducted by the Director of Library Services.
For the first Annual Review, the Librarian Member may choose to document
accomplishments within the previous five (5) years, or choose to concentrate on
accomplishments in a longer or shorter period. For subsequent Annual Reviews,
activities within the last year will be reviewed.

28.5

Duties shall be assigned by the Director of Library Services in collaboration with the
Librarian Members.

28.6

Only those Members of the bargaining unit holding graduate degrees in Library and
Information Science (or equivalent) shall perform the duties assigned to Librarian
Members. However, it is agreed that other Library employees who are qualified by
virtue of their education and/or training, may, under the general supervision of Librarian
Members, perform reference service duties otherwise carried out by Librarian Members.
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28.7

Hours of Work and Reference Desk Scheduling
A Librarian Member's regular work week shall be thirty-two and a half (32.5) hours
worked.

28.8

The duties of professional librarians include both providing information services to
library users and the necessary technical services to make this provision of information
possible. Reference desk hours will be governed according to student and faculty
requirements, and the operational needs of the university library. The Director of
Library Services will determine shifts to be covered by Librarians and qualified Library
employees (as in Article 28.6) will assist the Librarians in providing coverage.

28.9

The normal daily work shift shall be seven and a half (7.5) consecutive hours, inclusive
of a meal period. During those times in the calendar year when classes are scheduled,
the schedule shall include one (1) evening shift per week of no greater than six (6)
consecutive hours worked, which shift shall end not later than 10:00 p.m. In addition,
during that same period of the year, each Librarian Member shall work one (1) weekend
reference desk shift of five (5) consecutive hours worked, every four (4) weeks. These
shifts shall be compensated as follows: one (1) weekend shift shall be equivalent to one
(1) day's release time which shall normally be scheduled for the following Friday. One
holiday shift shall be the equivalent to one and one-half (1.5) day's release time.
Where a member may be required to work a second weekend shift, the scheduling shall
be carried out in a collegial manner by the Director of Library Services and the
Librarians. In the event that a solution cannot be reached, the Director of Library
Services shall assign shifts in an equitable manner. Compensation for second or further
weekend shifts shall be equivalent to one day’s release time and a shift differential of
$25.00.

28.10

The Director of Library Services shall collaborate with Librarian Members and the
President of the Association if any variance in the above clauses is sought.

28.11

Annual Vacation

28.11.1

The vacation year for Librarian Members is from 1 April in one year through 31 March
in the next following year. Vacations which are earned in one vacation year shall be
taken in the next vacation year. Librarian Members shall receive in each vacation year,
20 work days vacation, 25 work days for Librarian Members who have completed fifteen
(15) years service at the University, during which time regular pay and benefits shall
continue.

28.11.2

In the first year of their employment new Librarian Members shall receive such vacation
pro-rated based on the amount of service given in the preceding vacation year, e.g. a new
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Librarian Member who is hired on 1 January in a year shall be entitled to receive in the
vacation year beginning that 1 April, one work week’s (5 work days) vacation having
worked one quarter (1/4) of the preceding vacation year.
28.11.3

A Librarian Member, upon separation from the Employer, shall compensate the
Employer for vacation taken but to which he/she was not entitled. Likewise, the
Employer will compensate such Member for any earned but unused vacation to the date
of separation.

28.12

University Holidays and Library Closures
Paid University holidays include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

New Year’s Day
Good Friday
Easter Monday
Victoria Day
Canada Day
Civic Holiday (first Monday in August)
Labour Day
Thanksgiving Day
Remembrance Day
December 25
December 26

A Member working any of the above holidays will receive, in addition to her/his regular
pay, one and one half (1.5) days paid release time to be taken when scheduling
reasonably permits.
28.13

Librarian Members shall receive 2.5 days paid release time during the Christmas break
and 2.5 days paid release time for the Study Break, all of such release time to be taken
when scheduling reasonably permits.

ARTICLE 29
29

LABORATORY INSTRUCTOR WORKLOAD

29.1

Consistent with existing practice, and the primary role of Lab Instructor Members, to
provide laboratory instruction and related duties as are more particularly specified in
clauses 25.1.2 and 25.1.2.1 of Article 25 (Laboratory Instructor Appointments), the
following describes their normal workload.
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29.2

A Lab Instructor’s regular work week shall be Monday through Friday, both days
inclusive.

29.3

A Lab Instructor’s daily teaching contact hours shall normally be contained within a
continuous eight (8) hour period including one hour for lunch. A Lab Instructor’s
teaching load will not be scheduled consecutively on any given day except with his/her
consent. Labs separated by more than sixty (60) minutes will not be considered
consecutive. For the purposes of this clause, labs/courses scheduled to be taught after
4:30 p.m. on a given day are considered to be consecutively scheduled with labs/courses
taught during the first period of the following day.

29.4

The normal instruction year for Lab Instructors shall be between September 1 and April
30, both dates inclusive. Any instruction performed between May 1 and August 31 shall
be compensated as overload in accordance with Article 43.5.

29.5

While Lab Instructors have no required laboratory instruction duties during the period
from May 1 through August 31, they shall, however, be required to perform other noninstruction duties during the work days and weeks in that period except for a vacation
period of 20 working days and for Members who have completed fifteen (15) years of
service, 25 working days to be taken in that period at a time mutually arranged between
the Lab Instructor and his/her Dean or Department Chair.

29.6

The number of Lab Instructor instructional contact hours and laboratory preparations
will vary depending upon the particular discipline and laboratory instruction needs in any
given semester. The normal number of contact hours for a Lab Instructor in a work week
will be as follows:
Eighteen (18) hours with one distinct preparation;
Fifteen (15) hours with two distinct preparations;
Twelve (12) hours with three distinct preparations.
Preparation by a member for multiple laboratory sections for the same course in a given
academic term shall be counted as one (1) distinct preparation.
The actual number of contact hours may be less for a given Lab Instructor where his/her
instructional or related duties and responsibilities are agreed by the Employer to be
equivalent to the normal number of contact hours, such reductions requiring the approval
of the Member’s Dean following consultation with the appropriate Department(s). It is
also acknowledged that preparation of chemicals and/or correcting of laboratory and
related assignments are included in the Lab Instructor’s time commitments in performing
his/her job.

29.7

If a Lab Instructor has appropriate qualifications, he/she may be given an assignment that
includes course delivery in the classroom and evaluation of students. The assignment
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will normally be a class at the introductory level. Each assignment shall count towards
the Lab Instructor’s instructional contact hours in a work week as three (3) hours and a
distinct preparation as in Article 29.6.
ARTICLE 30
30

NURSING PRACTICE EDUCATOR RESPONSIBILITIES AND WORKLOAD

30.1

Position Scope
Key responsibilities for Nursing Practice Educators include planning, implementing and
evaluating learning experiences for nursing students in classroom and nursing practice
settings (on campus or off, such as hospitals, on-campus nursing practice setting or other
health care settings), service to the University, community and/or profession. As
Registered Nurses, Nursing Practice Educators promote excellence in students’ nursing
practice through exhibiting and fostering consistent, safe, effective and ethical practice
by providing students opportunities to recognize and reflect on their nursing practice
experiences, and discussing those experiences with others. In addition, Nursing Practice
Educators are expected to investigate new opportunities for nursing practice, collaborate
with other health care providers/professionals, as well as potential and actual
clients/patients.

30.2

Nursing Practice Educators responsibilities may include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Nursing practice development, organization, supervision and evaluation;
Classroom teaching;
Service and Program Support;
Maintaining nursing practice competence.

30.3

Teaching Workload

30.3.1

Workload for Nursing Practice Educators includes a combination from the following
groupings:
Group A Activities

(a) 12 hour supervised nursing practice in acute care
(b) 12 hour preceptored nursing practice in acute care

Group B Activities

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Group C Activities

(a) Supervised intersession nursing practice

2 laboratory assignments totaling 3 hours weekly
12 hour preceptored community nursing practice
Class totaling 3 hours weekly
5 hour supervised nursing practice in long term care
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(b) Coordination of intersession, co-op program,
WHIMIS training, immunization and CPR monitoring.
Where hours are noted, it refers to “per week”.
The standard teaching workload for full-time Nursing Practice Educators shall include:
One (1) assignment from Group A and one (1) assignment from Group B for each fall
and winter term, and one (1) assignment from Group C for the spring term. In the event
that an Nursing Practice Educator agrees to two (2) assignments from Group A in one
term (either fall or winter), there will be a reduction in workload from Group B in the
following fall or winter term unless there is a mutual agreement for some other
arrangement. A double assignment from Group A Activities can occur only once during
a fall/winter term.
30.3.2

In the nursing practice setting where Members directly supervise students, the ratio of
Member to student shall normally not exceed 1:7. In the acute nursing practice setting
where Members are supervising preceptored students, the ratio of Member to student
shall not normally exceed 1:10. In the community nursing practice setting where
Members are supervising preceptored students, the ratio of Member to student shall not
normally exceed 1:14. Only in exceptional circumstances, such as illness or emergency,
will the Member be requested to supervise additional students with a revised nursing
practice assignment. Such request shall not be unreasonably made or unreasonably
denied.

30.3.3

Nursing Practice Development, Organization, Supervision and Evaluation:
Teaching workload as noted in Article 30.3 includes nursing practice development,
organization, supervision and evaluation. The related duties that follow may involve
consultation and collaboration with Faculty Members or other Nursing Practice
Educators who deliver the course. Such duties may overlap with responsibilities also
assumed by Nursing Faculty.
(a) Review the theoretical underpinnings of the associated course to facilitate bridging
theory to practice.
(b) Explore new assessment tools for nursing practice.
(c) Supervision of Advanced Majors students, student projects and co-supervision of
Honours student projects.
(d) In conjunction with the course professor, participate in the development of student
orientation packages for nursing practice.
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(e) Orientate students to specific nursing practice areas.
(f) Prepare post/pre conference activities.
(g) Collaborate with health care providers to determine appropriate student: client
assignments.
(h) Consult with preceptors in the nursing practice areas.
(i) Collaborate with the course instructor to coordinate/develop nursing practice
assignments, develop nursing practice models, procure nursing practice placements
and other activities related to the practice environment.
(j) Supervise students in nursing practice settings and ensure that students know and
follow acceptable standards of practice for their educational level.
(k) Prepare students for nursing practice sessions, including patient chart review and
assignment and maintenance of nursing practice settings.
(l) Research activities associated with specific assigned clients (such as illness,
medications, treatments, etc).
(m) Provide necessary supervision and testing during nursing practice sessions, including
any pre-practice lectures and preparation of materials as required.
(n) Student evaluation and grading, including providing individual student assessments
on performance and assignments and maintaining records.
(o) Conduct student counseling sessions (individual or group) including the scheduling
of office hours for student appointments, and participate in student academic
advising.
(p) Report to Nursing Practice Committee and participate in specific procedures set out
by the Committee as needed.
(q) Explore potential nursing practice placement opportunities and coordinate activities
related to agreements with said placement areas.
(r) Coordinate nursing practice placements.
(s) Develop rotation schedules and review with students.
(t) Develop student orientation packages for nursing practice.
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(u) Curriculum development, including the development of new clinical practice
sessions and related materials.
30.3.4

Classroom Teaching
If a Nursing Practice Educator has appropriate qualifications, she/he may be given a
teaching assignment each term that includes course delivery in the classroom and
evaluation of students. The teaching assignment will be part of the regular workload.
When teaching as the course professor, the Nursing Practice Educator will assume all
academic rights and responsibilities that come with teaching a course.

30.3.5

Service and Program Support
Service and support for the Program are a vital part of the Department Member’s
workload. In determining how this component of workload is covered, a collegial
approach is expected. The procedure as identified in Article 30.3.6.4 will also be used
when determining the assignment of service and other associated program support duties.
The related duties that follow may involve consultation and collaboration with Faculty
Members or other Nursing Practice Educators who deliver the course. Such duties may
overlap with responsibilities also assumed by Nursing Faculty.
While it is understood that duties (such as certification training) and/or special
assignments (such as accreditation preparation) are necessary for the successful delivery
of the Nursing Program, Nursing Practice Educators may be responsible for other
activities. These activities (listed below) may be dynamic in nature and shall be assigned
fairly based on requisite skills, the time requirement/difficulty in preparation and/or
delivery. If the Program requires activities other than those listed, the decision will be
made by the Dean following consultation with the Department Chair and collaboration
with the Members of the Department.
(a)

Service to the University, for example, participation in the work at the
Department, School or University levels in such things as committee and like
work;

(b)

Participation in School and Departmental meetings;

(c)

Participate in Level Meetings to review incoming/outgoing student groups;

(d)

Coordinate and/or participate in orientation sessions for new students and/or new
employees;
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(e)

Community and professional service (if applicable): Activities grounded in a
Registered Nurses field of knowledge or contribution to the profession, and
appropriate contributions to the community at large;

(f)

Revising and maintaining program documents such a student manuals and
handbooks;

(g)

Monitoring student immunizations;

(h)

Participation in safety inspections and maintaining adequate supplies for clinical
practice settings on campus;

(i)

Representing the Department and CBU in recruitment and public relations
initiatives;

(j)

Lab testing Assistants;

(k)

Lab instruction for N250;

(l)

Marking 10 Consolidated/Independent Practice Binders;

(m)

Nursing Society Co-ordinator;

(n)

Level co-ordinator;

(o)

Nursing practice lab co-ordinator;

(p)

Simulation lab co-ordinator;

(q)

Lab supervisor;

(r)

Independent practice co-ordinator;

(s)

Consolidated practice co-ordinator;

(t)

Coordinate N125 Placements.

30.3.6

Maintaining Nursing Practice Competence

30.3.6.1

Nursing practice competence can be maintained in many ways including, but not limited
to, attendance in continuing and/or formal education programs, workshops and/or
seminars; participating in nursing practice updating skills in specialty areas; participation
in presentations/publications; reviewing/developing best practice guidelines.
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30.3.6.2

In keeping with the need to maintain nursing practice competence, a Nursing Practice
Educator may choose to work in a nursing practice setting. This is in addition to time
spent in a nursing practice setting performing student supervision. Normally such work
will take place during the periods when nursing practice instruction in not occurring. For
greater clarity, it is understood that CBU is the primary employer of the Nursing Practice
Educator and should the Nursing Practice Educator choose to work for another employer,
such work may be accepted provided it does not interfere with her/his participation in
and fulfillment of assigned duties within the Nursing Department.

30.3.6.3

For the purpose of Professional Development, Nursing Practice Educators may choose to
engage in scholarly activities related to nursing practice and theory in so far as to
maintain currency. While such activities do not form part of their regular workload, they
may be considered in meeting the requirement to maintain professional competency as
noted in Article 30.3.6. These activities may include, but not be limited to involvement
in basic or applied research, the creation of new knowledge, the creative use of existing
knowledge, development of policies and procedures, and/or proposal writing.

30.3.6.4

Development of the Department’s workload assignment (i.e. Nursing Practice,
Classroom Teaching, and Program Support) shall be the responsibility of the School
Dean in collaboration with the Department Chair and the Members of the Department.
The process shall be as follows:
(a) The Department shall meet to consider a fair and appropriate schedule of workload
assignments in advance of the fall/winter and spring/summer semesters.
(b) The Department shall give a Nursing Practice Educator or Faculty Member teaching
a course with an assigned nursing practice requirement priority for the associated
nursing practice assignment based on expertise in the nursing practice area.
(c) When considering the remaining nursing practice assignments, the Department shall
recognize that nursing practice education is the key responsibility of Nursing
Practice Educators.
(d) The Chair shall forward to the Dean a schedule of workload assignments proposed
by the Department.
(e) The Dean shall examine the proposed schedule. In the event that she/he determines
that the schedule is either unfair or cannot adequately meet the requirements of the
program, she/he will meet with the Chair and recommend adjustments. After meeting
with the Department, the Chair will respond to the Dean regarding any recommended
adjustments.
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(f) The Dean shall approve the final schedule of workload assignments decided upon by
the Dean by June 1 for the following fall, winter and spring or summer terms.
30.3.6.5

The normal work year for a Full-Time Nursing Practice Educator shall be 12 months less
scheduled vacation time. The instruction year shall include:
o
o
o
o

September 1 to December 31 – Fall Semester
January 1 to April 30 – Winter Semester
May 1 to mid June (approximately) – Spring (S/S) Semester
Mid-June to Mid August (approximately) – Summer (S/S) Semester

The normal instructional year for a Nursing Practice Educator shall be comprised of the
fall, winter and either the spring or summer semesters.
30.3.6.6

In the event changes are needed for a Nursing Practice Educator’s normal instructional
year, the parties agree to meet discuss the transition. The altered instructional year shall
be offered first to qualified Nursing Practice Educators who may be interested, except
where a specialty in nursing practice instruction is required.

30.3.6.7

In the event that a Nursing Practice Educator agrees to provide nursing practice/teaching
assignments in a second spring or summer session in addition to their normal
instructional semesters, she/he will be paid on an overload basis according to Article 43
unless there is a mutual agreement for some other arrangement.

30.3.6.8

Vacations which are earned in one vacation year shall be taken in the next vacation year.
Nursing Practice Educators shall receive in each vacation year, 20 work days vacation,
25 work days for Nursing Practice Educators who have completed fifteen (15) years
service at the University including time spent with St. FX, during which time regular pay
and benefits shall continue. Unless otherwise agreed to by the Chair and Dean, this
vacation is normally taken during the non-teaching term. The Nursing Practice Educator
is responsible to notify the Department Chair of the dates of her vacation. The Chair will
ensure that Department coverage is maintained on a twelve (12) month basis to ensure
Program related duties and necessary services are adequately staffed. Vacation credits
will be earned during the period of July 1 to June 30 of each year.

ARTICLE 31
31

RESEARCH

31.1

Introduction

31.1.1

Pursuant to Article 18 (GER), research is an essential component of a faculty Member’s
employment duties and responsibilities and professional development.
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31.1.2

The Parties agree that basic and applied research have equal value to society, to the
academic community, and to the University.

31.1.3

Pursuant to Article 12 (Academic Freedom), the University recognizes that academic
freedom is an inseparable component of all research activity.

31.1.4

The adoption and implementation of the Tri-Council Policy Statement entitled “Ethical
Conduct for Research Involving Humans” (1998), hereinafter referred to as the “Humans
Research Policy Statement” shall not be used to circumscribe the academic freedom of
researchers as specified in Article 12 (Academic Freedom) of this Collective Agreement.
If any conflict develops between any such Policy and academic freedom, the latter shall
prevail.

31.2

Research Contribution

31.2.1

Research must make a contribution to an existing body of knowledge. It must be an
advance over the routine application of existing knowledge and/or interpretations.

31.2.2

Contributions in the sciences shall be taken to include replicative tests and studies that
fail to yield evidence supporting an anticipated result.

31.2.3

Assigned classroom teaching shall not constitute research.

31.3

Assessment

31.3.1

It is the responsibility of faculty Members to make the results of their research activity in
their discipline available for review and assessment in a form in which it can be
evaluated.

31.3.2

Internal assessments of research may be made only for the following purposes:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

pursuant to Article 33 (Probation, Promotion and Tenure);
institutional endorsement in support of a Member’s applications to external
granting councils and agencies;
the University awarding grants, contracts or non-monetary support for research
projects;
review of ethical procedures, pursuant to this Article;
appointments to University administrative posts for which a research record is
relevant;
applications for sabbatical and other forms of leave, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 32 (Professional Development);
for such other purposes as may be agreed upon by the Association, which
agreement will not be unreasonably withheld.
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31.3.3

The development of clinical or instructional materials or methods of an innovative sort
that have application(s) beyond the Member’s own courses shall be regarded as research.

31.3.4

It shall be the Member’s responsibility to make the results of his/her research available
for assessment to the fullest extent possible within the limits of any applicable
restrictions. In those cases where a Member is bound by the limits of confidentiality,
materials that may be provided for assessment may include the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

testimony from third parties who have expertise in the field and knowledge of the
research;
the Member’s descriptive accounts of the methodologies and methods employed in
the research and of the form of the findings;
the Member’s account of the intellectual grounding of the research.

31.4

Dissemination

31.4.1

Modes of dissemination shall not be limited to academic journals, books, or conferences
(as noted in Article 33.9).

31.5

General

31.5.1

Members have the right and the obligation (see Article 18 (GER)) to devote time to
research activities.

31.5.2

Members shall be provided with an opportunity to conduct research activities.
Reasonable efforts will be made to provide faculty Members with adequate, appropriate
and reasonable facilities for carrying out their research activities, and subject to the
equitable and reasonable distribution of the resources of the University.

31.5.3

The opportunity and obligation to pursue research exists at all times of the year pursuant
to Article 27 (Faculty Teaching Workload).

31.5.4

Subject to availability, the equitable and reasonable distribution of the resources of the
University, and the provisions of this Agreement governing such matters, the following
forms of institutional support for Members research shall normally be available:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

leaves pursuant to Article 32 (Professional Development);
summer research stipends;
internal research grants;
pursuant to Article 27.2.3 (Teaching Reductions), release time from a portion of a
normal teaching load.
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Items (b) and (c) must be approved by the Dean of Research, the Dean of the School to
which the Member belongs, and the Vice-President, Academic and Research of the
University.
31.5.5

Unless for good and valid reasons it is not appropriate to do so, and subject to Article 40
(IP, etc.), in their published work(s), faculty Members shall indicate their affiliation with
the Cape Breton University and give fair attribution for their reliance on the work and
assistance of others.

31.5.6

When contract research is to be performed using University facilities, the prior written
authorization of the School Dean in consultation with the Dean of Research for such use
is required. Such authorization shall not unreasonably be denied.

31.5.7

Faculty Members may agree to delay for a specified period of time the dissemination of
the results of contract research which uses University facilities only if such delay is
agreed to by the Dean of Research in writing. Any such agreement may not involve an
indefinite delay of the dissemination of results and may not unreasonably be withheld.

31.6

Ethical Issues

31.6.1

The research methodology of a given project may be subject to legislation and regulation
in areas such as ethical treatment of human subjects, humane treatment of animals,
storage and use of hazardous substances, and guarantees of the confidentiality for human
subjects. In such cases, the research project must comply with all internal and external
regulations, requirements, protocols or codes. Only research that is subject to the
Humans Research Policy Statement shall require the prior written approval of the
University Research Ethics Board (“REB”).

31.6.2

In any dispute about the meaning of any Tri-Council Policy Statement, the full text,
including any commentary, shall be considered.

31.6.3

It is the obligation of employee researchers to submit their proposed projects which are
subject to any Tri-Council Policy Statement, and those where the researcher will use
students as research assistants, to the REB and in reasonable time to ensure compliance
with any Tri-Council Policy Statements or other externally applicable regulation.

31.7

Research Ethics Board

31.7.1

There shall be a University Research Ethics Board (“REB”) established under the
provisions of the Tri-Council Policy Statement. In addition to the provisions specified in
any applicable Tri-Council Policy Statement, the REB shall meet the following minimum
requirements.
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31.7.2

The REB shall consist of at least seven (7) members, including both women and men; at
least two (2) of its members shall have broad expertise in the methods or in the areas of
research that are covered by the REB, and at least one member shall be knowledgeable in
ethics. At least one of its members shall have no affiliation with the University and be
recruited from the community served by the University.

31.7.3

Individuals shall be nominated for, and appointed to, the REB in accordance with the
Senate’s Policy.

31.7.4

Neither the University’s nor the Association’s counsel nor any lawyer employed or
contracted by the University or the Association shall be appointed to, or serve as a
member of, the REB.

31.7.5

The REB shall only have the power to review the ethics of research proposals subject to
a Tri-Council Policy Statement. The REB shall not have, nor shall it assume, the ability
to reject any proposal on the grounds of either its scholarly merit or pedagogical
appropriateness.

31.7.6

The REB shall not have, nor shall it assume, the power to recommend discipline, to
impose sanctions or discipline or to cause discipline to be imposed on Members, nor
shall it have any power to cause to be placed in a Member’s file any information related
to a research proposal.

31.7.7

Independent graduate or undergraduate research projects or honors or masters theses
must be forwarded to the REB for review.

31.7.8

The REB shall make an annual report to the Senate on its work, operation and decisions.

31.8

Appeal Procedure

31.8.1

In accordance with the Tri-Council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research
Involving Humans (the “Tri-Council Policy”), researchers may appeal decisions of the
REB to an Appeal Board (the “Appeal Board”).

31.8.2

The membership of the Appeal Board and its procedures shall meet the requirements of
the Tri-Council Policy and the provisions of this Article which apply to the REB.

31.8.3

The Appeal Board and its Chair shall be appointed by the Senate.

31.8.4

The Appeal Board shall have the power to review, amend, or reverse decisions of the
REB regarding the ethics of research proposals. The Appeal Board shall not have the
power to be imposed on Members of the bargaining unit, nor shall it have any power to
cause to be placed in the Member’s personnel file any information related to the research
proposal. The decision of the Appeal Board shall be communicated to both Parties.
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31.9

Relationship with Other Processes Dealing With Ethical Aspects of Research

31.9.1

It is agreed that in the application of this Article, and particularly those provisions
dealing with ethical aspects of research, it is necessary to have regard to the Policy
Statements and other requirements of Tri-Council as such policies are implemented by
other bodies in the University such as Senate. The provisions of this Article are not
meant to replace, but rather complement from the perspective of collective bargaining,
such other policies and the procedures arising from them. In the event there occurs a
difficulty within the University dealing with such ethical aspects because of any such
conflict, the Parties agree to re-open this Article with a view to agreeing upon terms to
resolve such conflict.

31.9.2

In any and all matters contained in this Article or arising out of its implementation, it is
agreed that where any of its provisions conflicts with the Policy Statements of TriCouncil or with any of the Tri-Council’s other requirements regarding research or the
requirements of any other body providing research grants, the Parties agree to re-open
this Article with a view to agreeing upon terms to resolve such conflict.

ARTICLE 32
32

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

32.1

Purpose
The Employer recognizes that it is in the interests of Members, students and the
Employer that Members have opportunities to pursue professional development activities
where such activities will enhance the qualifications and/or abilities of the employees to
fulfill their employment and/or professional duties and responsibilities.

32.2

Professional Development Expenses Reimbursement Policy

32.2.1

General

32.2.1.1

Members are required to pursue professional development activities in order to remain at
the forefront of their respective disciplines. These activities may vary from discipline to
discipline and from employment function to employment function. Notwithstanding such
variations, professional development activities may include the purchase of books,
periodicals and subscriptions; memberships in learned societies and professional
organizations; the purchase of equipment and intangibles associated therewith; travel
expenses for leaves, conferences or related activities and other expenses related to
teaching, scholarship and/or related academic activities.
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32.2.2

Purpose

32.2.2.1

The purpose of the Reimbursement of Professional Development Expense Policy is to
reimburse Members for pre-approved eligible professional development expenses that
relate solely to those activities that enhance an individual's performance, ability or
employment effectiveness.

32.2.3

Eligibility

32.2.3.1

Members who are employed on a full-time basis with the University are eligible for
100% of the maximum reimbursement of accountable professional development
expenses (see clause 32.2.7.1).

32.2.3.2

Members who are employed on a part-time basis with the University are eligible for a
reimbursement, the amount of which shall be prorated to coincide with the fraction of the
full-time workload such Members are contracted to work.

32.2.3.3

Members who are on leave of absence without pay or long-term disability for an entire
fiscal year are not eligible for reimbursement of professional development expenses.

32.2.3.4

Those persons with limited term appointments of less than 8 months duration are not
eligible for PD funds. Those persons with limited term appointments of 8 months or
more but less than 12 months will be eligible for 85% of the maximum reimbursement of
accountable professional development expenses as described in section 32.2.5.1. Under
Article 32, subsections 32.2.3.2, 32.2.4.3, 32.3, 32.4, 32.5, 32.6, 32.7, 32.8 do not apply
to persons with limited term appointments.

32.2.4

Annual Claims

32.2.4.1

Members may submit a claim for reimbursement of professional expenses once in any
fiscal year (April 1 to March 31) no later than February 28. Original receipts for eligible
expenses must be submitted in support of the claim.

32.2.4.2

If a Member's expenses exceed the maximum reimbursement provided for in clause
32.2.7.1 (the “maximum”), the portion of such excess that was not reimbursed may be
claimed in the subsequent fiscal year(s), provided that the total claim in any subsequent
year does not exceed the maximum.

32.2.4.3

Any portion of a Member's maximum that is not claimed in a fiscal year shall be carried
forward into a subsequent fiscal year. A maximum of three (3) years' amounts (i.e. two
years plus the current year) may be accumulated in this manner.
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32.2.4.4

Any unused amount in a Member's maximum at the time of the Member's retirement or
termination as an employee of the University shall revert to the University's general
operating budget.

32.2.4.5

No portion of a Member’s funding for professional development may be paid to the
Member as salary.

32.2.4.6

The parties agree to abide by any ruling of the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) made
with respect to the provisions of this article.

32.2.5

Eligible Expenses

32.2.5.1

The following expenses incurred by a Member on his/her own behalf for professional
development purposes are eligible to be reimbursed upon the presentation of receipts and
the approval of the relevant Dean, Director of Library Services or other relevant
administrator:
(a)

registration fees, travel and associated expenses related to the cost of attending
meetings, workshops, conferences, or other similar professional development
activities;

(b)

subscriptions to journals or like publications (including, where appropriate, in
electronic form) and memberships in learned societies, relevant to the employee’s
discipline or expertise;

(c)

purchase or lease of books, software and manuals relevant to the employee’s
discipline or expertise;
other similar relevant resources purchased after obtaining the prior approval of the
employee’s School Dean or, for Librarian employees, the Director of Library
Services.

(d)

The expenses eligible for reimbursement shall include but not be limited to the above,
but all shall be reasonable and shall be in addition to any amounts received from any
other funds such as travel grants used for the same purposes.
32.2.5.2

As a non-taxable benefit, all goods purchased under the terms of this Article shall remain
the property of the University, but the Member shall enjoy a usufructuary right to those
goods. After four calendar years from the date of purchase, the Member has the option of
purchasing these items from the University at fair market value. If the Member retires or
is terminated as an employee of the University prior to the expiration of this four year
period, the Member will have the option of purchasing these items from the University at
fair market value as at the date of such retirement or termination of employment.
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32.2.6

Procedure To Claim Reimbursement

32.2.6.1

Eligible Members shall submit their claims to the relevant administrator, as stated in
32.2.5.1 for approval as an eligible expense, pursuant to 32.2.5.1. The claim must be
accompanied by original receipts.

32.2.6.2

The relevant administrator shall forward the claim and receipts to the Business Office for
reimbursement.

32.2.7

Funding

32.2.7.1

The funding to support reimbursement of professional development expenses referred to
in the above clauses shall consist of a maximum of $800.00 per fiscal year of the
University effective April 1, 2003 for each employee (this is the maximum
reimbursement amount referred to in clause 32.2.4.2 and 32.2.3.1).

32.3

Process Regarding Conferences, Seminars and Workshops (for ease of reference
“conferences”)

32.3.1

Attendance at conferences are subject to the following terms and conditions:
(a)

The School Dean or, for Librarian employees the Director of Library Services, may
grant any necessary leave (in instances where attending the conference will require
that the employee be absent from his/her work duties for no more than three work
days such leave shall not be required) together with financial assistance to eligible
employees in his/her School or the Library to attend conferences relevant to the
employee’s discipline or expertise, if budgetary, operational, and other relevant
factors reasonably permit.

(b)

In assessing applications for attendance at such conferences priority shall be given
to employees who are:
(i)
(ii)

presenting a paper or report at the conference;
participating in the organization of a conference or participating on a panel at
the conference;
(iii) attending a conference/workshop for the purpose of changing or improving
professional practice (for example, new accounting practices, new client care
models, and so on) where learning is incorporated into courses or programs.
(c)

The Dean, or for Librarian employees, the Director of Library Services, shall
advise employees of the disposition of their applications as soon as is reasonably
practicable. For teaching Members, the Dean shall obtain the recommendation of
the relevant Departments.
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(d)

The successful applicants shall provide a report to their Dean, or in the case of
Librarian employees to the Director of Library Services, concerning their activities
and suitable receipts for expenses for which reimbursement is sought.

32.4

External Educational Assistance

32.4.1

Employees may apply to their School Deans, or in the case of Librarian employees to the
Director of Library Services, for leave to participate in external educational activities,
e.g. programs and courses offered by educational institutions other than the University.
The School Dean or Director of Library Services shall consider such application and may
approve if pertinent to school or institutional needs. For leaves of one academic year or
of six (6) months commencing July 1st, the application shall be made before the 1st of
September of the Academic Year preceding that in which he/she proposes to begin the
period of leave. For leaves of one year or six (6) months beginning January 1st, the
application shall be made before February 1st of the preceding year. The Dean, or the
Director of Library Services, shall respond no later than October 15th in cases of leaves
beginning July 1st and no later than March 1st in cases of leaves beginning January 1st.

32.4.2

External educational leaves referred to in clause 32.4.1 shall be of two types:
(a)
(b)

for leaves of six months or less, for example, to obtain a course to upgrade
information technology skills or to better discharge their duties;
(i) for leaves up to one year designed primarily to obtain a further degree
qualification, such leaves being necessary to assist faculty Members who
have been or will be hired with less than the highest academic qualification
in their fields in disciplines where it was or is difficult to recruit persons
holding such qualification;
(ii)

for leaves up to one year for Nursing Practice Educators, Laboratory
Instructors’ and Librarians’ professional development to obtained enhanced
qualification or a further degree qualification.

32.4.3

Members on such leaves shall receive 85% of their normal salary. Funding for the 85%
salary is the responsibility of the appropriate school or department. Educational leave is
available once for each of both graduate and postgraduate studies. The Association shall
be informed of all Educational leaves.

32.4.4

Members granted such Educational leaves also may apply annually to the VicePresident, Academic and Research for financial assistance with respect to the leave.
Such financial assistance if approved in whole or in part would be for tuition and
required course material only.
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32.4.5

Any Member receiving assistance in the form of leave, money or teaching reduction
must provide, with his/her request, a “plan” with the different components of the plan
outlined and timelines presented. As the Member progresses in the program and/or as
additional assistance is added to support the Member, annual updates must be filed.
Consideration for continued funding/support is conditional on satisfactory progress,
taking into account factors affecting the Member’s progress that lie outside the control of
the Member.

32.4.6

Upon completion of the leave, the Member shall be required to return to the University
for a period of time at least equal to twice the length of the leave. An employee who fails
to return to the University shall reimburse the University for the compensation received
from it during the leave. Should an employee return for a period of time less than twice
the length of the leave, reimbursement will be calculated proportionally.

32.5

Sabbatical and Professional Leaves

32.5.1

General

32.5.1.1

Sabbatical and professional leaves are necessary to enable tenured faculty Members and
full time permanent Librarian Members (professional leave) to maintain academic and/or
professional excellence in a variety of ways, in order to enhance their qualifications
and/or abilities to fulfill their employment duties and responsibilities at the University.
Such leaves are subject to approval of the proposed leave project by the Department and
to budgetary and staffing restraints of the University. Members have the responsibility to
make effective use of such leaves.

32.5.1.2

Members of Academic Departments and/or the Library will plan their leaves well in
advance in order to cause the least disruption possible to their Departments or to the
Library.

32.5.1.3

Once a leave has been granted, it is normally expected that the Member shall take the
leave. Reasons for not taking such leave shall include, but not be limited to, such things
as serious illness and personal financial exigency. Members not taking leave for
justifiable reasons as described in this article shall receive priority in their next leave
application.

32.5.1.4

A Member on leave is normally expected to leave the University during the period of
her/his leave except, in exceptional circumstances, where a Member is expected to not
leave the University during his/her leave. However, in normal circumstances, it is the
responsibility of the faculty Member to satisfy their Dean that they should not have to
leave the University during his/her leave. Before going on sabbatical leave, a faculty
Member or Librarian Member shall provide her/his Chair and Dean (or Director of
Library Services) with a forwarding address.
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32.5.1.5

Members leaving the University during their leave may be required to make their office
available for the use of another Member during their leave should that office space be
needed. A Member on leave retains returning rights on his/her office, however, and shall
return to it after the leave. Members on leave shall not participate in any governance
activities of the University, of his/her Department or School, except in matters pertaining
to appointments should the Member so wish.

32.5.1.6

The SAIL Committee shall hear appeals in the event that a recommendation for approval
has not been granted by a Dean and shall be comprised of the following members, all of
whom have voting rights:
(a)

Dean of Research who shall be the Committee Chair;

(b)

One faculty member elected from each of the four Academic Schools;

(c)

A Librarian elected by University Librarians.

The Committee shall select a secretary from among its members.
32.5.1.7

The term of each elected member of the SAIL Committee shall be two years. A
maximum of two consecutive terms may be held by any one elected member. Expiration
dates shall be arranged so that approximately one-half of the elected members will be
replaced each year.

32.5.1.8

In no instance, shall a Member evaluate his/her own case and all Committee Members
shall be subject to Article 21 (Conflict of Interest).

32.5.2

Process and Procedures (General)

32.5.2.1

In order to qualify for a sabbatical leave of one academic year, a tenured member at the
rank of Assistant Professor or above must meet the following conditions:

32.5.2.2

(a)

have taught at least six (6) years since initial appointment at CBU or since
returning from his/her last leave, whichever is more recent;

(b)

make his/her leave arrangements (including satisfying programs needs arising from
his/her absence) to the satisfaction of his/her Department and Dean;

(c)

have his/her leave project approved by his/her Department and Dean.

In order to qualify for a sabbatical leave of six (6) months (covering one term), a tenured
member at the rank of Assistant Professor or above must meet the following conditions:
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32.5.2.3

(a)

have taught for the later of at least three (3) years since initial appointment at CBU
or since returning from his/her last leave;

(b)

make his/her leave arrangements (including satisfying programs needs arising from
his/her absence) to the satisfaction of his/her Department and Dean;

(c)

have his/her leave project approved by his/her Department and Dean.

Librarians are eligible for professional leaves of up to six (6) months. To be eligible for
such a leave, a librarian must meet the following conditions:
(a)

have worked at the University library for at least six (6) years since initial
appointment at CBU, or since returning from his/her last professional leave;

(b)

arrange his/her professional leave to the satisfaction of the University Librarian;

(c)

have his/her leave project approved by the Director, Library Services.

32.5.2.4

A member who proposes to take a sabbatical or professional leave must make an
application in writing to the appropriate Departmental Chair with a copy to his/her Dean
or to the Director of Library Services. For leaves of one academic year or of six (6)
months commencing July 1st, the application shall be made before the 1st of September
of the Academic Year preceding that in which he/she proposes to begin the period of
leave. For leaves of one year or six (6) months beginning January 1st, the application
must be made before February 1st of the preceding year. The Department and Dean, or
the Director of Library Services for Librarian Members, shall forward their
recommendations on approval of the leave project to the Member no later than
September 30th in cases of leaves beginning July 1st and no later than February 15th in
cases of leaves beginning January 1st.

32.5.2.5

Leave applications shall include, but not be limited to:
(a)

an up to date CV;

(b)

advice of the length of time since the applicant’s initial appointment or last leave,
if appropriate;

(c)

a detailed statement of the leave project, its nature, purpose and why, if granted, it
will satisfy the requirements of clause 32.5.1.1 or of clause 32.6.1, whichever is
applicable.

(d)

advice of where the applicant is planning to spend the leave.
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32.5.2.6

The Dean shall advise the Vice President, Academic and Research by October 31 (for
leaves beginning July 1) or March 30 (for leaves beginning January 1) that the Member
will be going on leave. In cases where, in the view of the Vice President, Academic and
Research, an approved leave cannot be accommodated at the proposed time, the leave
may be deferred once, for up to one year. In the case of a deferral, the Member, the
Department and the Dean will be informed by the Vice President within three weeks.
Appealing the Denial of Leave
In cases where a leave is to begin on July 1, the Dean shall, by October 31, inform each
applicant of the initial advice. In cases where the application has not been accepted by
the Dean, the applicant has the right to present his/her case in person before SAIL. Such
a meeting shall occur by November 15. SAIL will then consider the application and the
initial advice of the Dean and Department, either reaffirming or altering it, and shall
forward its final advice to the Vice-President, Academic and Research by November 30.
The Vice-President, Academic and Research shall inform the Member, the Department
Chair and the Dean of his/her decision within three (3) weeks of receiving the advice of
SAIL.
In cases where a leave is to begin on January 1, the Dean shall, by March 30, inform
each applicant of the initial advice. In cases where the application has not been accepted
by the Dean, the applicant has the right to present his/her case in person before SAIL.
Such a meeting shall occur by April 15. SAIL will then reconsider its initial advice,
either reaffirming or altering it, and shall forward its final advice to the Vice-President,
Academic and Research by April 30. The Vice-President, Academic and Research shall
inform the Member, the Department Chair and the Dean of his/her decision within three
(3) weeks of receiving the final advice of SAIL.
In the event that SAIL and the Vice-President, Academic and Research rejects a
requested leave, the Vice-President, Academic and Research shall provide to the
Member written reasons for her/his decision.

32.5.2.7

Faculty Members proceeding on a leave shall receive:
(a)

For a one-year leave after six years, or a six-month leave after three years (six
regular terms), remuneration shall be 85% of salary;

(b)

For a one-year leave after seven years, or a six-month leave after seven regular
terms, remuneration shall be 90% of salary;

(c)

For a one-year leave after eight years, or a six-month leave after eight regular
terms, remuneration shall be 95% of salary;
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32.5.2.8

32.5.2.9

(d)

For a one-year leave after nine years, or a six-month leave after nine regular terms,
remuneration shall be 100% of salary;

(e)

Where the total of support to an employee from the Employer, other employers,
outside granting agencies, and any other source during the term of his/her
sabbatical leave exceeds one hundred and ten percent (110%) of his/her salary of
record, then the Employer shall reduce its level of support by the excess. The onus
is on the employee to provide the relevant information to the Employer.

Librarians proceeding on a six month professional leave shall receive 75% of the full
salary to which they are entitled if they have worked for three (3) years since their return
from a previous leave, or from initial appointment (i.e. in their first year of eligibility for
professional leave) and thereafter according to the following:
(a)

85% for four years (i.e. in their second year of eligibility for professional leave);

(b)

95% for five years (i.e. in their third year of eligibility for professional leave);

(c)

100% for six years (i.e. in their fourth year of eligibility for professional leave).

At the Member's request, the University may designate a portion of the Member's salary
for the support of a research grant for travel and other expenses (to a reasonable amount
and which is consistent with taxation laws). Such an amount is to be deducted from the
amount of the salary support to which a Member is entitled, subject to applicable tax
requirements.

32.5.2.10 Within three months of returning from leave, Members shall submit to the Chair of
SAIL, their Dean and the Vice-President, Academic and Research a written report on the
work accomplished during their leave. The time for doing so shall date from January 1st
for leaves ending on December 31st of the previous year or from July 1st for leaves
ending June 30th. The Member shall also make a presentation to the University
Community on the results/benefits of his/her leave. The SAIL shall make an initial
advice whether the report is acceptable or not and so report to the Member. Should
SAIL’s initial view be that the report is unacceptable, the Member shall be entitled to
meet with SAIL within two weeks of receiving such advice. SAIL shall reconvene within
a week of such meeting and consider whether to affirm or revise its initial view. SAIL
will then forward to the Vice-President, Academic and Research its final advice, with a
copy to the candidate, by May 1 for leaves ending December 31 and by December 1 for
leaves ending June 30. The Vice-President, Academic and Research shall determine
within three (3) weeks of receiving SAIL’s final advice whether the report is acceptable
or not and advise the Member and the Chair of SAIL of his/her decision within that time
and written reasons when the Vice-President Academic and Research determines the
report is unacceptable. A report which is not accepted by the Vice-President, Academic
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and Research may be taken into account by SAIL and the Vice-President, Academic and
Research when the next leave proposal from that Member is considered.
32.5.2.11 Upon completion of the leave, the employee shall be required to return to the University
for a period of time at least equal to twice the length of the leave. An employee who
fails to return to the University shall reimburse the University for the compensation
received from it during the leave. Should the employee return for a period of time less
than twice the length of the leave, reimbursement will be calculated proportionally.
32.6

Industrial (Cross-Sectoral) Leaves

32.6.1

The University recognizes the need for some faculty Members, Nursing Practice
Educators and Laboratory Instructors to combine their academic pursuits with
experience in organizations outside a university setting (e.g. industry, government, health
care settings, public education administration, non-profits, and organizations in other
sectors of the economy) order to increase their knowledge, qualifications or skills by
interacting with colleagues, in other organizations, or furthering their research or
scholarship in combination with, other organizations, in order to enhance their
qualifications and skills so as to better discharge their duties and representations to the
University. In such cases, industrial leaves (cross-sectoral) of either one year or six
months (covering one term) beginning either January 1 or July 1 may be granted for
Members holding tenured appointments at or above the rank of Assistant Professor,
Nursing Practice Educators or for Laboratory Instructors and following the same
procedures, as those set out in clause 32.5.2 of this Article.

32.6.2

Members granted an industrial (cross-sectoral) leave are normally expected to work out
financial arrangements with the organization with whom they shall be working to cover
at least 50% of their salary. For Members granted industrial (cross-sectoral) leaves the
University will pay salary support in the same amounts as specified in clause 32.5.2.7
(e).
General

32.7
32.7.1

Members on leave as defined in this Article shall continue to receive all fringe benefits
(provided they comply with any benefit plan requirements which apply to persons on
leave), shall be eligible for any grid step increment to which they would have moved had
they not been on leave, all salary increases on the same basis as other Members at the
University, and shall suffer no loss in salary, rank, position or years of service because of
such leave. A Member on leave shall also continue to be a member of the bargaining
unit, and his/her Association dues shall be deducted by the University from the
Member’s salary during such leave. For greater certainty, the University and the Member
shall maintain their respective contributions for the pension plan and premiums for other
benefit plans with such contributions and/or premiums and the benefits from those plans
to be based on the Member’s nominal, not reduced, salary.
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32.8

Research Grant in Lieu of Salary
This program is established to provide faculty members (tenured or tenure-track) or
Librarians/Nursing Practice Educators (permanent) an opportunity to support research
through grants in lieu of salary. Where another Member is collaborating as part of a
research team on an approved research project at the University, this Article may apply.
For greater clarity, this clause does not, in any way, alter the duties and responsibilities
of the Member as set out in the Collective Agreement.
Grants are awarded through a process of peer review (Research and Academic Institutes
Policy Committee (RAP) of Senate) from the salary of the successful applicant.
Guidelines of RAP are appended to the Collective Agreement and may be amended from
time-to-time by the Committee with agreement of the parties to the Collective
Agreement.
Minimum amount of grant $1500.
Bona fide research projects under this program are described in Research Grants
Interpretation Bulletins as issued from time to time by Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).
In such cases, the regular T4 tax form will show the reduced salary and a supplementary
T4A tax form will be issued in the amount of the University Research Grant for the year.
The researcher must report the expenditures to CRA with their annual tax return. The
researcher will administer the grant and full records of expenditures and supporting
documentation must be retained. It must be emphasized that it is the researcher’s
responsibility to deal with CRA on tax related matters.
The University will not become involved in discussions or negotiations with CRA.

ARTICLE 33
33

FACULTY PROBATION, PROMOTION AND TENURE

33.1

The Committee on Probation, Promotion and Tenure

33.1.1

The Committee on Probation, Promotion and Tenure (referred to in the balance of this
Article as the “Committee”) exists for evaluation of teaching, research, and service,
pursuant to clauses 33.8, 33.9 and 33.10, in all matters of review and renewal of
probationary contracts, tenure (including appointments with tenure), and promotion
(including initial appointment at the ranks of Associate Professor and Full Professor)
except as provided for under Article 35.1.5 (b).
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33.1.2

The Committee shall also consider the case of any person who is to be hired from outside
the bargaining unit for an Academic Administrator position, where that person is also to
be appointed a professor at a rank and/or with tenure. Where the administrative position
is that of the President of CBU, the Employer shall direct to whom the resulting
recommendation is to be forwarded.

33.1.3

All work of the Committee shall be governed by the highest standards of integrity,
fairness, professionalism, discretion, and equity. Further, the Committee, and each of its
members, shall avoid the reasonable apprehension of bias and will give purposive
interpretations of relevant provisions of this Article. In particular, the Article on NonDiscrimination of this Agreement shall apply to the work of the Committee.
Committee members will vote on all individual areas of assessment and should not
abstain from voting unless there is a conflict of interest.
Committee members through the Committee Chair are responsible to identify in a timely
manner all information requirements necessary to facilitate the voting process.

33.1.4

The Committee shall make recommendations to the President of the University on the
matters listed in 33.1.1 in accordance with the terms of this Agreement by assessing the
requirements specified in clauses 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.11, 33.12, 33.13, 33.14 and
33.16 of this Article.

33.2

Complement and Composition of the Committee

33.2.1

The Committee comprises two tenured faculty Members from each of the four Schools
who shall be elected by the faculty Members at rank who are members of the bargaining
unit and the Dean of Research and either one of the School Deans who holds a rank
pursuant to this Agreement, selected by the Employer, or the Vice-President, Academic
and Research.

33.2.2

The faculty Members on the Committee shall have at least one from each of the ranks of
Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Full Professor, but in no case shall there be
more than two Assistant Professors on the Committee.

33.2.3

The term of each elected member of the Committee shall be two years. A maximum of
two consecutive terms may be held by any one elected individual. Expiration dates shall
be arranged so that approximately one-half of the elected members will be replaced each
year.

33.2.4

Members will be nominated at the Annual General Meeting of CBUFA from a slate of
candidates brought forward by the Nominating Committee and/or nominated from the
floor. The candidates’ names will be forwarded to the Chair of the appropriate Schools
for vetting by the School. Only those full-time faculty Members who hold tenured
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appointments (not limited term appointments) and who are Members of the bargaining
unit may be members of the PP&T Committee.
33.2.5

Officers of the Committee shall include a Chair and a Secretary, chosen from among the
members of the Committee. The Secretary shall be responsible for keeping detailed
minutes of proceedings of the Committee with particular emphasis on summarizing the
essence of the key points made in discussions leading to the Committee’s votes on
whether candidates satisfy the criteria relevant to recommendations being made and any
conclusions which the Committee determines may be useful precedents or guidelines for
future deliberations by the Committee. At the conclusion of the Committee’s
proceedings for that year, the Secretary shall deposit a full copy of the Committee’s
minutes with the Office of Vice-President, Academic and Research.
Minutes and other Committee records will be held in the Office of the President for a
period of three (3) years.
The candidate may retrieve materials submitted in support of his/her application 60 days
following receipt of the decision of the President unless the President’s decision has been
challenged. Materials that are not retrieved within 6 months of completion of the process
will be destroyed.

33.3

Procedures of the Committee

33.3.1

A quorum of the Committee for each case on which it deliberates shall be the
Committee’s full membership, reduced by any members excluded from a particular case
by reason of conflict of interest, times 50%, plus two.

33.3.2

The Committee shall have access to the available minutes of the Committee proceedings
for the three (3) Academic Years preceding the given year as well as the Department
letter, the Candidate’s letters and the Dean’s letter related to a candidate’s previous
review, renewal, tenure or promotion application provided such letters were submitted
within the previous three (3) Academic years preceding the given year. Such minutes
and letters will be made available by the President’s Office at the request of the
Committee Chair.

33.3.3

Decisions of the Committee shall be made by majority vote.

33.3.4

The Chair of the Committee shall make available to members all documentation at least
one week prior to a meeting.

33.3.5

The Committee shall have available and shall consider:
(a)
(b)

all documentation presented by the candidate;
the written report of the Department(s), pursuant to clause 33.5.2;
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(c)
(d)
(e)

the written recommendation of the candidate’s School Dean(s), pursuant to clause
33.6.1 and 33.6.2;
student evaluation of teaching, pursuant to clause 33.8.2;
any other documentation provided for by this Agreement, and only such
documentation.

In the case of a cross appointment, each Department concerned shall submit its report. If
Departments are within the same School, the Dean's recommendation shall take into
account the candidate's activities in each Department. If the Departments are in different
Schools, the Dean of each School shall submit a recommendation.
33.3.6

The Committee shall not be bound in its decisions by the recommendations of the
Department(s), the Dean(s), or by any other decision of a previous PP&T Committee.

33.3.7

In all cases, professional designations, degrees, certificates and diplomas equivalent to
Master’s and Doctoral degrees will be recognized. Business, professional or artistic
experience where relevant and valuable to the discipline shall be considered by the
Committee in lieu of advanced academic degrees or teaching experience, for the purpose
of appointment to Associate or Full Professor or promotion to the rank of Assistant
Professor, Associate Professor, or Full Professor. Degrees, certificates and diplomas
offered by Members as evidence of their qualifications to hold a position at a specific
rank must be earned from a recognized and accredited institution.

33.3.8

The Committee may provide, for the convenience and guidance of candidates, one or
more standard application forms, but any failure by a candidate to use such a form will
not prejudice any application, but this shall not detract from the candidate’s obligations
pursuant to clause 33.4. Any such form provided by the Committee shall not privilege
any specific element(s) of the academic career.

33.3.9

The Committee will allow each candidate to review and to respond to all materials
mentioned in 33.3.5 b) through e), inclusive pertinent to his/her case. All further
documentation must be sent by the Candidate through the Chair.

33.3.10

The Committee, by majority vote, may request a meeting with any candidate at any point
in its deliberations for the purpose of having a candidate respond to questions the
Committee may have on matters relevant to its consideration of the application.

33.3.11

Upon receipt of further information from a candidate, (including responses to
recommendations from the Dean(s) or Department(s), as provided for in 33.4.2) and as
specified anywhere in this Agreement, or after a meeting with the candidate as provided
in 33.3.10), the Committee shall reconvene to deliberate on the additional material and/or
information it has received.
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33.3.12

In making its recommendation and/or providing feedback, the Committee shall have
regard to the type of application, that is review, renewal, tenure, or promotion. In
assessing the three areas of teaching, research, and service pursuant to clauses 33.8, 33.9,
and 33.10, the Committee shall make a specific finding on each of those areas respecting
the accomplishment of each candidate by using the ratings of (i) acceptable; (ii)
unacceptable; (iii) excellent. A determination by majority vote will be made regarding
the rating of each of the assessed areas and a record of these results shall be
communicated to the candidate. The Committee shall make its recommendations based
only on the criteria listed in this article.

33.3.13

In considering a recommendation for deferral, the Committee shall be satisfied that an
individual may achieve minimum standards to become a candidate for tenure at the
conclusion of the deferral period. Candidates will normally be considered for a one year
deferral. Only in the case of extenuating circumstances will a two-year deferral be
justified. Extenuating circumstances shall be supported by evidence. Under extenuating
circumstances, the candidate’s application may include a request that the Committee
consider a deferral of one or two years. The Committee reserves the right to deny such
request for deferral and will give consideration to deferral only after conducting a full
review of the applicant’s tenure application.

33.3.14

The Committee shall forward its final recommendation to the President of the University
in accordance with the deadlines specified in clause 33.19. At the same time, the Chair
shall send a copy of the recommendation to the candidate.

33.4

The Candidate

33.4.1

No later than October 1 of the Academic Year in which an application for renewal,
promotion or tenure is to be considered, the candidate (only faculty Members holding
probationary tenure-track or tenured appointments are eligible to make an application
under this Article) shall forward to the Chair of the Committee, the Chair of her/his
Department(s), and to the office of the Director, Human Resources, a copy of the
application, and shall at the same time advise in writing the Dean(s) of the School(s)
concerned that such application has been submitted. It is the responsibility of the
candidate to ensure that her/his application contains only complete and accurate
information. Failure by the potential candidate to make the required application for
renewal (see clause 33.11) or tenure (see clause 33.12) shall conclusively be deemed a
resignation of her/his employment at the University effective the June 30 immediately
following. In special circumstances, such as very serious illness, adoption or birth of a
child, or in other situations where the candidate has been on approved leave of absence
or is scheduled to take leave of absence, consideration will be given to relieving against
strict compliance with the required application deadlines and mutually agreeable
alternative dates established including the date for final decision on tenure. By no later
than May 30 of the year preceding the Academic Year in which mandatory consideration
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for renewal or tenure is to occur, the Office of the Director of Human Resources will
notify in writing each Member who is eligible for such consideration.
No member will be eligible to be granted tenure if completion of a doctoral degree is a
condition of employment as stated in his/her letter of appointment and if he/she has not
successfully completed the doctoral degree. The member may request a deferral and
shall submit a complete application under Article 33. The Committee will consider
whether or not to recommend a deferral in accordance with provisions related to deferral
under Article 33.
33.4.1.1

It is the responsibility of the candidate to provide complete and accurate documentary
evidence as specified in 33.4.1.2.

33.4.1.2

The candidate shall provide the following documents with his/her application:
(a)

an up-to-date curriculum vitae;

(b)

a statement of his/her accomplishments and objectives in teaching,
research/scholarly/creative activities, and service;

(c)

a list of university level courses she/he is teaching or has previously taught;

(d)

representative sample of books she/he has authored or edited, reviews or critical
notices of these books, reprints of articles and reviews, and similar material of a
scholarly or creative nature; and

(e)

other relevant material which the candidate wishes to place before the Committee.

33.4.2

Should the candidate wish to respond to the recommendation(s), no later than November
17 (see 33.19.1) following receipt of the Dean's recommendation(s) (see clause 33.6.1)
and of the Department’s recommendation(s) (see clause 33.5.3) to the Committee, the
candidate shall forward a written response directly to the Chair of the Committee.

33.4.3

Failure by a candidate to respond to any recommendation made concerning her/his
application shall not prejudice the substantive consideration of such application and shall
only be considered as the candidate choosing not to respond.

33.4.4

The candidate shall provide in writing any additional responses or documentation which
the Committee requires upon the specific request of the Chair of the Committee in
writing. Adequate notice shall be provided to the candidate, and a specific, reasonable
deadline for response stated (in no case less that ten (10) working days). Should the
candidate fail to provide a timely response to the Committee, the Committee may then
proceed to a decision on the case based on whatever evidence is available.
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33.4.5

The candidate shall receive a copy of the Committee's proposed recommendation to the
President no later than January 10 in cases of renewal or tenure, or no later than February
21 in cases of promotion.

33.4.6

If the candidate wishes to respond to the proposed recommendation, she or he shall
forward a written response directly to the Chair of the Committee no later than January
17 in cases of renewal or tenure, or no later than March 1 in cases of promotion.

33.4.7

Any candidate, upon receipt of a request for additional information as provided in 33.4.4,
or upon receipt of the proposed recommendation may request, in writing, and on
reasonable notice, shall be afforded an opportunity to meet with the Committee, provided
that such meeting shall occur no later than January 15 in cases of renewal or tenure, or
by March 1 in cases of promotion.

33.4.8

Following the Committee's deliberations on the candidate's response made by her/him
pursuant to 33.4.6, or the meeting referred to in 33.4.7, the President of the University
shall receive the final recommendation of the Committee, together with copies of the
entire documentary record of proceedings of the Committee including, but not limited to,
all reports, recommendations, correspondence and other documents exchanged between
the candidate or any other person and the Committee, and any other document
considered by the Committee in making its recommendation, no later than January 31 in
cases of renewal or tenure and no later than March 15 in cases of promotion. A copy of
the recommendation shall be simultaneously received by the candidate.

33.4.9

Except as provided in this Article, the candidate shall communicate with the Committee
only through the Chair. The candidate shall not communicate with the Committee
through an intermediary, nor will the Committee or any of its members accept such
interventions or otherwise discuss the case with any other person except as specified in
this Agreement or as may be required by law.

33.5

The Department

33.5.1

Procedures

33.5.1.1

Whenever any of its members becomes a candidate for review, renewal, tenure or
promotion, the Department shall assess the member in respect of the requirements
specified in clauses 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.11, 33.12, 33.13, 33.14 and 33.16 below.

33.5.1.2

A full-time faculty Member who holds a permanent appointment (See MOU at back of
Agreement) and non-faculty members who are members of the bargaining unit and the
department, probationary tenure-track appointments (not limited term appointments) and
who are members of the bargaining unit shall have a right to contribute to but not vote on
the Department’s recommendation to the Committee. Only faculty Members who hold
tenured appointments and former tenured faculty members who hold Post Retirement
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Modified Workloads shall have the right to contribute and vote on the Department’s
recommendation to the Committee. Administrators who hold tenured faculty
appointment (other than those directly involved in PP&T process) may be invited by the
Department to participate and vote. The Department Chair will be permitted to vote
according to their Departmental By-laws. All above noted individuals must be present at
the Department meeting in order to cast his/her vote.
33.5.1.3

Each candidate making application for review, renewal, or promotion shall be given the
opportunity to appear before the Department to speak to his/her application before the
Department begins its deliberations.

33.5.2

The Department's recommendation to the Committee shall include a brief statement of
the procedures followed that led to the recommendation and the Department's
recommendation on the application that shall reflect only the requirements specified in
clauses 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.11, 33.12, 33.13, 33.14 and 33.16 below and reasons
for that recommendation; and an indication that the recommendation was properly
approved by the Department (i.e. which no formal defect or technical irregularity
invalidates). The Department’s recommendation, must have due regard for the
requirements of the aforesaid clauses, is required to contain the specific ratings of
teaching, research and service which the Committee is required to make pursuant to
clause 33.3.12, and is to be an overall evaluation of the candidate’s teaching, research
and service. The Department shall make a recommendation only on the criteria listed in
this Article.

33.5.3

The Chair of the Department shall forward the recommendation of the Department to the
Chair of the Committee and the candidate by October 21 except for cases of review of a
probationary contract (see clause 33.16). A copy of the recommendation shall be sent
simultaneously to the candidate's Dean(s).

33.5.4

In the event that a Department does not have at least three (3) tenured members to
conduct a review of the candidate, the Employer and the Association in consultation with
the candidate will put in place a proxy committee to assess the candidate.

33.6

The Dean

33.6.1

The Dean shall forward a copy of her/his recommendation to the Chair of the
Committee, and a copy to the candidate by November 7.

33.6.2

The Dean's recommendation shall reflect only the requirements specified in clauses 33.7,
33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.11, 33.12, 33.13, 33.14 and 33.16 below and reasons for that
recommendation. The Dean’s recommendation, must have due regard for the
requirements of the aforesaid clauses, is required to contain the specific ratings of
teaching, research and service which the Committee is also required to make pursuant to
clause 33.3.12, and is to be an overall evaluation of the candidate’s teaching, research
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and service. The Dean shall make his/her recommendation only on the criteria listed in
this Article.
33.7

Requirements for Probationary Contract Review and Renewal, Tenure and
Promotion

33.7.1

a)

In assessing a candidate for purposes of probationary contract review or renewal,
tenure, or promotion, the Committee, the Department and the Dean shall consider
all of the following elements of a candidate's career:
-

b)

academic and/or professional qualifications;
years of service at rank;
teaching as referred to in Article 18.2 (referred to herein as “teaching”);
research (pure or applied)/scholarly/creative activities as referred to in
Article 18.3 (referred to herein as “research”); and
service as referred to in Article 18.4 and 18.5 (referred to herein as
“service”).

Ratings for the three assessment areas will be the standard ratings of excellent,
acceptable and unacceptable. It is recognized that these terms will represent
different levels of commitment and achievement commensurate with tenure and the
various ranks of appointment (i.e. assistant, associate, full professor).

33.7.2

The Committee, the Department and the Dean shall consider that teaching, research and
service are not mutually exclusive; that this clause does not purport to create three
disjoint areas of accomplishment.

33.7.3

In considering whether a Member should have his/her probationary appointment
renewed, the Committee, the Department, and the Dean shall:

33.7.4

(a)

assess whether the candidate has met the criteria and required standards of
accomplishment referred to in clauses 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.11 and 33.14; and

(b)

assess whether the candidate has satisfied his/her general employment
responsibilities as specified in Article 18.

In considering whether a Member should be promoted, the Committee, the Department,
and the Dean shall:
(a)

assess whether the candidate has met the criteria and required standards of
accomplishment referred to in clauses 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.13 and 33.14; and

(b)

assess whether the candidate has satisfied his/her general employment
responsibilities as specified in Article 18.
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33.7.5

In considering whether a Member should be granted tenure, the Committee, the
Department, and the Dean shall:
(a)

assess whether the candidate has met the criteria and required standards of
accomplishment referred to in clauses 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.12 and 33.14; and

(b)

assess whether the candidate has satisfied his/her general employment
responsibilities as specified in Article 18.

33.8

Assessment of Teaching

33.8.1

Each candidate will submit a teaching dossier as part of her/his application. The
teaching dossier shall contain a statement of teaching philosophy describing the
candidate’s objectives, beliefs, and values in order to demonstrate how her or his
teaching activities reflect the espoused philosophy. For the purposes of this Article,
evidence provided on the following will be considered when a faculty Member’s
teaching and guidance of students is being assessed:
(a)

calendar descriptions, course outlines, sets of goals and expectations, special
features, interrelationship with other courses and program requirements;

(b)

brief analytical description of classroom practices and techniques, laboratory
components, and support materials;

(c)

description of student evaluation, including a description of marking standards;

(d)

course evaluation summaries and comments for all courses taught during the most
recent five (5) consecutive years of teaching. Candidates with an interruption in
the most recent five (5) years of teaching shall provide evaluation summaries and
comments from the most recent five (5) years of teaching. Any candidate with
fewer than five (5) years of teaching shall submit all evaluations summaries and
comments from courses taught at CBU since the date of hire and may opt to
include evaluations of courses taught elsewhere, to a maximum of five (5) years of
teaching.

Such instruments will be consistent with any provision of this Collective Agreement:
(e)

teaching practices and their evolution over time;

(f)

supervision of honours and/or special topics students;

(g)

supervision of students completing practica or graduate students;
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(h)

organization of field trips, laboratories or clinical practica;

(i)

involvement in curriculum development and the development of new courses;

(j)

innovation in teaching pedagogy as shown by, for example, the effective use of
innovative teaching aids and techniques, or the development of instructional
materials for use in the candidate’s own classes or elsewhere;

(k)

publication or production of original materials related to teaching effectiveness,
such as books, articles, films or recordings, or presentations on teaching at
conferences;

(l)

organization and direction of workshops on teaching techniques and teaching
effectiveness; and

(m) formal recognition of teaching excellence through receipt of university, regional or
national teaching awards.
(n)

Student advising and academic counseling consistent with Articles 27.2.7 and
18.1(a).

All faculty Members are subject to being assessed on those of the above items and in
33.8.2 that apply to their teaching activities. It is not the intention of the Parties that they
comprise an exclusive, mandatory or exhaustive list, or that they must be given equal
weight, or that other evidence be excluded.
33.8.2

Faculty Members shall conduct a course evaluation of each course they instruct during
the last month of regular classes. The evaluation instrument shall be approved by the
Member’s School Dean in consultation with the relevant Department. An evaluation
shall be conducted in each section of multi-section courses. Six credit courses shall be
evaluated in the Winter term. Care must be taken in the preparation, completion, and
collection of evaluation instruments to ensure the anonymity of the respondents. No
faculty Member shall be required to carry out any particular form of course evaluation
unless such form has been developed by the Teaching, Learning and Evaluation
Committee of Senate and approved by Senate. The faculty Member shall advise his/her
Dean as to when the evaluation will take place so that the Dean may arrange to have the
evaluations collected. The Dean shall analyze the evaluation and provide a report
thereon to the faculty Member concerned, the Member’s Department Chair and to the
Director, Human Resources with whom the Dean shall also deposit all of the student
evaluations together with a copy of the evaluation instrument to be held for a period of
one year.

33.9

Assessment of Research
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Each candidate will submit a research dossier as part of her/his application. The research
dossier shall contain a statement of philosophy describing the candidate’s objectives,
beliefs, and values in order to demonstrate how her or his research activities reflect the
espoused philosophy. The onus is on the candidate to demonstrate the relevance of the
material to the assessment process. For the purposes of this Article, evidence of the
following will be considered in the assessment of an employee’s research:
(a)

success in attracting funds in support of research;

(b)

dissemination of the results of research activities pursuant to Article 31 (Research)
through:
(i)

presentations at scholarly or professional conferences, seminars, workshops,
etc.;

(ii)

publication in conference proceedings;

(iii) publication in refereed journals;
(iv) independent (not self) publication of monographs, book chapters, books,
annotated bibliographies, concordances, case studies, created software and
software documentation;
(v)

invited lectures at other universities or institutes;

(vi) exhibitions of one’s own artistic creations;
(vii) independent (not self) publications of one’s own literary work and musical
compositions;
(viii) participation in industrial or business policy formation, including, but not
limited to, reports and briefs which are conducted on a paid or unpaid basis
and that can be accessed for external review;
(ix) participation in public policy formation, including, but not limited to, reports
policy analysis papers, and briefs which are conducted on a paid or unpaid
basis and that can be accessed for external review;
(x)

independent (not self) publication of electronic documents and multi-media
productions;

(xi) direction of plays;
(xii) publication of policy papers related to professional practice;
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(xiii) evaluative reports of practice demonstration projects including
recommendations for future implementation, consistent with Article 31.3.3.
(c)

awards or other recognition for research or creative activity, e.g., research awards;
and

(d)

being selected to evaluate the work of other academics and professionals by, for
example, serving on grant selection committees, serving as an external program
evaluator, editing journals, reviewing articles for publication, reviewing grant
applications, serving as examiners or on juries adjudicating artistic works.

(e)

being selected due to expertise for professional consultation to external
groups/organizations.

(f)

development of a new interdisciplinary program to improve the health and wellbeing of society and dissemination of the same.

It is not the intention of the parties that all of the above items necessarily apply to all
faculty Members, or that they comprise an exclusive, mandatory, or exhaustive list, or
that they must be given equal weight, or that other evidence be excluded. Other evidence
of accomplishment in research/scholarly/creative activities not listed above may be
included in the research dossier and will be considered by the Committee.
To assist the committee in its deliberations, departments may prepare a “Statement
Concerning Research in (Discipline)”. The statement will describe the research
approach generally accepted within a discipline and its sub-disciplines, highlighting
priorities generally accepted by faculty within those areas. The statement will refer to
research within a discipline, as enacted in the CBU research context, but should not refer
to any specific candidate’s research. The statement will discuss issues that might be
pertinent to the committee’s deliberations in evaluating a candidate’s dossier, as an aide
to Committee members who are unfamiliar with research in that discipline. Specific
issues to be addressed may include: the priority placed on peer reviewed articles, books,
conferences, public presentations, advocacy work, and other means of dissemination;
differences among disciplines and sub-disciplines; qualitative and quantitative
approaches; and any other issues that affect the evaluation of research dossiers within a
discipline under this Article. Where it has been duly completed and accepted by the
Department, the Employer, and the Association, the statement will be used by the
Committee and by external referees (where applicable).
33.10

Assessment of Service
Each candidate will submit material describing the service dossier of his/her application.
The onus is on the candidate to demonstrate the relevance of the material to the
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assessment process. For the purposes of this Article, evidence of the following will be
considered when a faculty Member's service to the University, Community, and
Professional service as specified in Article 18.4 and 18.5 is being assessed:
(a)

administrative positions held, committee work and any special contributions to the
administrative work of the Department, School or the University;

(b)

participation in professional, disciplinary, academic, or administrative
organizations or associations, including such things as positions held, committee
memberships, conferences/projects organized or administered, etc.;

(c)

service to the community at large which has relevance to the candidate’s
disciplinary or scholarly expertise;

(d)

service to the Association.

It is not the intention of the parties that all of the above items necessarily apply to all
faculty Members, or that they comprise an exclusive, mandatory, or exhaustive list, or
that they must be given equal weight, or that other evidence be excluded. Other evidence
of accomplishment in service activities not listed above may be included and will be
considered by the Committee.
33.11

Probationary Contracts and Renewal

33.11.1

To be considered for renewal, a faculty Member who is eligible must apply in writing no
later than October 1.

33.11.2

An initial probationary contract shall be of three years duration. The maximum
term in a probationary status shall normally be five years. See Article 33.4.1.

33.11.3

Consideration for renewal of a probationary appointment shall occur during the final
year of the initial contract term. The Committee, the Department, and the Dean, shall
make their recommendations based only on the criteria specified in this Article.
A recommendation that renewal be granted shall require a rating from the Committee of
at least acceptable in both areas of teaching and research. No candidate with a rating of
unacceptable from the Committee in either teaching or research shall be recommended
for renewal.
The Committee will provide feedback on the candidate’s service instead of a rating. Such
feedback will make clear to the Candidate the expectation that service must evolve
during the probationary period.
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The President of the University shall make her/his decision based only on the criteria
specified in this Article and shall inform the candidate of her/his decision on renewal no
later than February 15 of the Academic Year of the candidacy, pursuant to the timetable
in clause 33.19.
33.12

Tenure

33.12.1

To be considered for tenure, a faculty Member who is eligible must apply in writing no
later than October 1. Provisions related to timeliness of application and deferral are also
covered in articles 33.3 and 33.4.

33.12.2

On completion of five years at rank at the University where teaching and research are
required, a faculty Member on a tenure-track appointment may be granted tenure with
the exception of applications under clause 33.12.5. Mandatory consideration shall take
place during the fifth year of actual service at rank at the University except in the case
where the candidate was approved for a deferral of one or two years.

33.12.3

The Committee shall recommend one of the following: (a) tenure be granted; (b)
decision on tenure be deferred for one (1) year or two (2) years, at which time a definite
decision must be made, or (c) tenure be denied. The Committee’s recommendation for
tenure can be deferred for no more than two years.

33.12.4

A recommendation that tenure be granted shall require a rating from the Committee of at
least acceptable in teaching, research and service.
An earned doctoral degree is the preferred qualification to achieve tenure. In the absence
of an earned doctoral degree, the Committee will consider whether there is a body of
research sufficient to compensate for the absence of the doctoral degree. Recognition of
research will include published research outputs which have been conducted as part of a
doctoral study. The candidate will be expected to take advantage of supports designed to
advance his/her qualifications to the doctoral level, e.g. education leave, course
reduction, etc. within the parameters outlined in the Collective Agreement.

33.12.5

On application by the candidate, consideration for tenure may take place during the
probationary period at an earlier time than specified in 33.12.2 but no earlier than in the
fourth year of the candidate’s employment at rank at the University where both teaching
and research were required.

33.12.5.1 In the event of an early application for tenure, the Committee shall either recommend to
grant tenure, or, by failing to do so, recommend to defer a decision on tenure until the
candidate reapplies or until mandatory consideration as noted in Article 33.12.2 during
her/his fifth year of actual service at the University.
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33.12.5.2 In cases of early application for tenure, the Committee, the Department, and the Dean,
shall make their recommendations based only on the criteria specified in this Article. The
candidate must obtain a rating of excellent in two of teaching, research and service and
acceptable in the third.
33.12.6

The President of the University shall make her/his decision based only on the criteria
specified in this Article, and shall inform the candidate of her/his decision on tenure no
later than February 15 of the Academic Year of the candidacy, pursuant to the timetable
in clause 33.19.

33.12.7

If the President's decision is to deny tenure, and that decision is communicated to the
candidate by the later of March 1 or the date which is thirty (30) days after the President
receives the recommendations of the Committee, Department and the Dean, the
candidate's appointment will terminate effective the June 30 immediately following such
decision.

33.12.8

If the President's decision is to deny tenure, and that decision is communicated to the
candidate after the later of March 1 or the date which is thirty (30) days after the
President receives the recommendations of the Committee, Department and the Dean, the
candidate shall be awarded a further one-year limited-term contract, commencing at the
end of the probationary period. The candidate’s appointment will terminate at the end of
that limited-term contract.

33.12.9

Notwithstanding 33.12.8, the University may choose to pay the candidate an amount
equivalent to one-half of the salary and benefits that would have been paid to him/her
pursuant to 33.12.8, less required deductions, in lieu of the limited term appointment
provided in 33.12.8.

33.13

Ranks and Promotion

33.13.1

Subject to clause 33.3.7, the University recognizes four ranks with the following
conditions and qualifications required for each.

33.13.1.1 Lecturer
A Lecturer is a faculty Member who shall have the following minimum qualifications:
(a)

A Master’s degree or professional accreditation equivalent to a Master’s degree, or
shall have completed all of the requirements for a PhD but for an unfinished
dissertation.

33.13.1.2 Assistant Professor
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An Assistant Professor is a faculty Member who shall ordinarily have the following
minimum qualifications:
(a)

A doctoral degree from an accredited University;
The doctoral requirement may be waived if the candidate has a Master’s degree
and has at least three (3) years experience at the post-secondary level in positions
where both teaching and research are required.

33.13.1.3 Associate Professor
An Associate Professor is a faculty Member who shall ordinarily have the following
minimum qualifications:
(a)

A doctoral degree from an accredited University.

(b)

A minimum of five (5) years at the rank of Assistant Professor at an accredited
university.

33.13.1.4 Professor
A Professor is a Member of the faculty of the University who, in addition to meeting the
minimum qualifications specified in 33.13.1.3, has a minimum of ten (10) years of
experience at the rank of Associate Professor. Application for promotion to the rank of
Professor may be made in the 10th year of service as Associate Professor.
33.13.2

A candidate for promotion to the rank of Assistant Professor who meets the
qualifications specified in 33.13.1.2 must have received a minimum rating of acceptable
in all of the three areas described in clauses 33.8, 33.9, and 33.10.

33.13.3

A candidate for promotion to the rank of Associate Professor who meets the
qualifications specified in 33.13.1.3 must also satisfy the condition that he/she receives a
rating of excellent in either teaching or research, and a rating of acceptable in the other
area and in service.

33.13.4

A candidate for promotion to the rank of Full Professor who meets the qualifications
specified in 33.13.1.4 must also satisfy the condition that he/she receives a rating of
excellent in at least two of the areas of teaching, research and service, and have received
a rating no less than acceptable in the third of these three areas.

33.13.5

To be considered for promotion, a faculty Member who is eligible, must apply in writing
no later than October 1.

33.13.6

Re-application for promotion to the ranks of Assistant and Associate may be made
annually, but only every two years for promotion to the rank of Professor
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33.13.7

Notwithstanding any other clauses of this Article, a faculty Member with fewer than the
normal required number of years of service may be promoted, provided s/he notifies the
Committee before October 1 that she/he will be applying under this clause for special
early consideration for promotion and provided:
(a)

in the case of promotion to the rank of Associate Professor, s/he will have three (3)
academic years with the Employer in the rank of Assistant Professor and she/he
receives ratings of excellent in two (2) of teaching, research and service and a
minimum of acceptable in the third.

(b)

in the case of promotion to the rank of Full Professor she/he will have at least five
(5) Academic Years with the Employer in the rank of Associate Professor and the
Committee decides unanimously that his/her work satisfies the condition s/he
receives ratings of excellent in two (2) of teaching, research and service and a
minimum of acceptable in the third.

A candidate for Associate Professor whose application for early promotion has been
denied may reapply until eligible for normal-time promotion under this clause and a
candidate for Full Professor whose application for early promotion has been denied may
re-apply every two (2) years until eligible for normal-time promotion under this clause.
33.13.8

The Committee must seek advice from four (4) external referees in considering
promotions to the rank of Full Professor. In determining who those four (4) will include,
the Department will provide the Committee with up to four (4) names of possible
referees and the Candidate will provide a list of four (4) names of referees. The
Candidate will agree to two (2) of the referees selected by the Department and the
Committee will agree to two (2) of the referees selected by the Candidate.
Persons chosen as referees shall:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

be competent and recognized scholars external to the University in a relevant
discipline(s);
normally hold the rank of Full Professor at a primarily undergraduate university;
have a national or international reputation for excellence in their field;
shall not be the candidate’s thesis supervisor or currently be collaborating with a
candidate nor have collaborated with the candidate in the past five (5) years;
be provided with a copy of the candidate’s curriculum vitae along with relevant
sections of the Collective Agreement (33.1.3, 33.7, 33.8, 33.9, 33.10, 33.13). The
Committee shall provide a copy of the complete dossiers should a referee request
it;
be informed that CBU is primarily an undergraduate institution normally with a
faculty teaching load of three (3) courses per term (or equivalent) for two (2) terms
each year. Referees shall evaluate the application using the CBU criteria rather
than the criteria at their own institution. Referees are not required to evaluate any
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area of the application (teaching, research or service) if they do not feel qualified to
do so.
33.14

Years of Service

33.14.1

Except as provided in 33.14.2, 33.14.3 and 33.12.5, the years of service relevant to
decisions on renewal, promotion and tenure shall include all years of full-time service as
faculty at rank where both teaching and research are required or in the case of limited
term contracts of less than 8 months, encouraged. Except as provided in 33.14.2, 33.14.3
and 33.12.5, all such years of service shall be counted on a one-for-one basis, whether at
the University or elsewhere, and whether the position was tenured, probationary or
limited term. Time spent on sabbatical or industrial leave from the University shall also
be included however time spent while an employee of the University was on leave
completing an advanced degree shall not. The Candidate may choose to include other
leaves approved under the Collective Agreement as years of service.

33.14.2

(i)

Where a Member has years of service in positions where only research was
required and the research was under the supervision of another person, the Member
shall be considered to have one year of service for each two years spent in such a
position.

(ii)

A faculty member who goes from a limited term appointment to a tenure track
appointment without a break may have such limited term appointment count
towards time required in applying for tenure or promotion provided during the
limited term appointment both teaching and research are required.

33.14.3

Teaching done as a teaching assistant while working toward a graduate degree shall not
be counted toward years of service. Teaching in less than full-time positions shall not be
counted toward years of service, except under unusual circumstances (e.g., temporary
voluntary reduction from an otherwise full-time position with the approval of the
Employer and in compliance with Article 27.2.3.1 (Faculty Teaching Workload), partial
secondment to a research or administrative position, etc.). It is the responsibility of the
Member to establish such unusual circumstances to the satisfaction of the Committee.

33.15

Recommendations to the President and Her/His Decisions

33.15.1

The Chair of the Committee shall send to the President the materials referred to in clause
33.4.8, including numerical results of any votes taken on any aspect of the
recommendations made by the bodies or persons referred to therein, and also the
Department’s recommendation referred to in clause 33.5.2 and the Dean’s
recommendation referred to in clause 33.6.2. Further, the Chair of the Committee shall
respond to any questions which the President may have concerning any aspect of the
Committee’s work.
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33.15.2

The President will communicate her/his decision on renewal, tenure or promotion, in
writing, to the candidate, with a copy to the Chair of the Committee. If, however, the
President's decision and the Committee's recommendation are at variance, the President
may request the Committee to reassess its recommendation or alternatively, or
additionally, may ask the Committee to meet with her/him. No new evidence may be
introduced or considered in any such reassessment by the Committee or meeting between
the President of the University and the Committee. In any case, the Committee will
forward a second and final recommendation to the President no later than March 15 at
which time its function in the case shall cease.

33.15.3

No later than February 15 in cases of tenure, and no later than April 7 in cases of
promotion, the President will communicate her/his final decision in writing to the
candidate, with a copy to the Committee Chair.

33.15.4

The President shall advise the University community of the names of candidates who
have been promoted and the rank to which they have been promoted, and of candidates
whom have been granted tenure, within fourteen (14) days of the communication of the
decisions thereon to the candidates.

33.16

Review
Each ongoing probationary appointment shall be reviewed upon completion of the first
full year of teaching. After a full academic teaching year (two terms), the relevant Dean
will contact the candidate in writing to provide notification of the review process, with a
copy to the Department Chair. Both the Dean and the Department Chair will be
available to provide advice to the Candidate in preparing the application for review. The
candidate must submit an application for review to the Chair of Probation, Promotion &
Tenure Committee, to the Dean and to the Chair of his/her Department by October 1
following the first full year of teaching. Either Chair may request additional information
or clarification on the candidate’s teaching, research and service to aid in the
deliberations of the Committee and the Department.
The candidate shall receive from her/his Department Chair a written account of the
Department’s review of the candidate’s application no later than October 15 following
the first full year of teaching. The Chair of the Department shall send a copy of the
review to the Chair of the Committee and to the Dean at the same time.
The candidate shall receive from the Committee a written account of its review no later
than November 15 following the first full year of teaching. A copy shall also be sent to
the relevant Department and Dean and to the President of the University.
Example: a faculty Member in a probationary tenure-track position with a contract start
date of 1 January 2003 or 1 July 2003 would submit an application for review by 1
October 2004. The Department must submit a copy of the review to the candidate and
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PP&T Committee by 15 October 2004. The PP&T Committee must complete its written
account of the review no later than 15 November 2004. The candidate would apply for
renewal by 1 October 2005.
33.16.1

The candidate shall provide the following documents with his/her application:
a) an up-to-date curriculum vitae;
b) a brief statement of his or her accomplishments and objectives in teaching,
research/scholarly/creative activities, and service;
c) a list of University level courses s/he is teaching or has previously taught;
d) student evaluations and/or other instruments used to evaluate courses taught;
e) a list of publications and presentations;
f) other relevant material which the candidate wishes to place before the Committee.

33.16.2

If the candidate fails to provide the materials in 33.16.1 in a timely manner, he/she will
provide a letter to the Dean with a copy to the Chair of PP&T indicating the reason(s)
why a review was not undertaken. The letter will be read into the committee minutes and
retained as per Article 33.2.5.

33.17

Conflict of Interest
(a)

An employee of the University who has an immediate marital, familial, sexual,
significant financial or similar relationship with a faculty Member who, in a given
year, will be considered for appointment renewal or review of a probationary
contract, promotion, or tenure, shall be disqualified from being a Member of the
Committee for that year. Employees having such conflict(s) of interest shall
notify, in writing, his/her School Dean or the Director of Library Services, the
Chair(s) of the Committee, or the Director, Human Resources of such conflict of
interest. The specific nature of the conflict of interest need not be disclosed.

(b)

The School Dean/Director of Library Services, the Chair of the Committee, or the
Director, Human Resources shall forward the advice of the conflict to the VicePresident, Academic and Research. The Vice-President, Academic and Research
will discuss the matter with the employee concerned. If the Vice-President,
Academic and Research decides that there is even an appearance of a conflict of
interest, it is agreed that the employee will be disqualified from being a member of
the Committee as indicated in paragraph (a) above. The Vice-President, Academic
and Research’s decision is final.

33.18

Subsequent Proceedings

33.18.1

In a case referred to arbitration where it is alleged that there were substantial procedural
defects in the process leading to recommendations or decisions under this Article, it is
agreed that, in addition to those arbitrator powers set forth in the Nova Scotia Trade
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Union Act, the Arbitration Board (the ‘Board’) under Article 41, should it find that any
such defect(s) was so serious that it likely would have resulted in a different substantive
recommendation or ultimate decision, and accordingly, a different ultimate outcome,
shall have the power to set aside that ultimate decision and send the matter back to the
appropriate individual or body in the relevant process under this Agreement with
instructions on how to remedy such defect.
33.18.1.1 In such cases of substantial procedural defect, where the Board concludes that such
defects cannot be otherwise remedied except by amendment of the timetables specified
under this Article, the Board shall have the authority to order such amendment, but in no
event shall any such amendment exceed one Academic Year and the Board shall not
order such amendment until it has given the Parties full opportunity to make submissions
to it on the appropriate length of any such amendment.
33.18.1.2 Where the Board concludes, in a particular case, that because a substantive denial of
renewal, promotion or tenure is so egregious and patently unreasonable that, having due
regard to the requirements of this Article, other relevant provisions of this Agreement,
the preponderance of the evidence, and the fundamental point that such decisions are
intended to be made collegially within and not external to the University, the only
possible conclusion that could have been reached is that the Member receive renewal,
promotion or tenure, the Board shall have the authority to grant such renewal, promotion
or tenure but without compensation to the faculty Member affected. Such decision shall
be made only after giving full opportunity to the Parties to make submissions on the
appropriateness of any such proposed action.
33.19

Timetables
When in this clause and the balance of this Article things are required to be done on a
date certain and any such date occurs on a weekend or holiday, the date for doing such
things shall be on the work day (Monday through Friday) next following such weekend
or holiday. When a timeline is extended to accommodate the candidate, subsequent
timelines will also be adjusted to reflect the same period of extension.

33.19.1

The Timetable for consideration of renewal and tenure shall be as follows:
May 30

Probation Promotion and Tenure (PP&T) Committee is constituted.

October 1

Deadline for submission of applications for tenure and renewal to
Chair of the Committee, Department Chair and notification to the
Dean

October 1-21

Committee meets to determine and inform candidates if additional
material is needed
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33.19.2

October 21

Department's recommendation to the Chair of the Committee; copies
to candidate and Dean

November 7

Dean's recommendation to Chair of the Committee; copy to candidate

November 17

Response by candidate to Department and/or Dean's recommendation

January 10

Committee's proposed recommendations to candidates

January 17

Candidate's response to the Committee

January 24

The Committee meets to consider candidate's responses

January 31

President receives the recommendations of the Committee, the
Department and the Dean

February 15

President informs candidates of decisions

The Timetable for consideration for promotions shall be as follows:
May 30

Probation Promotion and Tenure (PP&T) Committee is constituted

October 1

Deadline for submission of applications to Chair of the Committee,
Department Chair, notification to Dean

October 21

Department’s recommendation to Chair of the Committee; copies to
candidate and Dean

November 7

Dean’s recommendation to Chair of the Committee; copy candidate

November 17
Response
Recommendation

by

candidate

to

Department

and/or

Dean’s

February 21

Committee’s proposed recommendation to candidates

March 1

Candidate’s response to Committee

March 8

The Committee meets to consider candidate’s response

March 15

President receives the recommendations of the Committee, the
Department and the Dean

April 7

President informs candidates of decisions
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33.19.3

The Timetable for review of a Member’s performance, pursuant to clause 33.16 shall be
as follows:
October 15

Department reviews Member’s performance; copies to Chair of the
Committee and the Dean

November 15

The Committee’s review is sent to Member; copies to the President,
the Chair of the Department and the Dean

ARTICLE 34
34

PERMANENT APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION OF LIBRARIANS

34.1

Librarian Ranks
(a)

LIBRARIAN I – A Librarian I shall have a Masters degree in Library and
Information Science from a program accredited by the American Library
Association or its equivalent as a minimum qualification. A probationary librarian
shall ordinarily be appointed at Librarian I.
LIBRARIAN II - A Librarian II, in addition to meeting the qualifications above for
Librarian I, shall have successfully completed his/her probationary appointment.
LIBRARIAN III - A Librarian III, in addition to meeting the qualifications above
for Librarian II, shall ordinarily have seven (7) years of successful relevant
experience as a Professional Librarian, and shall meet all criteria and standards set
forth in clauses 34.7 (Criteria), 34.7.2 (Academic Qualifications and Work
Performance), and 34.8 (c) (Standards) to be promoted to this rank.
LIBRARIAN IV – A Librarian III is eligible for promotion to Librarian IV upon
the completion of eight (8) years’ service at the rank of Librarian III, and shall
meet the requirements set forth in article 34.8 (d) to be promoted to this rank.

34.2

Initial Probationary Review
(a)

Three (3) months prior to the end of the first year of the initial probationary
appointment, the Director of Library Services shall notify the probationary
Librarian of the Initial Probationary Review to be conducted by the Librarian’s
Review Committee (‘LRC’). The LRC will schedule a review meeting which will
occur during the first month of the second year of the initial probationary
appointment referred to in Article 24.2.1.

(b)

One to two months prior to the end of the first year of the probationary period, the
probationary Librarian shall submit the materials referred to in clause 34.3 (b) to
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the Director of Library Services and the LRC.
(c)

34.3

The LRC shall conduct a review of the probationary Librarian’s progress taking
into account the factors referred to in clause 34.6 (Procedures), 34.7 (Criteria),
34.7.2 (Academic Qualifications and Work Performance), 34.8 (Standards), and
34.9 (Factors). The Director of Library Services shall inform the probationary
Librarian of the outcome of the review, in writing, including any areas needed
remediation.

Permanent Appointment
(a)

Approximately four (4) months prior to the end of the probationary period, the
Director of Library Services shall remind, in writing, probationary Librarians who
are eligible for permanent appointment, that if they wish to apply for permanent
appointment they must do so three (3) months prior to the end date of the
probationary period, providing all materials as outlined in (b) below. Failure to
apply for permanent appointment shall conclusively be deemed a resignation of
her/his employment at the University effective the end of the probationary period
as indicated the Librarian’s contract of employment.

(b)

The probationary Librarian shall provide the LRC with the following materials to
be used by the LRC pursuant to clauses 34.5 through 34.10. If this ad hoc
Committee is not in place, the Director of Library Services shall establish such a
committee in accordance with clause 34.5 of this Article. The Probationary
Librarian shall provide to the LRC:
(i)

a complete and up to date curriculum vitae;

(ii)

a copy of her/his letter of appointment and any other documents describing
the candidate's current responsibilities;

(iii) a completed Librarian Professional Activities Report (Appendix “D”) and/or
a letter detailing what the candidate has accomplished in the areas of
academic qualifications, performance of her/his Librarian duties and
responsibilities, scholarly activity, professional development, and University,
professional, and community service since the candidate's initial
appointment, together with any supporting documentation; and
(iv) any other material which the candidate considers pertinent to his/her
application.
34.4

Promotion
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(a)

By September 15 of each year, the Director of Library Services shall ask, in
writing, Librarians holding permanent appointments if they wish to apply for
promotion to Librarian III or Librarian IV.

(b)

By September 30 of each year, eligible Librarians holding permanent appointments
may apply for promotion to Librarian III by notifying the Director of Library
Services, in writing, and with such notice also submit the materials specified in (c)
below. Upon receipt of such notification and materials, the Director of Library
Services shall notify the LRC of such application. If this ad hoc committee is not
in place, the Director of Library Services shall establish such a committee in
accordance with clause 34.5 of this Article.

(c)

The candidate shall provide the LRC with the following materials:
(i)

a complete and up to date curriculum vitae;

(ii)

a copy of his/her letter of appointment and any other documents describing
the candidate's current responsibilities;

(iii) a completed Librarian Professional Activities Report (Appendix “D”) and/or
a letter detailing what the candidate has accomplished in the areas of
academic qualifications, performance of her/his Librarian duties and
responsibilities, scholarly activity, professional development, and University
, professional, and community service since the candidate's initial
appointment, together with any supporting documentation; and
(iv) any other material which the candidate considers pertinent to his/her
application.
34.5

Composition and Mandate of the Librarians’ Review Committee
(a)

The LRC shall consist of:
(i)

the Director of Library Services, who shall chair the Committee but not have
a vote except if necessary to break a tie;
(ii) two (2) Librarians selected by the Librarians in the bargaining unit;
(iii) one (1) faculty Member from the School for which the candidate has been
responsible. If the candidate is not responsible for a particular School, the
Director of Library Services, in consultation with the Librarians, will select
an appropriate School be requested to select a member.
Members of the Committee will be required to make a genuine commitment to the
business of the Committee.
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34.6

Librarians’ Review Committee Procedures
(a)

(b)

34.7

The LRC shall review all applications for permanent appointment and/or
promotion and make its recommendation(s) to the Vice-President, Academic and
Research, according to the following schedule:
(i)

Permanent Appointment: no longer than 10 weeks after the probationary
Librarian has submitted his/her materials to the LRC;

(ii)

Promotion: no later than 1 December of the Academic Year during which the
application for promotion is made.

The LRC must:
(i)

use no anonymous material;

(ii)

base its recommendation(s) on the contents of the candidate's materials and
the relevant provisions of this Collective Agreement.

(c)

The LRC shall invite the candidate to meet with it to discuss his/her application
and its supporting documentation. It is the candidate's choice to be present for this
purpose, but his/her presence or absence shall not be interpreted in a negative
fashion by the LRC or the Director of Library Services. If present, the candidate
shall withdraw at the completion of these discussions and the Committee shall then
consider its recommendation.

(d)

The Committee shall evaluate the application and its supporting documentation
based on the criteria, standards and factors specified in clauses 34.7, 34.8, 34.9 and
34.10 of this Article.

(e)

The LRC shall select a secretary who shall record minutes of its meetings, and
keep a file of all documents supplied to the Committee. The secretary will also
record the recommendation of the Committee and the rationale for it.

(f)

The Committee shall make its recommendation, with rationale, in writing, to the
Vice-President, Academic and Research. If the Vice-President, Academic and
Research disagrees with the Committee’s recommendation, she/he shall meet with
the Committee to discuss the matter. If following that meeting, the Director of
Library Services still disagrees with the Committee’s recommendation, he/she shall
decide the matter and inform the Committee of his/her decision together with a
written rationale for it. The candidate shall also be provided with a copy of the
reasoned decision at the same time it is provided to the LRC.

Criteria for Permanent Appointment and Promotion
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34.7.1

Criteria to be considered in determining permanent appointments or promotion to the
Librarian III or Librarian IV rank shall be:
(a)

academic qualifications and professional development (‘academic qualifications’);

(b)

performance as a Librarian within the context of assigned duties (‘work
performance’);

(c)

scholarly activity; and

(d)

service to the University, profession, and community (‘service’).

While all of these criteria must be present in an application for permanent appointment
and/or promotion to Librarian III and Librarian IV; nevertheless, work performance will
receive greater relative emphasis than the other criteria specified above unless stated
otherwise in a candidate's letter of appointment or as indicated by the candidate's current
responsibilities. It is an overall assessment of the candidate in relation to these criteria
that must guide the recommendation of the Committee.
34.7.2

Academic Qualifications and Work Performance
(a)

The minimum academic qualification is a Master of Library and Information
Science or its equivalent from a program accredited by the American Library
Association.

(b)

For the purposes of this Article, professional development shall include, but not be
limited to, completing professional development courses, workshops or seminars,
or receiving additional degrees, diplomas and/or certificates.

(c)

Work Performance
Performance of librarian duties and responsibilities, scholarly activity, and service
shall be evaluated in the context of the duties and responsibilities of Librarians as
described in Article 28 (Professional Librarian Workload Article). Assessment of
work performance for a particular Librarian shall be done within the context of
her/his assigned duties.

34.8

Standards for Permanent Appointment and Promotion
(a)

Permanent Appointment
The standards for permanent appointment shall be:
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(i)

possession of a Master of Library and Information Science or its equivalent;

(ii)

evidence of satisfactory work performance;

(iii) evidence of achievement in scholarly activity;
(iv) evidence of contributions to the effective functioning of the University.
(b)

Promotion to Librarian II
Promotion to the rank of Librarian II shall occur simultaneously with the awarding
of permanent appointment to a Librarian.

(c)

Promotion to Librarian III
Promotion to the rank of Librarian III shall be based upon a record of consistent
accomplishment demonstrated by:
(i)

evidence of a consistently excellent record of work performance;

(ii)

evidence of consistent accomplishment in the discipline as demonstrated by
scholarly or professional activity recognized by the Librarian’s professional
peers;

(iii) evidence of ongoing and active service to the University, and service to the
profession and/or the community which is relevant to the Librarian’s area(s)
of expertise.
(d)

Promotion to Librarian IV
The primary criteria for promotion to the rank of Librarian IV are:
The candidate must exhibit evidence of a substantial extension of the record on
which promotion to Librarian III was based. Pursuant to Article 34.8 (a), a
candidate’s application may be strengthened by a record of excellence in service to
the University, the Union, the profession, and the community and/or substantial
scholarly activity in the field of library and information science or area of academic
specialization. Such service and scholarly activity must be in addition to that
considered at the time of promotion to the rank of Librarian III. Service and
scholarly activity, alone or in combination, are an inadequate basis for promotion
in the absence of demonstrated excellence in the performance of the candidate’s
primary responsibility. The Candidate must provide evidence of leadership in the
profession through such accomplishments as the academic direction of projects
and/or the coordination of the work of other Library personnel. An application will
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be strengthened by evidence of recognition of the candidate’s achievements
beyond the Cape Breton University community.
34.9

Factors for Consideration for Permanent Appointment and Promotion
(a)

Lists of activities that will be used to demonstrate the required level of competence
in the various criteria specified in clause 34.7 may include both quantitative and
qualitative aspects. These lists of activities are not exclusive nor do they imply
expectations of specific performance. These lists are not presented in order of
preference with regard to permanent appointment or promotion, but reflect
activities that Librarians may perform in carrying out their normal duties and
responsibilities.
(i)

Work Performance as a Librarian
Development of information literacy programs (outlines for class
presentations, research guides, home pages, etc.)
Class presentations
Library orientations
Student consultation
Delivery of information services
Development of the Library collection
Selection of library materials
Development or revision of library policies and procedures
Administration of library services
Leadership of library program and project teams
Participation in professional development activities
Promotion of library services and collaborative programs with faculty
Contribution to the delivery of library programs
Candidates shall present evidence of these activities as part of their
supporting documentation.

(ii)

Scholarly Activity
Examples of scholarly activities that may be presented by a candidate for
evaluation are listed below. The list is not ranked, but the candidate should
be aware that material adjudicated by external referees carries significantly
more weight than does non-refereed material. Materials produced for external
use would, in general, be of more significance than material produced for
internal use.
Books
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Reports
Papers in refereed and non-refereed journals
Obtained research grants and funding
Contract research
Awards in recognition of scholarly or professional achievement
Papers delivered at professional meetings, conferences and seminars
Papers/research in progress
Consulting and other activities which require professional or
scholarly competence, editorial and refereeing duties
Service on external grant committees
Commissioned reports for external circulation
Participation in external panels, seminars, etc.
Active participation in and leadership given to professional
conferences, workshops, symposia, etc.
Public speaking engagements related to one's professional expertise
(iii) Service to the University
Service to the University includes contributions to the development and
effective functioning of the University through contribution to student
activities, membership on Library, Faculty, University, Board and
Association committees and councils; active participation in local, provincial,
national and international organizations and programs related to the
candidate's discipline.
(iv) Community Service
Service to the wider community includes active participation in a wide
variety of governmental, societal and community institutions, programs and
services, where such participation is based on the candidate's academic or
professional expertise.
34.10

Permanent appointments and promotion of Librarian shall normally become effective
July 1.
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ARTICLE 35
35

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

35.1

General

35.1.1

With the exception of those appointed to positions specified in clause 35.7 all faculty
Member appointments shall be to one of the following ranks: Lecturer, Assistant
Professor, Associate Professor or Professor.

35.1.2

Types of appointments under this Article shall be (to) full-time or regular part-time
positions on a limited term, probationary-tenure track or tenured basis.

35.1.3

All new faculty Members shall be appointed by Letter of Appointment as provided for in
clause 35.10, issued by the President of the University.

35.1.4

No person possessing an earned Doctoral Degree shall be appointed below the rank of
Assistant Professor unless hired in the capacity of Senior Lecturer, Lab Instructor, or
Librarian. Individuals who are appointed to a probationary-tenure track position at the
rank of Lecturer, a condition of whose appointment is the obtaining an earned Doctoral
Degree in the discipline for which they were appointed, if they obtain such an earned
Doctoral Degree within twelve (12) months of the start date of the appointment or by
such other date as may be agreed at the time of the initial appointment, shall be then
promoted to the rank of Assistant Professor.

35.1.5

(a)

Except as provided for under Article 35.1.5 (b), appointments at a rank higher than
that of Assistant Professor and/or tenured appointments, and appointments of
Academic Administrators who are to be given rank and/or tenure shall only be
made after materials are provided to PP&T referred to in Article 33 (Faculty
Probation, Promotion and Tenure) to enable it to make a recommendation to the
President on the appropriateness of granting such rank or tenure.

(b)

The hiring committee may recommend to PP&T that a candidate be granted tenure
and/or rank higher than Assistant Professor if the candidate has achieved such rank
at another accredited university.

35.1.6

In this Article, reference to ‘Department(s)’ shall, where appropriate, include ‘Cross
Appointments in Departments in one or more Schools’.

35.1.7

In accordance with CBU’s Affirmative Action Agreement and in order to be consistent
with their support for employment equity and diversity, the parties will make concerted
efforts to encourage and promote the appointment in Departments of persons from
minority groups or an under represented sex. In the evaluation of candidates for
appointment, concerted efforts will be made to ensure that processes, procedures and
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criteria do not systematically discriminate against women or minority groups. In
accordance with the CBU’s Affirmative Action Agreement, CBU will develop a specific
Affirmative Action Plan. CBUFA may have representation on the committee to develop
the Affirmative Action Plan for the purpose of developing specific processes and
procedures to give effect to the foregoing general statements of intent. Until the
Affirmative Action Plan is developed, the foregoing will not create any specific rights or
obligations.
35.2

Advertising

35.2.1

All faculty vacancies within the bargaining unit shall be posted internally (by internal
email, on the CBU web page, and on the Mail Room bulletin boards).

35.2.2

Subject to 35.2.5, vacancies for full-time limited term appointments of four (4) months or
less, shall be advertised locally in the print media. Other forms of advertising for such
positions are not precluded.

35.2.3

Subject to 35.2.5, full-time faculty vacancies (probationary-tenure track, tenured and
limited term appointments of greater than four (4) months duration) and regular part-time
faculty vacancies shall be advertised locally, in the CAUT Bulletin, and in other
appropriate national publications such as University Affairs. All probationary tenuretrack and tenured appointments will normally be advertised in the fall semester;
advertisements will indicate if budgetary approval is pending. Where appropriate, the
advertisement may also be placed by electronic means, and otherwise, as the Director,
Human Resources considers appropriate after consultation with the Chair of the
Department where the vacancy exists and the relevant School Dean.

35.2.4

The advertisement shall state the Department in which the appointment is to be made:
rank or range of ranks at which the appointment is to be made; the Department; the
anticipated type of appointment; the general qualifications and responsibilities, as well as
more specific ones which are relevant; and that applications and supporting documents
should be directed to the Director, Human Resources. The proposed final copy of the
advertisement shall be forwarded for information to the Chair of the Department and be
available in the Human Resources Department for members of the Department to review
before it is submitted for publication. A copy of the advertisement and a statement of the
publication(s) wherein it is to be placed shall be forwarded to the Association President
at the same time as the advertisement is submitted for publication.

35.2.5

In exceptional circumstances, where the need for a limited term appointment arises on
short notice and time and other operational constraints make national print advertising
impractical, a vacancy in a full-time position may be filled for a maximum of one (1)
academic year following local advertising and, where appropriate, electronic posting.
Such circumstances include, but are not limited to, the death, disability, or sudden
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resignation of a full-time faculty Member, or such other circumstances as the Association
President may agree are exceptional.
35.3

Limited Term Appointments

35.3.1

Limited term appointments carry no implication of renewal of appointment beyond the
specified term and no indication that the appointee is on probation for a permanent
appointment and shall not be entitled to apply for renewal, tenure or promotion.
Normally, such appointments will be for one of the following purposes:

35.3.2

(a)

To meet a temporary need created when a faculty Member is granted a leave of
absence or is temporarily transferred to another duty within the University;

(b)

To engage distinguished visiting professors or persons with required special
knowledge, expertise or experience;

(c)

When it is necessary to fill a full-time academic vacancy for which qualified
persons acceptable to fill such vacancy are unavailable;

(d)

To provide for specific teaching or research needs of limited duration which, for
budgetary and/or academic reasons, the University cannot meet by making a
probationary-tenure track or tenured appointment;

(e)

To make appointments to programs which have provisional funding or are of a trial
or experimental nature;

(f)

To make an appointment pursuant to clause 35.7;

(g)

To make appointments for such other reasons as shall be agreed upon by the
Association President.

Limited term appointments shall be made for up to twelve (12) months. Where
reasonably practicable, a reasonable preparation period will be included in such
appointment.
Where it is known that the term appointment is needed for a period in excess of twelve
(12) months, the Employer will request permission from the Union to advertise the
position for a period in excess of twelve (12) months as noted above. Permission will
not be unreasonably withheld.

35.3.3

Faculty who hold limited term appointments may be appointed for up to two consecutive
additional appointments of up to twelve (12) months duration each, without advertising,
if such additional appointments are approved by the relevant School Dean in consultation
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with the relevant Department Chair(s), who shall have appropriate consultation with
members of the Department.
35.3.4

Members holding limited term appointments or Members holding indefinite permanent
appointments shall not be entitled to apply for promotion and/or tenure.

35.3.5

Normally, a specific vacancy may be filled by limited term appointments of no more
than four (4) consecutive years, after which time the Employer will either:
(a)

not fill the vacancy further;

(b)

fill the vacancy as a probationary-tenure track or tenured position pursuant to the
procedures in clauses 35.2 and 35.8; or

(c)

make one and only one further limited term appointment with the written approval
of the Association President, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld.

35.4

Cross Appointments

35.4.1

A faculty Member may receive an initial appointment in two (2) or more Departments
whereby the Member is based in a home or primary Department but also has duties and
responsibilities in another Department(s) (a “cross appointment”).

35.4.2

A faculty Member who has not been hired in a cross appointment shall hold such
appointment only with his/her written consent. However, where there are sound
academic reasons for making such an appointment, and after consultation with the
affected Member, the cross appointment Department, and the Association President, the
Member’s consent to such cross appointment will not be unreasonably withheld.
Recognizing the growing importance of cross appointments, it is agreed that faculty
Members may propose that they receive such appointments.

35.4.3

Before the Member agrees to a cross appointment, the Member shall meet with the
relevant Department Chair(s), School Dean(s), and/or Director(s) to arrive at a written
agreement on how the Member’s work is to be allocated between the cross appointment
Departments or other units such as Institutes. This agreement shall also stipulate which
Department is to have primary responsibility for the Member in administrative and
academic matters. The Member shall retain residual rights in her/his home Department
to which he/she shall return on a full-time basis should academic needs change. The
Employer shall provide the Association President with a copy of this agreement within
five (5) days of its signing.
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35.5

Probationary-Tenure Track Appointments

35.5.1

The initial probationary appointment shall be for three (3) years normally commencing
on the first day of July or the first day of January and terminating on the 30th day of June
of the third year next following. In the second year of this initial appointment, the
Committee referred to in Article 33 will conduct a review of the faculty Member’s
progress pursuant to Article 33 (Faculty Probation, Promotion and Tenure). During the
final year of this initial probationary appointment, a renewal application, if made, will be
considered pursuant to Article 33.

35.5.2

If the initial probationary appointment is renewed, it shall be for a further two (2) years
commencing on the first day of July and terminating on the 30th day of June of the
second year next following. During the final year of this second probationary
appointment, tenure will be considered pursuant to Article 33.

35.5.3

In recognition of the unique challenges during the initial probationary contract of a
probationary tenure-track academic appointment, a new Member appointed to a fulltime, tenure-track position (including those previously hired on a part-time or limited
term basis), effective 28 February 2003, are eligible for the following:
(a)

Research Grant
The New Member will be eligible, upon application to the Dean of Research, for a
one-time start-up research grant, paid by the Employer, of up to $2,000 which must
be used within the first two years of employment. The purpose of this grant is to
assist in the development of a research direction and such grant applications shall
not be unreasonably refused. Funds allocated under this clause will be separate
from and in addition to other internal research funds, including the annual research
grants adjudicated by the RAP Committee of Senate. Once awarded, funds will be
made available to the new Member immediately. Award of a start-up grant will not
affect the new Member’s eligibility in any other internal grant application process.

(b)

Teaching Reduction
The new Member will be eligible for a teaching load reduction of up to two (2)
three-credit courses during the period of the initial probationary contract. The two
(2) three-credit course reductions shall not normally be taken during the same
academic year. The new Member shall choose which terms the teaching reductions
are to be taken in, subject to approval by the relevant School Dean.
Example: A new member granted a teaching reduction of one (1) three-credit
course in the first year of his/her initial probationary period will be eligible for a
further teaching reduction of one (1) three-credit course in either the second or
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third year of his/her initial probationary period, subject to the approval of the
relevant School Dean.
If course relief is granted, no additional credit hour teaching (overload), regardless
of method of delivery, shall be undertaken.
35.6

Impact of Entry or Re-entry of Administrators into the Bargaining Unit Pursuant
to Article 17 (Entry or Re-entry of Administrators to the Bargaining Unit)

35.6.1

When an Academic Administrator hired at rank enters the bargaining unit, or a Member
re-enters from an administrative position, if there is not a vacancy in the area or areas
within the department for which he/she is qualified, his/her entry or re-entry shall be
deemed an additional financial allocation for that department until such time as a
vacancy occurs in that department in an area or areas for which he/she is qualified, at
which time he/she shall fill such vacancy. During the time when there is no such
vacancy, the additional allocation shall not be at the expense of any other department’s
or the Library’s financial allocation and shall not be considered a position for purposes
of establishing faculty complement or staffing levels. No Member holding a tenured,
permanent or probationary appointment shall be displaced from the department because
of the entry or re-entry of either of the above into the bargaining unit.

35.6.2

The granting of tenure and/or academic rank by the University to any faculty member or
administrator which prior to the signing of this Collective Agreement was determined by
rules and/or procedures in effect at the time such tenure and/or academic rank was
granted shall be deemed to have been granted pursuant to the provisions of this
Collective Agreement.

35.7

Special Academic Appointments

35.7.1

The terms and conditions of the following special academic positions shall be
individually negotiated between the affected person and the Employer, but shall not
conflict with the non-monetary terms of this Agreement, (the Employer will inform the
Association President of the monetary terms of such appointment),
(a)

Visiting Professor is a faculty member at any of the four (4) ranks, who normally
holds a similar rank at another university or university college, who is visiting the
University;

(b)

Artist-in-Residence (or other professional person in residence) is a faculty member
who is a specialist in an applied field;

There may be up to one special academic position per School at any one time. Any
exception to this shall require consent of the Association President.
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Such appointments shall be for a limited period of not more than one (1) year, subject to
the Employer’s right to extend such appointment for at most one (1) additional year.
Holders of these special appointments shall not be in the bargaining unit.
When the University makes such an appointment, the President shall inform the
Association President of the appointment and its type.
35.7.2

The provisions of this clause shall not apply to situations such as where in a joint
program with another university, faculty from and paid by that other university put on
portions of such joint program at the University. In the event such joint program
concludes and the University assumes sole responsibility for such program, faculty for
such program shall be appointed in accordance with the provisions of this Article.

35.8

Process for full-time limited term appointments of greater than four (4) months,
regular part-time faculty, full-time probationary-tenure track and tenured faculty
appointments.

35.8.1

In consultation with the relevant academic Department Chair(s), the Employer shall
decide whether a vacancy exists and, if one does exist, the type of appointment, rank, and
qualifications required. Members of the relevant Department are entitled to make
recommendations to their Department Chair on any or all of these matters.

35.8.2

Search Committees
There shall be Search Committees made up of the following:

1

(a)

The Dean of the School where the vacancy exists (the “Dean”), or his/her
designate1;

(b)

Three (3) faculty members of the Department concerned, selected by faculty in the
Department;

(c)

A student, selected by the Students’ Union;

(d)

Two (2) other employees of the University one of whom shall be selected by the
Department concerned and the other of whom shall be selected by the Dean or
his/her designate, which persons shall have qualifications relevant to the particular
selection process and one of whom shall be a faculty Member in the relevant
School;
Whenever a Dean’s designate functions for the Dean, all actions and decisions by
him/her under this Article shall require the approval of that Dean.
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(e)

The Chair of the Committee shall be elected by its Members.
In the event that a faculty Member is to be hired into a department without
sufficient number of eligible faculty Members to serve on a Hiring Committee, the
executive of CBUFA in consultation with the Dean and/or the Vice-President,
Academic and Research will identify faculty to serve on the Hiring Committee.

On a case-by-case basis, the Employer and the Association may agree to reduce the size
of this committee on terms agreed between them in writing.
35.8.3

Procedure
(a)

When all applications are received by the Director, Human Resources, the
applications and supporting documents (the “documents”) shall immediately be
given to the Committee Chair or to the appropriate Dean if the Search Committee
is not yet established. The documents of all candidates shall subsequently be made
available to all members of the Search Committee, through the Committee Chair.
The Search Committee shall determine the candidates to be interviewed. The
documents of all candidates to be interviewed will be accessible to Members of the
Department, through the Committee Chair.

(b)

The Director, Human Resources, in collaboration with the Committee Chair shall
arrange interviews. Each candidate interviewed shall meet with all available
members of the Search Committee and later with available members of the
Department. If reasonably practicable, each candidate interviewed shall make a
presentation which shall be open to all members of the University community. The
particular format of such presentation will be determined by the Committee Chair
in consultation with each candidate and the Members of the committee. Members
of the Department may provide their views on those candidates to the Committee
Chair.

(c)

The Search Committee shall make a recommendation on the appointment to the
Dean at the same time providing the Department Chair with a copy of its
recommendation and the rationale for same. The Committee may recommend that a
given candidate, or any one from a group of candidates, be offered the appointment
or that no candidate from the list of candidates be offered the appointment. A
recommendation may include more than one name or group of names listed in
order of preference.

(d)

The Dean will consider the recommendations of the Search Committee. If the
Dean does not intend to recommend the appointment of a person recommended by
the Committee, the Committee will be so informed, in writing, of the intended
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decision and the reasons for it and will be given a reasonable opportunity for
further input before the final recommendation is made by the Dean.
(e)

The Dean, in consultation with the Director, Human Resources, shall recommend
which candidate, if any, is to be offered the appointment, and the rank, salary, type
of appointment, and any special terms or conditions which are to be offered
provided that such special terms or conditions do not conflict with the terms of this
Collective Agreement. The Dean will make her/his recommendations to the VicePresident, Academic and Research who will make the decision on the appointment.

35.9

Process for Full-Time Limited Term Faculty Appointments of Four (4) Months or
Less

35.9.1

In consultation with the relevant academic Department Chair(s), the Employer shall
decide whether a vacancy exists, and if so, the length of appointment and qualifications
required.

35.9.2

The relevant Dean or his/her designate shall establish a Selection Committee consisting
of the Dean or his/her designate, not less than two faculty Members from the relevant
Department(s) and two other employees of the University as the Dean or his/her
designate may determine. The Committee shall make a recommendation on the
appointment to the Dean who shall decide which candidate shall be appointed and will
determine, in consultation with the Director, Human Resources, the rank and salary for
the position.

35.9.3

The procedures in clause 35.8.3, with the exception of paragraph (e), shall apply. In view
of the fact that circumstances often require that such appointments be made on very short
notice, it is agreed that all members of the Selection Committee will commit to be
available to act on such short notice.

35.9.4

The Employer agrees that such appointments shall be made only when necessary and not
for the purpose of preventing the making of full-time tenure-track or tenured
appointments.

35.10

Letters of Appointment

35.10.1

When an individual is to be appointed, he/she shall receive a letter of appointment, in
duplicate, from the President specifying the terms and conditions of the appointment,
including, but not limited to, the following:
(a)

The Department(s) to which the appointment is made;

(b)

The individual’s rank;
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(c)

The individual’s salary and the step on the grid pursuant to Article 43 (Salaries and
Overloads);

(d)

The type of appointment;

(e)

The date on which the appointment commences and (if appropriate) ends;

(f)

Where applicable, the number of years of credited service, generally and at rank as
specified in Article 33.13.1 and 33.14;

(g)

All other terms and conditions of the appointment which have been agreed upon by
the Member and the University (e.g. a requirement to complete a doctoral degree),
provided they are not in conflict with the terms of this Agreement;

(h)

A statement that the Cape Breton University Faculty Association (CBUFA) is the
sole and exclusive bargaining agent for Faculty Members at rank;

(i)

A statement that the appointment is subject to the terms of the Agreement.

35.10.2

A copy of this Agreement shall be included with the Letter of Appointment, and if the
offer is acceptable to the individual, the individual shall sign and return one (1) copy of
the Letter to the Director, Human Resources.

35.10.3

A copy of the Letter of Appointment shall be provided to the Association President at the
time the Letter is sent to the candidate. All contingent terms of acceptance not listed in
the standard Letter of Appointment shall be provided to the Association President one
day prior to the time the Letter is sent to the candidate.

ARTICLE - 36
36

RETIREMENT, PENSION, GROUP BENEFITS, AND PARKING

36.1

Retirement
(a)

Retirement from the University is available to eligible members in accordance with
the CBU Pension Plan and normally shall occur on April 30, unless another
mutually agreeable date is confirmed in writing with sufficient time to allow for
course planning.
A Member is encouraged to notify his/her Department and Dean/Director of his/her
intent to retire twelve (12) months prior to retirement, but in any event, a minimum
of four (4) months notice is required.
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(b)

Faculty Members on Post Retirement Term Appointment Commencing July 1,
2009 or Earlier
The salary for such a post retirement modified workload will be 60% of the
Member’s base salary at the time of retirement.
For those who assume a post retirement modified workload, duties of the position
will relate to teaching (including office hours for student consultation) and a full
teaching load will include 18 credits, which may be spread over two (2) or three (3)
terms, as well as service. While research will not be a requirement under post
retirement modified workload, those who wish to continue research activities may
access research support related to Professor Emeritus status but will also be
considered eligible to apply for institutional research grants.
At the discretion of the Employer, a faculty Member on post retirement
appointment may be paid 100% of the Member’s base salary if the Member has
demonstrated, prior to retirement and agrees subsequent to retirement, to continue
to assume all responsibilities for the position including a full teaching load,
research and service. Each year while eligible for a Post Retirement Appointment,
the Member will complete the Professional Activities report and the Employer will
reassess the faculty Member’s eligibility to continue at 100% pay. If the Member
chooses to no longer pursue research activities, he may continue with a modified
workload, subject to limits on term appointments and the Employer’s right to no
longer fill the position, and will be paid 60% of base salary.
These arrangements (both as a modified workload at 60% or a post retirement
workload at (100%) may be extended upon notification by the member for up to
two additional consecutive appointments of twelve (12) months duration subject to
a maximum number of term appointments as noted in Article 35.3. However, any
extension is subject to the Employer’s entitlement to not fill the vacancy further.

36.2

Partial Retirement

36.2.1

A full-time Member of the bargaining unit, with tenure or permanence, who is at least
60 years of age and who has a minimum of twenty years of service at the University
(including years of service as ST. FX Nursing Members who made the transition to
CBU) is eligible to apply for partial retirement for a period of up to four (4) years. At
the end of the four year period, the Member will fully retire.

36.2.2

The workload of a member taking partial retirement shall be:
i)

2/3 of the workload outlined in Articles 27 (i.e. 12 credits of teaching per
year), 28, 29 or 30; or

ii)

50% of the workload outlined in Articles 27 (i.e. 9 credits of teaching/year),
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28, 29 or 30 or full workload in accordance with Articles 27, 28, 29, 30 for
six months of the year commencing either 1 July or 1 January each year.
36.2.3

A member who is approved for partial retirement shall receive:
2/3 workload (as noted in 37.2.2 i above)

75% salary

1/2 workload (as noted in 37.2.2 ii above)

55% salary

i)

The Employer and the Member will continue to make contributions to the
Member’s Pension on the Member’s prorated salary as in Clause 36.3(a).

ii)

Eligibility for Group Benefits will continue until age 65 in keeping with the
provisions of the various Plans and based on the partial salary received. The
Member will continue on the same cost sharing basis as he/she did while
working full-time.

iii)

Other benefit coverage will be prorated in keeping with the percentage of
time worked. E.g., A Member who has been approved for partial retirement
of 50% will be entitled to 50% of PD allowance; the Member will receive
50% of the annual vacation entitlement.

iv)

Tuition waiver benefit will continue to be available on the same basis as prior
to commencing partial retirement.

v)

Service Award will be based on actual time worked. A Member who has
been approved for a partial retirement of 50% for 4 years will accrue 2 years
of service during the 4 years worked. Calculation of service award will be
based on the annual base salary at the time of retirement on which the
Member’s partial pay has been calculated.

36.2.4

Once a Member opts for Partial Retirement, s/he is no longer eligible for Sabbatical
Leave and a Sabbatical Leave which has already been approved will be forfeited. There
shall be no compensation for unused years accumulated toward sabbatical leave.

36.2.5

By October 2 of the year preceding the date she/he wishes to commence partial
retirement, the member shall provide written notice of his/her request to his/her Dean, with
a copy to his/her Chair. In the case of librarian members, written request to commence
partial retirement shall be provided to the Director of Library Services.

36.2.6

The Dean/Director shall consult with the Department regarding the Department’s
ability to meet its academic requirements in the event of the member’s partial retirement.
By 15 November, the Dean/Director shall provide the Vice-President, Academic &
Research with a recommendation regarding the member’s partial retirement, with copies
to the Department and the Member.
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36.2.7

The Vice-President, Academic & Research shall provide the President with a
recommendation regarding the Member’s partial retirement by 1 December.

36.2.8

The President shall advise the Member in writing of his/her decision by December 15,
with copies to the President of the Faculty Association, the Dean or Director of Library
Services and the Vice-President, Academic and Research.

36.2.9

Partial retirement shall normally commence 1 July; the President may accept an
alternative date of partial retirement.

36.2.10

Once a partial retirement has been approved such arrangement is irrevocable.

36.3

Pension
(a)

(b)

(c)

All full-time probationary, continuing, permanent and tenured Members of the
bargaining unit (hereinafter referred to as the “eligible Members”) are eligible to be
members of the Cape Breton University Pension Plan (the “Pension Plan”). The
levels of contribution shall be:
(i)

the University will contribute 7% of the Member’s gross annual base salary
also of any overload, chair or Spring/Summer stipends received by him/her.
Effective July 1, 2011, the University’s contribution will change from 7% to
7.5% of Member’s gross annual base salary also of any overload, chair or
spring/summer stipends received by him/her; and

(ii)

the Member will contribute 5% of his/her gross annual base salary and also
of any overload, chair or Spring/Summer stipends received by him/her.

For each eligible Member who was not a member of the Pension Plan as at July 1,
1987, and for all employees holding limited term appointments of eight months or
longer, the University will, on request in writing from such Member, make
contributions to a Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP). The amounts so
contributed will be equal to that which would be paid into the Pension Plan, if the
said Member were registered in the Plan, as in 36.2(a).
(i)

The Member will designate a Registered Retirement Savings Plan into which
such contributions will be paid on a monthly basis, and may change the
designation at most once in each calendar year.

(ii)

A Member holding a limited term appointment who is hired after July 1,
2003 shall make such contribution into an RRSP arranged by the University.

All eligible Members appointed on or after July 1, 1987 are required to become
members of the University Pension Plan within one year of the initial date of
appointment.
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(d)

36.4

The eligibility requirements of the Pension Plan shall govern in determining who
among the eligible Members is eligible to participate, and the extent of such
participation, in the said Plan.

Group Benefits
Members who are eligible shall participate in the following group benefit plans, details
of which are available from the Department of Human Resources:
Group Health Insurance Plan
Group Dental Insurance Plan
Group Life Insurance Plan
Group Dependent Life
Group Long Term Disability Plan (LTD)
Group Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance Plan (AD&D)
The eligibility requirements of the Benefit Plans shall govern in determining who among
the eligible Members is eligible to participate, and the extent of such participation, in the
said Plan.

36.4.1

The University agrees to continue the Benefits Committee. The Association appoints
one representative to this Committee.

36.4.2

A Member who has been employed on a continuous basis for a minimum of 20 years and
has been absent from work for 30 months due to illness, accident or disability and has
subsequently had his/her employment terminated will be eligible to continue extended
health and dental benefits in accordance with the terms of the plan. Cost sharing of
premiums will continue for a maximum period of (ten) 10 years or to age 65 which ever
comes first. The cost sharing for that period will be based on the Employer paying 50%
of the premium cost at the time of termination. Future increases in premium costs will
be borne by the former Member.

36.5

Parking
Members may park their cars, at no cost, in the area around the MacDonald Residence or
will pay the same amount for parking permits or daily parking access as all others who
use the parking areas of the University.

36.6

Service Award
(a)

A Member who is retired because of age or mental or physical incapacity, shall be
granted a Service Award the equivalent of:
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(i)

one (1) month's pay if he/she has been employed for ten (10) years but less
than fifteen (15) years;

(ii)

two (2) months' pay if he/she has been employed for fifteen (15) years but
less than twenty (20) years;

(iii) four (4) months' pay if he/she has been employed for twenty (20) years or
more.
(b)

The amount of Service Award provided under Article 34.5 shall be calculated by
the formula:
bi-weekly rate x 26/12 = one month

36.6.1

The entitlement of a Member to a service award shall be based on a Member's total
service since commencement of his/her continuous full-time employment.

36.6.2

Where a Member dies and he/she would have been entitled to receive a Service Award if
he/she had retired from the service of the Employer immediately before his/her death, the
Service Award to which he/she would have been entitled shall be paid:
(a)
(b)

to his/her beneficiary; or
to his/her estate if there is no such beneficiary.

36.6.3

The salary which shall be used to calculate the amount of the Service Award in
accordance with this article shall be the salary which the employee was receiving on the
day immediately prior to retirement or date of disability.

36.7

Upon retirement, members shall be entitled to retain free parking as well as email and
library services at Cape Breton University.

ARTICLE - 37
37

TUITION FEE BENEFITS

37.1

The Employer agrees to waive tuition fees for Members of the bargaining unit other than
term appointees (hereinafter called eligible employees) employed in that capacity prior
to 6 March 2007 (see Schedule “E” for listing of employees) and their dependent
children based on the criteria noted below. The Memorandum dated 30 May 2005 re
Tuition Fee Benefit and Tuition Scholarship for BScN Degree shall continue to apply.
The Employer agrees to waive 50% of tuition fees for Members of the bargaining unit
other than term appointees (hereinafter called eligible employees) employed in that
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capacity as of 6 March 2007 and their dependent children based on the criteria noted
below:
(a)

Dependent Children
(i)

The tuition fees waived shall be for full-time or part-time credit courses in
any undergraduate degree, diploma, or certificate programme or their
equivalent.

(ii)

‘Dependent children’ shall mean any dependent child of the eligible Member
concerned to the end of the academic year of the child’s 26th birthday, or
beyond that date if the child is dependent on the eligible Member by reason
of mental or physical disability. The child must be a child for whom the
eligible Member is entitled to claim tax credit under the Income Tax Act in
the year in which the tuition waiver is requested or a child not over the age of
26 to whom the Member declares that they provide regular financial support.
Where the child of an eligible Member is living with and financially
dependent on an eligible Member, consideration will be given to extending
the tuition waiver up to age 27.

(iii) “Tuition fee” shall mean only the basic tuition fee applicable to specific
credit courses;
(iv) To qualify for the continuation of the waiver, the child must be eligible to
continue in his/her programme.
(b)

An eligible Member of the bargaining unit (employed in that capacity prior 6
March 2007), subject to the approval of the Employer and, where operational
requirements permit, is entitled to enrol in a credit course offered by the University
outside normal working hours in any undergraduate degree, diploma, or certificate
programme or their equivalent and receive tuition fee waiver for such course.
An eligible Member of the bargaining unit (employed in that capacity after the
signing of this agreement) is, subject to the approval of the Employer and, where
operational requirements permit, entitled to enrol in a credit course offered by the
University outside normal working hours in any undergraduate degree, diploma, or
certificate programme or their equivalent, and receive a tuition fee waiver of 50%
for such course.

(c)

Spousal Waiver
A tuition waiver of 50% will be provided to the spouse of an eligible Member
enrolled in a credit course(s) in any undergraduate degree, diploma, or certificate
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programme or their equivalent where the eligible Member has been employed for
two or more years prior to the date on which the course will commence.
(d)

Admission Criteria
Admission to credit courses shall be subject to:
(i) the normal prerequisite admission requirements;
(ii) the availability of free space within the credit course;
(iii) available space within a given credit course shall be first given to students
paying full tuition fees;
(iv) courses delivered by tutorial or distance delivery are ineligible for tuition
waiver.
Tuition Waiver benefit and Tuition Scholarship Plan does not apply to the
following:
(a) Students enrolled in graduate courses
(b) Students involved in an International Exchange Program

(e)

Death or Retirement of an Eligible Member
The above will continue to apply to the spouse and dependent children of currently
employed eligible Members after their death or retirement.

(f)

37.2

A Member who has been employed on a continuous basis for a minimum of 20
years and has been absent from work for 30 months due to illness, accident or
disability and has subsequently had his/her employment terminated will be deemed
a retired employee for the purposes of tuition waiver benefit as per Clause 37.1(e).

Tuition Scholarship
(a)

Where the dependent child or spouse of a Member (as defined herein) meets the
eligibility criteria and conditions for Tuition Fee Benefit as set out in clause 37.1
above and meets the academic standards set out in Schedule D, the tuition benefit
may be replaced by a tuition scholarship to the student in an amount equal to the
applicable tuition benefit.

(b)

Students awarded a tuition scholarship will not be eligible for the tuition fee
benefit.
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(c)

It is understood that these funds described as ‘tuition scholarship’ are not a budget
amount within CBU’s budget under current practice and will not be charged
against the endowed or non-endowed scholarship lines in CBU’s budget. If the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants’ (CICA) general accounting and
auditing principles (GAAP) requires different treatment of this particular tuition
scholarship option which would have a negative impact on CBU’s budget, the
Employer has the right to discontinue the tuition scholarship option following
consultation with the Association.

(d)

The continuation of this benefit is subject to all legal requirements and, without
limiting the generality of this qualification, it is agreed that should taxation law
and/or rulings or interpretations from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) deem
this Tuition Scholarship a taxable benefit for the Member, this option will be
discontinued.

ARTICLE 38
38

LEGAL LIABILITY

38.1

Where a Member, as a result of acting in the performance of his/her employment duties
or responsibilities to the University, is the subject of a legal claim up to and including
litigation, by a party other than a Party to this Collective Agreement, the University
undertakes to defend and, as necessary, to provide and pay for legal representation for
such Member and to indemnify and save him/her harmless against damages and/or legal
costs agreed to by the Employer or its insurers to be paid as part of a settlement or as
may be awarded in the event of a suit against the Member provided:
(a)

that such damages and/or legal costs arose from the action or default of the
Member acting within the scope of his/her employment, save and except instances
of gross negligence or willful misconduct; and

(b)

that the Member cooperates fully with the defense of such legal action.

However, where the Member retains his/her own legal counsel, the University shall be
relieved of all obligations under this clause, provided that this shall not apply where the
Member engages legal counsel for the purpose of providing to him/her a legal opinion
about the matter, or where such legal counsel is retained to represent the Member in such
proceeding and such representation is in no way in conflict with the legal representation
and defense of the University in its own right and on behalf of the Member.
38.2

Members have a strict obligation to give to the University timely notice of any legal
action or claim made against a Member as soon as possible after the Member has
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knowledge of such action or claim or ought reasonably to know that an occurrence may
give rise to such action or claim.

ARTICLE 39
39

BONA FIDE FINANCIAL OR ACADEMIC REASONS CAUSING EMPLOYEE
LAYOFFS

39.1

The Parties recognize that if the purposes and objectives of the University as well as its
public responsibilities are to be served in the future, the Employer must remain
financially healthy and must have the ability to add to, delete from and change its
courses of study.

39.2

The Parties also recognize that if the purposes and objectives of the University are to be
served, the Employer must attract and retain the best possible employees and that its
ability to do so depends, in part, on the security of employment it can offer.

39.3

The Parties further recognize that the principles expressed in clauses 39.1 and 39.2 may
come into conflict and may require that Members be laid off.

39.4

Therefore, while they recognize that the layoff of Members may be necessary, the Parties
agree that such layoffs shall occur only as required by:
(a)
(b)
(c)

bona fide financial reasons; or
bona fide academic reasons; or
bona fide financial reasons and bona fide academic reasons;

and further shall only occur after all of the provisions of this Article are met. However,
this will not prevent the Employer making a practical, early intervention, in consultation
with the Association, which may avoid the notice prescribed in clause 39.5.
39.5

When the President considers that there are bona fide financial reasons, or bona fide
academic reasons, or bona fide financial reasons and bona fide academic reasons, which
would justify laying off a Member she/he shall provide written notice thereof to the
Board, the Senate and the Association.

39.6

Within ten (10) days of provision of this notice, the Association and the Board shall
each appoint two (2) persons, who shall agree on a fifth person to be the Chair of the
Committee, or failing such agreement, the Chair shall be selected by lot from a list to be
agreed upon by the Parties. The Committee may give to the Board a non binding opinion
as to whether the President is correct in her/his decision under 39.5. The Committee
shall examine possible methods of avoiding the layoff of Members including, but not
restricted to, leaves of absence, early retirements, transfers and re-training.
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39.7

Within thirty (30) days of the provision of the said notice, the Committee referred to in
clause 39.6 shall report in writing to the Board, the Senate, the President and the
Association.

39.8

If, following the receipt of this written report or following the expiration of the period of
time specified in clause 39.7, the President decides that the reasons set out in his/her
notice under clause 39.5 continue to exist for the layoff of Members, she/he shall so
notify the Board, the Senate and the Association.

39.9

The Board may then make such decisions as it deems to be in the best interests of the
University.

39.10

Within ten (10) days of any decision to lay off Members under clause 39.12, the
Association shall appoint three (3) Members and the Board three (3) Deans who shall, by
majority vote, within a further twenty (20) days, decide the specific Members who shall
be laid off.

39.11

If following the expiration of the said twenty (20) day period the Committee referred to
in clause 39.10 has not made the decision required thereunder, then the Board shall make
the decision.

39.12

Subject to clauses 39.13 and 39.14, the following shall determine the specific persons to
be laid off:
-

faculty Members shall be laid off in the order of term employees, probationary
tenure-track faculty Members and tenured Members; and

-

a Member with less continuous service in a Department or the Library shall be laid
off before a Member with more continuous service.

39.13

A person who would otherwise be laid off as determined by clause 39.12 shall not be laid
off and another person shall be laid off, if the person who would otherwise remain is not
able or qualified to perform the work required to be performed in the Library or in the
Department concerned. The work required to be performed shall be determined by the
Dean in consultation with the Department concerned or by the University Librarian as
the case may be.

39.14

No tenured faculty Member shall be laid off without having received nine (9) months’
notice. No other Member shall be laid off without having received six (6) months’
notice.

39.15

A tenured faculty Member, or a librarian, lab instructor, Writing Centre Coordinator or
Nursing Practice Educator, who has permanence, who is laid off shall receive for each
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year of continuous service, one (1) month’s salary, as termination pay, to a maximum of
twelve (12) months’ salary in the case of a layoff for bona fide financial reasons, or for
bona fide financial reasons and bona fide academic reasons; and a maximum of eighteen
(18) months’ in the case of a layoff for bona fide academic reasons.
Termination pay will commence at the time of lay off and will be paid on a bi-weekly
basis until such time as the Member is recalled to work or until such time as the full
amount of termination pay as calculated above has been paid out to the member, which
ever comes first. If the Member is recalled prior to receiving the maximum amount,
there will be no further entitlement to the balance unless the recall is to a term position.
In that case, the balance will become payable in bi-weekly installments once the term
appointment has ended.
Such termination pay will be paid out at the end of the lay off period and will be paid
based on the rate of pay the Member was receiving at the time of his/her lay off.
39.16

No new person shall be hired as a faculty Member, librarian, lab instructor, Writing
Centre Coordinator or Nursing Practice Educator until all tenured faculty or librarians,
lab instructors, Writing Centre Coordinator or Nursing Practice Educator on layoff, who
have the required qualifications and abilities, have been offered the position, provided,
however, that if a tenured faculty Member, or librarian, lab instructor, Writing Centre
Coordinator or Nursing Practice Educator, who has permanence accepts a term
appointment pursuant to this clause she/he shall automatically be on layoff at the end of
the term unless she/he receives a further appointment pursuant to the terms of this
Agreement.

39.17

If a tenured faculty Member or a librarian, lab instructor, Writing Centre Coordinator or
Nursing Practice Educator has been on layoff for more than two (2) years, clause 39.16
shall not apply to him/her.

39.18

For the purposes of clauses 39.15 and 39.16, a Member who, in lieu of layoff, has been
transferred to an administrative position or is retraining during a period of layoff, shall
be deemed to have been laid off.

39.19

A Member who has been transferred to another Department when she/he otherwise
would have been laid off shall have, subject to his/her having the necessary
qualifications and abilities, the right of first refusal of each position which becomes
available in his/her original Department. For the purposes of this clause, the Library is a
Department.

ARTICLE 40
40

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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40.1

General

40.1.1

Intellectual property means any result of intellectual or artistic activity, created by a
Member that can be owned by a person. This includes, but is not limited to, inventions,
publications, computer software, works of art, industrial or artistic designs, as well as
other creations that can be protected under patent, copyright, or trademark laws. It does
not include course and program titles and descriptions as they appear in the University
Calendar and as they appear in the forms used in the approval process of courses and
programs. Specific course content is owned by the Member who created such content
except where the provisions of 40.1.3 apply.

40.1.2

Any provisions of this Article shall apply to joint creators of a piece of intellectual
property, on a pro rata basis.

40.1.3

Subject to clauses 40.1.4, 40.2 and 40.3, all intellectual property is owned by the
Member who creates it except in those cases:
(a)

where there is a written contract to the contrary between the Member and the
Employer, or between the Member and a third party, or between the Member and
the Employer and a third party which assigns the ownership rights of the
intellectual property to the Employer or the third party; or

(b)

where the Employer provides contribution from the Employer’s resources,
personnel or facilities (referred to for convenience as ‘Employer assistance’), the
Member agrees to share ownership rights of the intellectual property with the
Employer in percentages of ownership established by means of a contract between
the Member and the Employer. Payment of the Member’s regular salary and
benefits and the provision of a normal academic environment and/or facilities
which the Member uses to carry out his/her duties and responsibilities to the
University shall not be included among such assistance.

40.1.3.1

When a Member negotiates a contract referred to in 40.1.3(b), 40.2.2 or 40.3.2, the
Association shall act as an advisor to the Member. The Association shall be given a
copy of the contracts within 10 days of its conclusion. The nature and content of such
contracts will remain strictly confidential.

40.1.4

The University is hereby granted a non-exclusive, royalty-free, irrevocable, indivisible,
and non-transferable, right to use solely for its internal non-commercial educational and
research purposes, all intellectual property created by Members as part of the discharge
of their employment duties and responsibilities until such time as the Member is no
longer employed by the University. The University agrees that a Member who owns
intellectual property has the unqualified right to disseminate such property by any means
whatsoever.
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40.1.5

Members hereby agree to waive any claim for monetary compensation arising out of
copyright or other intellectual property claims in relation to teaching materials created,
developed or produced by Members internally within the University as part of the
discharge of their teaching or instructional duties under this Agreement.

40.1.6

The Employer shall not enter into any agreement with a third party which alters or
abridges, the intellectual property rights of a Member without the Member's written
consent.

40.1.7

In the event that the ownership rights of intellectual property becomes a matter of
dispute, the matter shall be submitted to mediation before an individual expert in such
matters mutually agreeable to the Employer and the Member. If a satisfactory resolution
is not provided by mediation, the matter may be submitted to arbitration as specified in
Article 41 (Grievance & Arbitration), provided, however, that the Arbitration Board
Chair, or sole Arbitrator, if applicable, shall be an individual knowledge in such matters.

40.1.8

In the event that either the Patent or Copyright Acts of Canada are amended, the parties
agree to re-open negotiation of this Article with a view to making mutually agreeable
amendments which they consider necessary as a result of such legislative amendments.

40.2

Copyright

40.2.1

Except as herein specified, the Employer shall have no interest in and shall make no
claim to the copyright in any work produced or created by a Member without the
Employer’s assistance as described in clause 40.1.3(b).

40.2.2

The Employer may enter into a contract with a Member the terms of which give the
Employer sole ownership or part ownership in the copyright of any work.

40.3

Patents

40.3.1

The Employer waives, disclaims and abandons any interest in or claim to any invention
made by a Member without the Employer’s assistance as described in clause 40.1.3(b).

40.3.2

The Employer may enter into a contract with a Member the terms of which give the
Employer sole ownership or part ownership in an invention and any patent obtained for
the invention.

ARTICLE 41
41

GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION
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41.1

Other Processes and Procedures
Procedures and/or processes specifically established in Articles or clauses of this
Agreement to resolve disagreements or to appeal decisions will be completed prior to
resorting to the following Grievance and Arbitration procedures. Furthermore, prior to
pursuing the grievance and arbitration procedures below, the relevant persons will use
whatever informal means may be available to them to resolve their differences. Any
resolution of a difference which involves the application, non-application,
administration, interpretation, or alleged violation of the provisions of this Agreement
reached through such means shall not violate any of the provisions of this Agreement
and will be on a without prejudice, without precedent basis. The Employer will provide
to the Association President written advice as to such resolution.

41.2

Definition of Grievance
A grievance is any dispute or difference arising out of the application, non-application,
administration, interpretation, or alleged violation of the provisions of this Agreement.

41.3

Designates
All references in the following to the Dean, University Librarian or Vice-President,
Academic and Research of the University and to the President of the Association shall,
for the purposes of this Article only, include designates of each of them from time to
time.

41.4

Types of Grievances
An individual grievance is a grievance initiated by an individual Member; an Association
grievance is a grievance initiated by the Association; an Employer grievance is a
grievance initiated by the Employer. Nothing in this Article shall be deemed to preclude
either the Association or the Member(s) from each initiating a grievance arising out of
the same incident or event, provided that such grievances shall be processed
simultaneously, including at arbitration. Where such grievances contain any common
elements of alleged breaches of this Agreement or remedy, such common elements shall
be merged into the Association grievance.

41.5

Formal Grievance Procedure
(a)

With the exceptions noted in 41.5(b) and 41.5(c), the grievor shall initiate the
grievance at Step I of the grievance procedure. No grievance shall be processed
through the grievance procedure that has not been initiated within twenty (20) days
of the occurrence of the incident giving rise to the grievance, or twenty (20) days
from the time when the grievor first became aware of the incident giving rise to the
grievance. Should the incident giving rise to the grievance have occurred outside
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the Academic Year, the grievor shall have twenty (20) days from the start of the
Academic Year in which to initiate the grievance or from the time within the
following Academic Year when the grievor first became aware of the incident
giving rise to the grievance.
(b)

The following grievances shall be initiated at Step II:
(i)
(ii)

41.5.1

41.5.2

denial of tenure, permanence, re-appointment or promotion of a Member;
an Association or Employer grievance (see 41.6, 41.7).

(c)

Grievances involving the dismissal of a member shall be initiated at Step III. In
such cases, the grievor shall, as part of that step complete and file the grievance
form attached as Appendix A to this Agreement within and not later than ten (10)
days after the member is notified of the final dismissal decision of the Employer.

(d)

Any step or time limit in this Article may be by-passed or delayed by the written
consent of both parties and all references to "day" shall be as defined in Article 3.
No grievance shall be rendered invalid by reason of technical defect or irregularity.

Step I (Individual Grievances)
(a)

An individual grievance shall be filed in writing by the aggrieved Member with
her/his Dean or the Director of Library Services, as appropriate, by completing the
grievance form attached as Appendix A to this Agreement, after it is endorsed by a
grievance officer of the Association, within the time frame specified in 41.5(a).

(b)

Within ten (10) days following receipt of the grievance, the relevant Dean or
Director of Library Services shall meet with the grievor, who may be accompanied
by a grievance officer of the Association, to attempt to resolve the grievance. The
Dean or Director of Library Services may also be accompanied by a representative.
If the grievance is resolved at this step, such settlement shall be reduced to writing
and countersigned by the Member, her/his Dean or the Director of Library
Services, and the Association President, within seven (7) days following the date of
the meeting. In the event that the grievance is not settled at this step, the Dean or
Director of Library Services shall, within five (5) days of the meeting, give a reply
in writing to the grievor and to the Association.

Step II (Individual Grievances)
(a)

If the grievance is not resolved in Step I or if the Dean or Director of Library
Services fails to respond within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the grievance, the
grievor may within a further ten (10) days submit her/his grievance to the VicePresident, Academic and Research. Grievances initiated at Step II shall be initiated
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within twenty (20) days of the date upon which the grievor knew or ought to have
known of the incident or event giving rise to the grievance.

41.5.3

(b)

No individual grievance shall proceed beyond Step II of the grievance procedure
without the written consent of the Association except where the grievance alleges a
breach of academic freedom or involves the loss of the individual's employment
resulting from a decision of the Employer. In those cases where a Member alleges
a breach of academic freedom or a Member has lost employment as a result of the
Employer’s decision, the individual Member shall be responsible for all arbitration
expenses which are normally the Association's responsibility. A settlement of, or
an award arising from, a grievance taken beyond Step II without the Association's
consent shall be without prejudice or precedent to the Association, the Employer,
or any other Member.

(c)

Within ten (10) days following receipt of the grievance, the Vice-President,
Academic and Research shall meet with the individual grievor, who shall be
accompanied by a grievance officer of the Association, to attempt to resolve the
grievance. The Vice-President, Academic and Research may also be accompanied
by a representative. If the grievance is resolved at this step, such settlement shall
be reduced to writing and countersigned by the Member, the Vice-President,
Academic and Research and the Association President within seven (7) days
following the date of the meeting. In the event that the grievance is not settled at
this step, the Vice-President, Academic and Research shall, within five (5) days of
the meeting, give a reply in writing to the grievor and to the Association.

Step III
If the foregoing procedure does not resolve the grievance, the grievor may submit the
matter to arbitration pursuant to clause 41.11.

41.6

Association Grievance
Where the Association grieves on behalf of an individual Member(s) or a group of
Members, such grievance shall be initiated by forwarding a grievance according to the
procedures outlined in clause 41.5(b) above within twenty (20) days of the date upon
which the Association knew or ought to have known of the incident or event giving rise
to the grievance.
The Association may file a grievance on its own behalf by completing the grievance
form attached as Appendix A within twenty (20) days of the date upon which the
Association knew or ought to have known of the incident or event giving rise to the
grievance. Within ten (10) days following receipt of the grievance, the Vice-President,
Academic and Research shall meet with the Association President to attempt to resolve
the grievance. If the grievance is resolved at this step, such settlement shall be reduced
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to writing and countersigned by the Association President and the Vice-President,
Academic and Research within seven (7) days following the date of the meeting. In the
event that the grievance is not settled at this step, the Vice-President, Academic and
Research shall, within five (5) days of the meeting, give a reply in writing to the
Association President. If the grievance is not resolved according to this procedure, the
Association may submit the matter to arbitration pursuant to clause 41.11.
41.7

Employer Grievance
The Employer may grieve by forwarding the grievance form attached as Appendix A to
the Association President within twenty (20) days of the date upon which the Employer
knew or ought to have known of the incident or event giving rise to the grievance.
Within ten (10) days following receipt of the grievance, the Association President shall
meet with the Vice-President, Academic and Research to attempt to resolve the
grievance. If the grievance is resolved at this step, such settlement shall be reduced to
writing and countersigned by the Association President and the Vice-President,
Academic and Research within seven (7) days following the date of the meeting. In the
event that the grievance is not settled at this step, the Association President shall, within
five (5) days of the meeting, give a reply in writing to the Vice-President, Academic and
Research. If the grievance is not resolved according to this procedure, the Employer
may submit the matter to arbitration pursuant to clause 41.11.

41.8

Grievance Officers
The Association may appoint up to five (5) Member grievance officers. The role of the
grievance officer shall be to assist in the processing of grievances under this Article.
Wherever possible, such activity will be carried out:

41.9

a)

only after the grievance officer notifies her/his immediate management supervisor
of same; and

b)

provided such activity does not unreasonably interfere with the performance of the
grievance officer's work responsibilities to the Employer.

Protection of Members Involved in the Processing of Grievances
The Employer shall not harass, intimidate, coerce or penalize in respect of matters
related to employment, a Member by reason of her/his bona fide participation in the
investigation and/or resolution of her/his own grievance or any other grievance.

41.10

Access to Information
On request by either the Association or the Employer, the other Party shall provide
access to documents relevant to the subject matter of a grievance, including, without
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limiting the generality of the foregoing, copies of minutes of any meeting where the
subject matter which gave rise to the grievance was discussed, copies of any documents
considered and copies of any written recommendations made during any procedures
leading up to the matter being grieved, provided, however, that such documents shall not
include privileged or confidential documents. For better certainty, it is the intent of this
clause to encourage the Parties to provide each other with as much documentary access
as reasonably possible with a view to an open, fair and expeditious processing of
grievances.
41.11

Arbitration
No matter may be submitted to arbitration unless the grievor has carried it through all the
steps of the grievance procedure. An individual, Association, or Employer grievor
wishing to refer a grievance to arbitration, shall give to the other party written notice of
intention to arbitrate and at the same time name a nominee to the Arbitration Board.
Such notice shall be given within and not later than twenty (20) days of the day on which
the grievor received the reply to the grievance at the conclusion of the grievance
procedure. In the case of a grieved dismissal, the reference to arbitration shall be in
accordance with clause 41.5(c) above. The Party receiving such notice shall, within and
not later than ten (10) days of the receipt of such notice, advise the other Party of the
name of its nominee to the Arbitration Board. The two (2) nominees so appointed shall
within five (5) days of the appointment of the latter of them attempt to agree on a third
person as Chairperson. If either Party fails to appoint its nominee to the Board within
the time for doing so, the other Party may request the Nova Scotia Minister of Labour to
appoint the nominee for the Party in default. If the Parties do appoint their nominees as
required, but the nominees are unable to agree upon a chairperson within the time for
doing so, either Party may then request the Nova Scotia Minister of Labour to appoint
the chairperson. Subject to clause 41.5 Step II (b) above, each Party shall pay the fees
and expenses of the arbitrator they appoint and one-half of the fees and expenses of the
chairperson of the Arbitration Board or of the sole arbitrator that are not paid by the
Minister of Labour.
The Arbitration Board, in the conduct of the proceeding:
(i)

shall determine its own procedures but shall give all parties full opportunity to
present evidence and to make representations to it;

(ii)

shall confine itself to the grievance submitted to arbitration and shall not determine
any other issue(s) except that the Arbitration Board shall have the power to
determine whether any particular grievance is arbitrable;

(iii) shall adjudicate all differences between the parties as contained in the grievance
and decide all relevant questions of fact or law necessary to determine the
substantive arbitrable issues raised by the grievance, including applying relevant
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arbitral standards in accordance with established legal principles which apply
where there are allegations of arbitrariness, bad faith, discrimination, or
unreasonableness having regard to all relevant criteria;
(iv) shall not alter, add to, amend or modify any of the provisions of this Agreement;
(v)

where it determines that there is just cause for the dismissal or discipline of a
Member by the Employer, may substitute such other penalty for the dismissal or
discipline as to the Board seems just and reasonable in all the circumstances,
provided that this Agreement does not contain a specific penalty for the infraction
that is the subject of the arbitration;

(vi) shall have the power to award compensation for monies and/or benefits lost;
including repayment to the Employer of any monies paid pursuant to clause
20.6.2(a) where the Board upholds a suspension without pay and benefits, in whole
or in part; such power shall exist for all types of grievances;
(vii) subject to Article 20.6.3, shall render a decision within thirty (30) days of the
conclusion of the arbitration hearing unless this time limit is waived by both
Parties. The decision of the majority shall be the decision of the Arbitration Board
and if there is not a majority decision, the decision of the Chairperson shall be the
decision of the Arbitration Board. The decision of the Arbitration Board shall be
final and binding on the parties.
41.12

The Parties may agree on a sole arbitrator instead of a Board in which event the
provisions of clause 41.11 shall apply mutatis mutandis to such sole arbitrator.

ARTICLE 42
42

FRAUD OR MISCONDUCT IN ACADEMIC RESEARCH OR SCHOLARLY
ACTIVITY

42.1

Definition

42.1.1

Nothing in this Article shall be construed to restrict the academic freedom of Members,
pursuant to Article 12 (Academic Freedom).

42.1.2

Factors intrinsic to the process of academic research or scholarly activity such as honest
error, conflicting data, or differences in interpretation or assessment of data or of
experimental design or practice do not constitute fraud or misconduct.

42.1.3

Fraud or misconduct in academic research or scholarly activity includes:
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(a)

fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism;

(b)

failure to recognize by due acknowledgment the substantive contributions of
others, including students, or the use of unpublished material of others without
permission, or the use of archival materials in violation of the rules of the archival
source;

(c)

failure to obtain the permission of the author before making significant use in any
publication of new information, concepts or data obtained through access to
manuscripts or grant applications during a review process for purposes of
considering renewal of probation, promotion, or tenure or during review of such
information or materials when assisting a colleague obtain approval for publication
of the results of his/her research, or during a review of materials sent to a Member
for review by a granting committee, council or agency, either internal or external;

(d)

attribution of authorship to persons other than those who have participated
sufficiently in the work to take public responsibility for its intellectual content.
Purely formal association with the research project, such as the headship of a
laboratory or Faculty, where the head or Dean had no direct research or research
direction involvement may be noted as an acknowledgment, but not as authorship.
General supervision of a research group is not normally sufficient for authorship,
but may be acknowledged. Technical help, data collection or critical reviews of a
manuscript prior to its publication may be acknowledged in a separate paragraph;

(e)

submission for publication of articles originally published elsewhere except where
it is clearly indicated in the published work that the publication is intended to be a
republication;

(f)

unauthorized and intentional diversion of the research funds of the University,
federal or provincial granting councils or other sponsors of research;

(g)

material failure to comply with relevant federal or provincial statutes or regulations
for the protection of researchers, human subjects, or the health and safety of the
public, or for the welfare of laboratory animals;

(h)

material failure to meet other relevant legal requirements that relate to the conduct
or reporting of research or scholarly activity;

(i)

failure to reveal material conflict of interest to sponsors or to those who
commission work, or when asked to undertake reviews of research grant
applications or manuscripts for publication, or to test products for sale or for
distribution to the public;
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(j)

failure by those involved in a research project to reveal to the University any
material financial interest in a company that contracts with the University to
undertake research, particularly research involving the company's products or those
of its direct competitors, or to provide research-related materials or services.
Material financial interest includes ownership, substantial stock holding, a
directorship, significant honoraria or consulting fees but does not include routine
stock holding in a large, publicly traded company.

42.2

Retention Of Research Or Scholarly Activity Materials

42.2.1

Employees shall only be responsible for providing an Arbitration Board access to
research or scholarly activity materials which are in their possession and not for research
materials which may be stored in archives, libraries or other institutions which the
University may consult at its expense and according to the rules of the host institution.

42.2.2

Normally, employees shall retain research or scholarly activity materials that are within
their personal control for five years.

42.2.3

No disciplinary action may be taken in respect of any research or scholarly activity if
such disciplinary action is initiated more than two (2) years after the date upon which
such activity came to the attention of the University, but in any event, no later than five
(5) years after such activity was completed.

42.2.4

Where there are substantial costs involved in the retention of research material which the
Employer requires be retained, such costs shall be borne by the Employer.

42.2.5

The employee shall be indemnified by the Employer for any material loss resulting from
the search or seizure, change of supervisory personnel, or access by third parties to or the
use of his/her research or scholarly activity materials in the course of any investigation,
inquiry or arbitration.

42.3

Grievance and Arbitration

42.3.1

Any discipline, other than dismissal imposed on an employee for fraud or misconduct in
research or scholarly activity shall be subject to Article 41 (Grievance and Arbitration).

42.3.1.1

If such discipline is referred to an Arbitration Board pursuant to Article 41 (Grievance
and Arbitration), the Employer shall bear the onus of proving just cause for any such
discipline. The Board shall have authority to vary the disciplinary penalty imposed by
the Employer.

42.3.2

In any arbitration proceeding, in considering the issue of whether a Member’s actions
constituted fraud or misconduct in academic research or scholarly activity, that matter
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shall be considered de novo and the report of any previous inquiry into such matter shall
not be admitted into evidence.
42.3.2.1

No person consulted by the University concerning the case shall be appointed an
arbitrator in any subsequent arbitration dealing with these allegations.

42.3.3

In any arbitration where an allegation of fraud or misconduct in research or scholarly
activity is involved, the Arbitration Board, in addition to determining the issue giving
rise to the grievance at arbitration, where it finds that an allegation of fraud or
misconduct is unfounded, shall determine whether the person making such allegation did
so recklessly, maliciously, or in bad faith.

42.4

Report of Allegations

42.4.1

All allegations of fraud or misconduct in research or scholarly activity shall be in
writing, with documented evidence, signed, dated and directed to the Dean of Research
(the ‘Dean’ which shall include his/her designate). The Dean may refer the allegations to
a designate.

42.4.2

The Dean or designate shall investigate the allegations promptly, fairly, and in a
confidential manner. All those contacted by the Employer in the course of this
investigation shall be explicitly informed that the process is confidential.

42.4.3

Before an investigation begins, the Dean shall inform, in writing, the employee named in
the allegations (the ‘respondent’) of the investigation with a summary thereof sufficiently
detailed to permit him/her a fair opportunity to respond if he/she wishes to do so. The
Dean shall request, in writing, a meeting with the respondent and shall, in writing,
inform the respondent of his/her right to be accompanied by a representative of the
Faculty Association. Any statements against interest made by the Dean or the respondent
at such meeting shall be without prejudice, and accordingly, any proceedings related to
the allegations shall be conducted de novo.

42.4.4

If the Dean finds that a formal investigation is warranted, he/she shall give written notice
to the respondent, the Association, and the complainant that such investigation is to be
conducted. The written notice shall include a copy of the signed allegations to allow the
respondent an opportunity to respond, and shall inform the respondent in writing of
his/her right to be represented by the Association.

42.5

Formal Investigation

42.5.1

The formal investigation process commences when the respondent has received the
written notice specified in 42.4.4. A representative of the Faculty Association shall be
present at any meeting involving the respondent during the course of the formal
investigation. Any statements against interest made by the Dean or the respondent at
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such meeting shall be without prejudice, and accordingly, any proceedings related to the
allegations shall be conducted de novo.
42.5.2

The Dean shall investigate the allegations promptly and in a confidential manner,
ensuring that the respondent has adequate opportunity to know any evidence presented
and to respond to that evidence if he/she chooses to do so.

42.6

Outcome of the Investigation

42.6.1

Within fifteen (15) working days following commencement of the formal investigation,
the Dean shall make a written report to the President. The report shall include a copy of
the signed allegations, the written response, if any, from the employee(s), and the finding
as to whether or not the allegations have been upheld, together with the reasons for the
finding. Copies of the report shall be provided to the respondent, the complainant and the
Faculty Association.

42.6.2

Within ten (10) working days following receipt of this report, the President shall notify
the respondent, in writing, with a copy to the Faculty Association, of the outcome of the
inquiry. Any action(s) or sanction(s), she/he proposes to impose on the respondent shall
be applied pursuant to Article 20 (D&D). Where such action involves discipline or
dismissal, Article 20 shall be followed. The complainant shall be notified, in general
terms, whether the President imposed any action or sanction on the respondent, but not
the details of such action or sanction.

42.6.3

A statement from the President that a Member is guilty of fraud or misconduct in
research or scholarly activity, with or without any formal sanctions, constitutes discipline
and may be grieved and arbitrated, pursuant to Article 41 (Grievance and Arbitration).

42.6.4

Any finding of fraud or misconduct in research or scholarly activity shall require clear,
cogent, and convincing proof.

42.6.5

If the University decides after the formal investigation not to take disciplinary action
against the respondent named in the allegations, or if an Arbitration Board decides in
his/her favour, the University shall remove all documentation concerning the allegations
from the employee's Official File, and shall, at the sole discretion of the respondent,
destroy the documentation or transfer it to the employee, except that it shall retain any
arbitration award.

42.6.6

The University shall take such reasonable steps as may be necessary to:
(a)

protect the reputation and credibility of Members wrongfully accused of fraud or
misconduct in research or scholarly activity, including written notification of the
outcome of a formal investigation or arbitration proceeding to all agencies,
publishers, or individuals who were informed by the Employer of the investigation.
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(b)

protect the rights, positions and reputations of employees who in good faith make
allegations of research or scholarly activity misconduct, or whom it calls as
witnesses in the formal investigation conducted by the Dean. Such protection shall
include application of Article 38 (Legal Liability) should the employee be sued for
their participation in any investigation or in arbitration proceedings.

(c)

minimize disruption to the research of the person making the allegation, and of any
third party whose research may be affected, by the securing of evidence relevant to
the allegation during the course of any investigation; and

(d)

ensure that any disruption in research, teaching or community service resulting
from allegations of fraud or misconduct does not adversely affect future decisions
concerning the careers of those referenced in (a-c) above.

42.6.7

The University shall take appropriate disciplinary or other action against employees or
students who make unfounded allegations of fraud or misconduct in research or scholarly
activity misconduct which are reckless, malicious or in bad faith. When such action is
taken against a Member, it shall only be taken pursuant to Article 20 (D&D).

42.6.8

If the Employer's investigation or the Arbitration Board sustains an accusation of fraud
or misconduct in research, and if that research is funded by an outside agency or has
been published or submitted for publication, the President shall inform the agency or
publisher concerned of the decision, as well as the Faculty Association, the complainant
and respondent. In any event, if the outside agency or publisher has been informed of the
proceedings before a judgment has been rendered, the President shall send a copy of the
decision of the University administration or the Arbitration Board to the agency or
publisher concerned.

42.7

Conflict of Interest

42.7.1

In the event that the Dean is the complainant, the President shall designate the VicePresident, Academic and Research to serve in place of the Dean for purposes of this
article and the President shall serve in the role of the Vice-President, Academic and
Research for the purposes of this article.

ARTICLE 43
43

SALARIES, OVERLOADS, SPRING/SUMMER STIPENDS

43.1

Salary Grids
Attached as Schedule ‘A’ are salary grids for Faculty, Librarian, Nursing Practice
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Educators and Laboratory Instructor Members. The first grid shall commence on July 1,
2009. The second grid shall commence on July 1, 2010. The third grid shall commence
on July 1, 2011. The fourth grid shall commence July 1, 2012.
Salary Grid Step Adjustments for Assistant Professor:
Effective the date of signing of this Agreement, no faculty member will be hired at step 1
or 2 on the Assistant scale. Effective 1 July 2010, Step 1 will be deleted from the Grid.
Effective 1 July 2011, Step 2 will be deleted from the grid. Grid deletions will not cause
the incumbents of the Assistant Professor rank to be placed at a higher pay rate than
he/she would have otherwise be placed had the steps not been deleted .
Salary Grid Step Adjustments for Associate Professor:
Effective 1 July 2010, Step 1 will be deleted from the grid. Effective 1 July 2011, Step 2
will be deleted from the Grid. Such deletions will not cause the incumbents of the
Associate Professor rank to be placed at a higher pay rate than he/she would have
otherwise be placed had the steps not been deleted .
Salary Grid Step Adjustments for Professor:
Effective 1 July 2010, Step 1 will be deleted from the grid. Effective 1 July 2011, Step 2
will be deleted from the Grid. Such deletions will not cause the incumbents of the
Professor rank to be placed at a higher pay rate than he/she would have otherwise be
placed had the steps not been deleted .
Salary Grid Step Adjustments for Librarian I and II:
Effective 1 July 2009, Step 1 will be deleted from the Grid. Effective 1 July 2010, Step
2 will be deleted from the grid. Such deletions will not cause the incumbents of the
Librarian I and II rank to be placed at a higher pay rate than he/she would have otherwise
be placed had the steps not been deleted .
Salary Grid Step Adjustments for Librarian III:
Effective 1 July 2009, Steps 1 and 2 will be deleted from the Grid. Effective 1 July
2010, Step 3 will be deleted from the grid. Effective 1 July 2011, Step 4 will be deleted
from the Grid. Such deletions will not cause the incumbents of the Librarian III rank to
be placed at a higher pay rate than he/she would have otherwise be placed had the steps
not been deleted .
Salary Grid Step Adjustments for Lab Instructor:
Effective 1 July 2009, Step 1 will be deleted from the Grid. Effective 1 July 2010, Step
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2 will be deleted from the grid. Such deletions will not cause the incumbents of the Lab
Instructor rank to be placed at a higher pay rate than he/she would have otherwise be
placed had the steps not been deleted .
Salary Grid Step Adjustment for Senior Lab Instructor:
Effective 1 July 2009, Step 1 will be deleted from the Grid. Effective 1 July 2010, Step
2 will be deleted from the grid. Such deletions will not cause the incumbents of the
Senior Lab Instructor rank to be placed at a higher pay rate than he/she would have
otherwise be placed had the steps not been deleted .
Nursing Practice Educators:
If a Nursing Practice Educator acquires a Masters Degree in Nursing, she will move to
the next step on his/her scale effective 1 July following the acquisition of the degree.
Such increase will be given in addition to his/her normal incremental increase provided
she/he has not reached the top step of the Nursing Practice Educators’ scale.
43.2

Retroactive Pay
Retroactive pay shall be given only to those Members of the bargaining unit who, on the
date of signing of this Agreement, are employed by the University and who had periods
of employment in the bargaining unit from 1 July 2009 until the date this Agreement is
signed, and also to those former Members of the bargaining unit who retired after 1 July
2009 for those full pay periods worked by such retirees until their date of retirement, for
which periods retroactive adjustments will be made, less required deductions, to such
persons as soon as such payment can be reasonably made after the date of signing of this
Agreement, but in any event, no later than 3 December 2009.

43.3

Promotion
If a Member is promoted to a higher rank or position, she/he shall, effective the 1 July of
the year in which the promotion becomes effective, be placed on the grid applicable to
the rank or position to which he/she is promoted at the next higher grid step on the new
grid which produces an actual salary increase.

43.4

Limited Term Appointments
All Members on limited term appointments will receive salaries that are a fraction
(numerator number of months worked, denominator twelve) of the appropriate grid
placement as determined by the Employer, in consultation with the Association, for the
Member concerned.
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43.5

Members’ Overloads and Spring/Summer Stipends
Effective
1 Sep 2009

1 May 2010

1 May 2011

1 May 2012

$7,252

$7,542

$7,844

$8,157

$3,626

$3,771

$3,922

$4,079

$2,606

$2,710

$2,819

$2,932

$1,303

$1,355

$1,409

$1,466

$1,303

$1,355

$1,409

$652

$678

$705

$733

Course per Credit Hour

$1,209

$1,257

$1,307

$1,360

Lab per Credit Hour

$434
$7,252
$3,626

$452
$7,542
$3,771

$470
$7,844
$3,922

$489
$8,157
$4,079

Print Based – Distance
On-Line Course Delivery
(when paid on per student
basis) delivered outside
normal load

95% Tuition

95% Tuition

95% Tuition

95% Tuition

On-Line Course Delivery
(Distance) Development
(when developed outside
normal load) (per course
credit)

$590

$613

$638

$663

$9,065

$9,427

$9,804

$10,196

$4,532

$4,714

$4,902

$5,098

95% of fee

95% of fee

95% of fee

95% of fee

Six (6) credit course
(Overload & Spring/Summer)

Three (3) credit course
(Overload & Spring/Summer)

Six (6) credit lab (3 hr)
Three (3) credit lab (3 hr)
Six (6) credit lab (1.5 hr)
Three (3) credit lab (1.5 hr)

Nursing Practice (12 hr)
Nursing Practice (5 hr)

Graduate Degree six (6) credit
Graduate Degree three (3)
credit
Challenge Exam

$1,466
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ARTICLE 44
44

DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
Members shall be selected Chairs of Departments in accordance with applicable
Departmental Bylaws.

44.1

44.2

(a)

The Chair is ‘primus inter pares’ in an academic Department, provides academic
and administrative leadership within the Department, represents the Department to
other areas of the University, and works to achieve, in cooperation with the
Department, Dean and other bodies of the University, progress and development in
all matters affecting the academic life of the Department, the Faculty and the
University. In representing the Department, the Chair will put forward the view of
the Department.

(b)

Although responsible for communication, organization and administration within
the Department, the Chair remains a scholar for whom teaching and research are
also fundamental responsibilities.

(c)

Basic Departmental policy, developed within the framework of Faculty and
University policies, will be established and approved by the Department. The
Chair shall execute such policies and be responsible administratively to the Dean.

(d)

In keeping with the concept of ‘primus inter pares’ the Chair shall make available
to Department Members all information relevant to the organization,
administration and representation of the Department.

The Chair shall exercise the following particular responsibilities:
(a)

initiate and formulate Departmental academic policies, and the planning and
development of academic programs;

(b)

supervise generally the programs and progress of students in the Department;

(c)

make known and carry out University policies as formulated by the Employer,
Senate or Faculty as they affect the Department;

(d)

meet on a regular basis with the Dean to review the operation of the Department;

(e)

initiate recommendations relating to Departmental appointments, renewals,
promotions or tenure in accordance with provisions of the Agreement;
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(f)

advise the Department Members of their teaching, research and other
responsibilities, and bring to the attention of a colleague any reported neglect of
such responsibilities;

(g)

prepare, in consultation with Department colleagues and the Dean, an allocation of
teaching responsibilities, pursuant to Article 25 (Laboratory Instructor Workload);
Article 26 (Nursing Practice Educator Workload) and Article 27 (Faculty
Workload);

(h)

advise the Department and Dean of courses or sections of courses which may have
to be cancelled for lack of instructors or students;

(i)

assist with operating and capital budget estimates and administer authorized
budgets;

(j)

facilitate appropriate student involvement in the affairs of the Department;

(k)

call and chair meetings of the Department;

(l)

arrange for Departmental approval of faculty and Nursing Practice Educators to
teach courses and arrange for ICA contracts to be prepared;

(m) coordinate Departmental recommendations for sabbatical/industrial leaves;
(n)

provide input into professional development applications in accordance with the
procedures in Article 32 (Professional Development);

(o)

coordinate Departmental input into program review process.

(p)

other related duties consistent with the Chair’s role, as described in 44.1.
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44.3

Stipends for Department Chairs shall be as follows:
Department Chair Stipends
1 July 2009
1 July 2010

Departments with less than
ten (10) members
Departments with ten (10)
to nineteen (19) members
Departments with
20 members or more

1 July 2011

1 July 2012

$6,057

$6,344

$6,641

$6,951

$7,157

$7,444

$7,741

$8,051

$8,257

$8,544

$8,841

$9,151

Stipends will be issued in November and June each year. The final June payment will be
calculated based on the position count determined by the Dean in consultation with the
Department Chair using the Fall/Winter timetable.
For the purpose of this article only, positions held by tenured or tenure track faculty,
permanent instructors, lab instructors and Nursing Practice Educators plus part-time
members and ICAs not otherwise employed at CBU on a full-time equivalency basis,
will be counted when determining the number of members in a department.

ARTICLE 45
45

TERM OF AGREEMENT

45.1

This Agreement shall be binding and remain in effect from date of signing of this
Agreement until 30 June 2013, and shall be automatically renewed thereafter for
successive periods of twelve (12) months, unless either party requests the negotiation of
a new agreement by giving written notice to the other party not less than thirty (30)
calendar days, and not more than sixty (60) calendar days, prior to the expiration of this
Agreement, or any renewal thereof.

45.2

Where notice is given under clause 45.1:
(a)

the parties shall commence collective bargaining within fourteen (14) days after the
notice is given, or within such further period as the parties may mutually agree; and

(b)

the provisions of this Agreement or any renewal thereof, shall continue in force
until a new agreement is signed, or the right to strike or lockout accrues, whichever
first occurs.
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45.3

Any change deemed necessary in this Agreement may be made by mutual agreement
at any time during the life of this Agreement.

45.4

Except as otherwise provided, all provisions of this Agreement shall be prospective
from date of signing of this Agreement.

Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this

day of

2009.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

________________

_________________________
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APPENDIX A - GRIEVANCE FORM

GRIEVOR'S NAME: ____________________________________________________________
DEPARTMENT:___________________________________

PHONE:________________

HOME ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE:_______________________

1.

Nature of Grievance:

2.

Section(s) of Collective Agreement alleged to have been breached:

3.

Facts of the Case: (attach separate page if necessary)

4.

Specific Remedies Sought:

______________________________________________
Signature of Grievor

________________________
Date
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APPENDIX B - PRESERVATION OF RESEARCH MATERIAL AND RELATED ASPECTS

1.

(a)

This Appendix is not a part of the Collective Agreement between the Parties, but is a
separate and enforceable agreement notwithstanding the legal expiry of the Collective
Agreement. Its enforcement shall be by using procedures as are set out in the
Grievance and Arbitration provisions (Article 41) of the Collective Agreement. It shall
expire upon the signing of the Collective Agreement negotiated to replace the expired
Collective Agreement.

(b)

The Parties agree that it is in their mutual interest to maintain certain ongoing pure or
applied research in the event of a legal strike or lockout, in order to prevent danger to
human life, or damage to plant and animal life, equipment or supplies, decomposable
material, or non-repeatable research in progress.
Accordingly, in the event of an impending legal strike or lockout, they will meet as
soon as is practicable to try to agree on a list of such research, how and by whom work
on such research will be done, and under what terms and conditions, in the event of
such strike or lockout occurring.

Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this

day of

2009.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)

________________________________

_______________________________________

________________________________

_____________________________________

________________________________

____________________________________

_ ______________________________

_____________________________________
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APPENDIX C – FACULTY PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES REPORT

FACULTY PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES REPORT
SECTION 1 (To be completed by the Dean prior to commencement of the Academic Year, normally before June 1)

Name of Faculty Member:
Normal workload as defined by Collective Agreement:

For the year commencing: Sep 1,

(For instance: NSGEU or CBUFA; Lecturer, Nursing Practice Educator, Lab Instructor, etc. Use categories that help define the normal workload.)

Workload, as assigned by the Dean:
a)

Teaching assignment (indicate if overload):
Course
# Credits

Type1

Anticipated Enrollment

1

Can be described in several ways. Use a descriptive respectful of the course description as approved by Senate and of the actual academic activity. Regular,
clinical course, course with clinical section, practicum/internship, with field work, student research projects, etc.

b)

Teaching reduction (if any):
# Credits
Reason

Date Submitted by Dean:
SECTION 2 (To be completed by the faculty member prior to the commencement of the Academic Year, normally no later than June 30.)

a.

Teaching:
Course

Syllabus2 (attach copy)

Delivery3

Other teaching duties4 (if any):

2

Indicate whether new, revamped, updated, maintained, etc.
Indicate whether technology based (partly or totally), in classroom, in lab, in field, etc.
4
Brief description (course or program development, etc.)
3
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b.

Research:
Publications5 (if any):

5

For each publication, indicate the reference. Also include the date first submitted, whether in collaboration, etc.

Grants6 (if any):
Amount

Start

Finish

Source

Other Research Duties:

6

c.

Add any relevant information such as collaborators, students hired, external partners that would help understand the extent of the work involved.

Service:

List service activities within the institution (CBU) and locally (Cape Breton):

List service activities in professional organizations, editorial boards, grant applications, assessment, expert
panel, etc.:

Submitted by:

Date:

SECTION 3 (Further follow-up/discussion between Dean and Faculty Member if needed.

Date of Discussion:
Topics discussed:

Suggestions or requests following discussion:
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APPENDIX D – LIBRARIAN PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES REPORT

LIBRARIAN PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES REPORT
SECTION 1 (To be completed annually before June 1, or September 30 for promotion)

Name of Librarian Member:
For the year commencing: July 1
Normal assignment (To be filled in by Director of Library Services):
(Brief description example, reference, technical, research, scholarly activity, service)

SECTION 2

d.

Reference, Technical, Collection Development Activities:

e.

Student/Staff Information Sessions/Instruction:
Instruction Session
Topic or Program

Delivery Method

Indicate whether sessions are new, revamped, updated, maintained, offered annually, etc.
Indicate whether technology based (partly or totally), in classroom setting, or elsewhere, etc.
May describe course or program development, etc.
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f.

Research or Scholarly Activities:
Publications1 (if any):

Grants2 (if any):
Amount
Start

Finish

Source

1

For each publication, indicate the reference. Also include the date first submitted, whether in collaboration, etc.
Add any relevant information such as collaborators, students hired, external partners that would help understand the extent of the work involved.

2

g.

Service:
List service activities within the institution (CBU) and locally (Cape Breton):

List service activities in professional organizations, editorial boards, grant application assessment, expert
panel, etc. (If serving on a Board, please indicate if you are covered by liability insurance as a Board Member.)

Submitted by:

Date:

SECTION 3 (Further follow-up/discussion between Director and Librarian Member if needed.)

Date of Discussion:
Topics discussed:

Suggestions or requests following discussion:

Date copy provided to Librarian Member:

Date sent to HR Office:
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SCHEDULE A - SALARY GRIDS
LECTURER
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1-Jul-08
$43,595.53
$45,115.53
$46,635.53
$48,155.53
$49,675.53
$51,195.53
$52,715.53
$54,235.53

1-Jul-08
$53,312.81
$55,262.81
$57,212.81
$59,162.81
$61,112.81
$63,062.81
$65,012.81
$66,962.81
$68,912.81
$70,862.81

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1-Jul-08
$67,637.77
$69,695.77
$71,753.77
$73,811.77
$75,869.77
$77,927.77
$79,985.77
$82,043.77
$84,101.77
$86,159.77
$88,217.77
$90,275.77
$92,333.77
$94,391.77
$96,449.77
$98,507.77

2.90%
1-Jul-09
$44,895
$46,495
$48,095
$49,695
$51,295
$52,895
$54,495
$56,095

2.90%
1-Jul-09
$54,951
$57,051
$59,151
$61,251
$63,351
$65,451
$67,551
$69,651
$71,751
$73,851
$75,951
$78,051
2.90%
1-Jul-09
$69,606
$71,731
$73,856
$75,981
$78,106
$80,231
$82,356
$84,481
$86,606
$88,731
$90,856
$92,981
$95,106
$97,231
$99,356
$101,481

2.90%
1-Jul-10
$46,251
$47,951
$49,651
$51,351
$53,051
$54,751
$56,451
$58,151

2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
$58,884
$61,134
$63,384
$65,634
$67,884
$70,134
$72,384
$74,634
$76,884
$79,134
$81,384
2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
$73,818
$76,008
$78,198
$80,388
$82,578
$84,768
$86,958
$89,148
$91,338
$93,528
$95,718
$97,908
$100,098
$102,288
$104,478

2.90%
1-Jul-11
$47,643
$49,443
$51,243
$53,043
$54,843
$56,643
$58,443
$60,243

2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
$63,011
$65,361
$67,711
$70,061
$72,411
$74,761
$77,111
$79,461
$81,811
$84,161
2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
$78,201
$80,451
$82,701
$84,951
$87,201
$89,451
$91,701
$93,951
$96,201
$98,451
$100,701
$102,951
$105,201
$107,451

2.90%
1-Jul-12
$49,024
$50,877
$52,729
$54,581
$56,433
$58,285
$60,138
$61,990

2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
$64,934
$67,384
$69,834
$72,284
$74,734
$77,184
$79,634
$82,084
$84,534
$86,984
2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
$80,499
$82,824
$85,149
$87,474
$89,799
$92,124
$94,449
$96,774
$99,099
$101,424
$103,749
$106,074
$108,399
$110,724
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FULL
PROFESSOR
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

LIBRARIAN I/II
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1-Jul-08
$88,925.40
$91,086.30
$93,247.20
$95,408.10
$97,569.00
$99,729.90
$101,890.80
$104,051.70
$106,212.60
$108,373.50
$110,534.40
$112,695.30
$114,856.20
$117,017.10

1-Jul-08
$46,782.07
$48,482.07
$50,182.07
$51,882.07
$53,582.07
$55,282.07
$56,982.07
$58,682.07
$60,382.07

2.90%
1-Jul-09
$91,504
$93,727
$95,951
$98,175
$100,399
$102,622
$104,846
$107,070
$109,293
$111,517
$113,741
$115,964
$118,188
$120,412
$122,635
$124,859

2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
$96,446
$98,734
$101,022
$103,310
$105,598
$107,886
$110,175
$112,463
$114,751
$117,039
$119,327
$121,615
$123,903
$126,192
$128,480

2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
$101,883
$104,333
$106,783
$109,233
$111,683
$114,133
$116,583
$119,033
$121,483
$123,933
$126,383
$128,833
$131,283
$133,733

2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
$104,850
$107,375
$109,900
$112,425
$114,950
$117,475
$120,000
$122,525
$125,050
$127,575
$130,100
$132,625
$135,150
$137,675

2.90%
1-Jul-09
Deleted
$49,939
$51,714
$53,489
$55,264
$57,039
$58,814
$60,589
$62,364
$64,139
$65,914
$67,689

2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
Deleted
$53,285
$55,135
$56,985
$58,835
$60,685
$62,535
$64,385
$66,235
$68,085
$69,935

2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
$54,894
$56,819
$58,744
$60,669
$62,594
$64,519
$66,444
$68,369
$70,294
$72,219

2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
$56,543
$58,543
$60,543
$62,543
$64,543
$66,543
$68,543
$70,543
$72,543
$74,543
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LIBRARIAN III
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
LIBRARIAN IV
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1-Jul-08
$52,509.63
$54,209.63
$55,909.63
$57,609.63
$59,309.63
$61,009.63
$62,709.63
$64,409.63
$66,109.63
$67,809.63
$69,509.63
$71,209.63
$72,909.63
$74,609.63
$76,309.63

2.90%
1-Jul-09
Deleted
Deleted
$57,682
$59,482
$61,282
$63,082
$64,882
$66,682
$68,482
$70,282
$72,082
$73,882
$75,682
$77,482
$79,282
$81,082
$82,882

2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
$61,399
$63,299
$65,199
$67,099
$68,999
$70,899
$72,799
$74,699
$76,599
$78,499
$80,399
$82,299
$84,199
$86,099

2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
$65,359
$67,359
$69,359
$71,359
$73,359
$75,359
$77,359
$79,359
$81,359
$83,359
$85,359
$87,359
$89,359

2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
$67,339
$69,414
$71,489
$73,564
$75,639
$77,714
$79,789
$81,864
$83,939
$86,014
$88,089
$90,164
$92,239

2.90%
1-Jul-09
$77,396
$79,326
$81,255
$83,184
$85,114
$87,043
$88,972
$90,902
$92,831
$94,761
$96,690
$98,619
$100,549

2.90%
1-Jul-10
$79,641
$81,626
$83,611
$85,597
$87,582
$89,567
$91,553
$93,538
$95,523
$97,509
$99,494
$101,479
$103,465

2.90%
1-Jul-11
$81,950
$83,993
$86,036
$88,079
$90,122
$92,165
$94,208
$96,251
$98,294
$100,336
$102,379
$104,422
$106,465

2.90%
1-Jul-12
$84,327
$86,429
$88,531
$90,633
$92,735
$94,838
$96,940
$99,042
$101,144
$103,246
$105,348
$107,450
$109,553
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LAB
INSTRUCTOR
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SENIOR LAB
INSTRUCTOR
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1-Jul-08
$37,002.12
$38,648.52
$40,294.92
$41,941.32
$43,587.72
$45,234.12
$46,880.52
$48,526.92
$50,173.32
$51,819.72

2.90%
1-Jul-09
Deleted
$39,781
$41,481
$43,181
$44,881
$46,581
$48,281
$49,981
$51,681
$53,381

2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
Deleted
$42,686
$44,436
$46,186
$47,936
$49,686
$51,436
$53,186
$54,936

2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
$43,922
$45,722
$47,522
$49,322
$51,122
$52,922
$54,722
$56,522

2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
$45,219
$47,079
$48,939
$50,799
$52,659
$54,519
$56,379
$58,239

1-Jul-08
$40,174.22
$41,820.62
$43,467.02
$45,113.42
$46,759.82
$48,406.22
$50,052.62
$51,699.02
$53,345.42
$54,991.82
$56,638.22

2.90%
1-Jul-09
Deleted
$43,094
$44,819
$46,544
$48,269
$49,994
$51,719
$53,444
$55,169
$56,894
$58,619

2.90%
1-Jul-10
Deleted
Deleted
$46,194
$47,994
$49,794
$51,594
$53,394
$55,194
$56,994
$58,794
$60,594

2.90%
1-Jul-11
Deleted
Deleted
$47,542
$49,397
$51,252
$53,107
$54,962
$56,817
$58,672
$60,527
$62,382
$64,237

2.90%
1-Jul-12
Deleted
Deleted
$48,924
$50,834
$52,744
$54,654
$56,564
$58,474
$60,384
$62,294
$64,204
$66,114

2.90%
1-Jul-11
$69,569
$71,244
$72,919
$74,594
$76,269
$77,944
$79,619
$81,294

2.90%
1-Jul-12
$71,588
$73,313
$75,038
$76,763
$78,488
$80,213
$81,938
$83,663

NURSING
PRACTICE
2.90%
2.90%
EDUCATOR
Step
1-Jul-08
1-Jul-09
1-Jul-10
1
$63,791
$65,671
$67,606
2
$65,268
$67,221
$69,231
3
$66,745
$68,771
$70,856
4
$68,221
$70,321
$72,481
5
$69,698
$71,871
$74,106
6
$73,421
$75,731
7
$74,971
$77,356
8
$76,521
$78,981
Acquire Masters Degree = 1 additional step on following July 1
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SCHEDULE B - PERSONS IN THE BARGAINING UNIT ON 17 MARCH 2000
AND THEIR STATUS AS OF 21 FEBRUARY 2003
WITHOUT PREJUDICE
NAME

STATUS

Bartlett, Cheryl

Tenure

Bouman, Thomas

Tenure-track

Brann-Barrett, Tanya

Tenure-track

Britten, Allen*

Tenure

Broadhead, Lee-Anne

Tenure-track

Carre, Geoff

Tenure-track

Chisholm, Cathy

Full-time

Connell, Jane

Tenure-track

Covell, Katherine

Tenure

Curtis, Jan

Tenure

deRoche, Constance

Tenure

deRoche, John

Tenure

Dobson, Mary

Full-time

Drodge, Janice

Full-time

Fraser, Allan

Tenure-track

Howe, Brian

Tenure

Inglis, Stephanie

Tenure

Johnson, David

Tenure

Johnson, Eleanor

Tenure

Johnstone, Harvey*

Tenure

Karaphillis, George

Tenure

Kavanagh, Afra

Tenure-track

Keating, Mary

Tenure-track
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NAME

STATUS

Keefe, Dale

Tenure

Keshen, Richard

Tenure

MacDonald, Michael

Tenure

MacIntyre, Peter

Tenure

MacKinnon, John*

Tenure

MacKinnon, Richard

Tenure

MacLellan, Edwin

Tenure

MacLeod, Mary K.

Tenure

MacNeil, Elaine

Tenure-track

Manley, Alexis*

Tenure

Marchand, Richard

Tenure

McCann Stewart

Tenure

McCarron, Ron

Tenure

McCorquodale, David

Tenure

Michalik, Paula

Tenure

Molloy, Andrew

Tenure-track

Moore, Barry

Tenure

Moy, Martin

Tenure

Mullan, David

Tenure

Nicholls, Rod*

Tenure

Nicklason, Gary

Tenure

Reynolds, Andrew

Tenure-track

Rolls, Judy

Tenure

Rudiuk, Edmund

Tenure

Smith, Tracey

Tenure-track

Springston, Fred

Tenure
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NAME

STATUS

Stewart, Scott

Tenure

Syms, Laura

Full-time

Tanchak, Michael

Tenure

*upon re-entry into the Bargaining Unit
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SCHEDULE C - UNIVERSITY RESEARCH GRANT IN LIEU OF SALARY
Application Guidelines and Conditions
A faculty member (tenured or tenure track) or Librarian (permanent) who wishes to pursue a specific
research project during any academic year (including a year when on paid leave) may be eligible for
this program. The program permits, under certain conditions, the receipt of a research grant in lieu of
salary through a mechanism which includes peer review by the CBU RAP Committee. The purpose
and object of the proposed expenditures must be warranted in the context of the research proposal.
The grant may be used to finance regular research expenses, but not to supplement income. This
program covers only research activities and is not intended to cover projects directed at teaching or
the development of teaching-related skills. When the research grant is awarded, the funds are no
longer considered to be salary but constitute a research grant which is subject to the conditions of the
program and research-related policies of the University. Specific conditions relating to the program
are outlined below.
Successful applicants will continue to assume full responsibility for their normal teaching,
administrative or committee assignments, even though some portion of their salary is received as a
research grant. That is, if 20% of the full salary is assigned as a research grant in lieu of salary, this
does not constitute 20% reduction in assigned responsibilities.
Grants awarded under this program are considered as taxable income. However, the grant payment
will be treated as T4A income for tax purposes and accordingly, no income tax will be deducted by
the University. The recipient is responsible for reporting the income to Canada Revenue Agency
(CRA) and declaring against it eligible expenditures.
Eligibility
1.
2.
3.

An applicant must be a tenured or tenure track faculty member or Librarian (permanent)
of the University.
Only one University Salary Research Grant per candidate may be held during any one
calendar year.
Faculty may not apply for another University Salary Research Grant if the report on a
previously held University Salary Research Grant is still outstanding.

Please note that CRA has attached additional conditions of eligibility for the Salary Research Grant
Program as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The University will benefit from the research.
The activity is timely and appropriate for the field of interest of the researcher.
The amounts requested appear reasonable and justifiable.
The research must involve a critical or specific inquiry, having for its aim the discovery
of new facts and a discussion of the theoretical interpretation and/or practical application
of the findings.
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Amount
The maximum grant will be determined by the salary of the applicant. Subject to CRA guidelines,
the grant must be awarded and paid to the awardee during the calendar year in which the expenses
are incurred. When preparing an application to the program, the applicant should request an amount
equal to the eligible expenses included in the proposed budget. Normally, the University will limit
the amount of the grant to 30% of the regular annual salary of the applicant.
The minimum amount of a grant must be $1500.
An applicant whose application is approved will have his or her salary reduced by an amount
corresponding to the total of the grant. Grant payments will be included with the regular monthly
salary payment; normally, the gross monthly amount of grant and salary (before deductions) may not
exceed the normal gross monthly salary. For some research grants, a lump sum payment is possible
as long as the expenses can be claimed against revenue in the current calendar year.
Travel and Related Costs
Travel costs will be allowable for purposes essential to the research outlined. According to CRA
guidelines, researchers may claim only their own expenses of traveling between their home in
Canada and the place at which they temporarily reside while engaged in research work, provided
that such travel is essential to the research. Traveling expenses of spouses and children may not be
claimed. Researchers are not permitted to claim their own personal and living expenses, including
meals and lodging, while temporarily residing in a place while engaged in research. However,
researchers are entitled to claim expenses for meals and lodging, but excluding any personal living
expenses, while on brief field trips in connection with their research. Personal moving expenses are
not allowable under the program.
Procedures
When applying, researchers should provide a description of the research activity which is
sufficiently detailed for a determination to be made as to the reasonableness of the proposed location
of the research and of the proposed expenditures in conjunction with the research to be carried out.
In addition, the applicant must document that the proposed research “is timely and appropriate for
the field of interest of the researcher”.
If approved by the RAP Committee, the award letter will indicate the amount of the grant to be
allocated in the current and/or subsequent calendar year. Approved applications will be forwarded to
Payroll for processing during the taxation year of the grant. The amount of the research grant will be
reflected as a reduction in the applicant’s salary and will be reported on an income tax T4A slip.
Thus, under this program, the researcher’s total payment will be divided into two components: 1)
salary; and 2) research grant. The method of payment is to be arranged, by the applicant, with the
Human Resources Office, with monthly payments beginning on either 1 July or 1 January. In the
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case of lump sum payments, the amortization of the lump sum amount must be completed within the
calendar year in which the payment is received.
Leaving the University
If at any time during the term for which the Grant has been made, the grantee ceases to be a member
of the University and his or her salary ceases, the grant arrangement will terminate and the salary
and grant amount will be reconciled between the grantee and the University.
Tax Information
Please note that although the University approves the Research Grant:
1.

2.

the question of the deductibility of expenses for income tax purposes must be in
accordance with CRA regulations and such deductions should be claimed when the
researcher files his or her personal income tax return; and
any questions with respect to the eligibility of expense deduction must be resolved
between the research and CRA. The grantee is solely responsible for any additional
income tax which may become payable as a result thereof. The grantee is not required to
submit an accounting for these funds to the University; but since it is the responsibility
of the applicant to support claims for deductions to CRA, applicants should keep detailed
records of research expenditures. The University is not in a position to offer tax
information, nor will the University assist the faculty member in the presentation of a
case to CRA. Any questions about taxation regulations should be referred directly to
CRA or to an external advisor.

Footnotes
1.
Applicants are responsible for reading and understanding Interpretation Bulletin IT-75R3
(October 4, 1993) with respect to CRA’s position regarding the treatment of these
research grants.
2.
Please note that according to CRA, research grant-related expenses must be incurred in
the same calendar year in which the research grant is received in order to be deductible
from the grant. In some cases, research expenses may be incurred in the year
immediately preceding or immediately after the year in which the grant is received. See
CRA Taxation Bulletin IT-75R3 for further details.
Final Report
Awardees must submit to RAP a brief report, within three months of the end of the award period.
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SCHEDULE D - APPLICATION FOR DEPENDENTS’ TUITION SCHOLARSHIP PLAN
Applications must be submitted by 30 June of year of enrollment.
To be eligible, an employee must qualify for Tuition Fee Benefits under the applicable Collective Agreement or
CBU Policy (attach application). The student must be full-time (18 credits over fall/winter term–3 courses per
term). There is a limit of 15 scholarships awarded each year by the Awards Committee. Students will be
notified by the Awards Committee if they have been awarded the Tuition Scholarship.
STUDENT INFORMATION
Address
Name
S.I.N.

Phone

Student ID

Email

Relationship to Employee

Date of Birth (d/m/y)

Eligibility Criteria (check one)
_____

_____
_____

I have completed secondary school within the previous 2 years, with an average of 80% or higher in the best
five Nova Scotia Grade 12 courses (or equivalent if completed in another province). Attach official high
school transcript.
I have completed at least the first year of a university degree and have an 80% average or higher in the
courses taken during the most recent year. Attach official university transcript.
I am a mature or part-time student with a minimum of 80% average in my last year of formal education.
Attach official transcript.

I certify that the above statements are true in all material respects and that I am eligible to pursue the course
of studies.
_____________________________
_____________________
Student Signature
Date

CBU EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
Name

Address

Dept.
Phone

Email

I certify that the student named above is my dependent, that I hold an eligible appointment at CBU and that the above
statements made by the student are true in all material respects.
_____________________________
Employee Signature

_____________________
Date

Authorization
ELIGIBILITY (depending on date of hire)

100% WAIVER

HUMAN RESOURCES:

DATE:

STUDENT SERVICES

DATE:

50% WAIVER

Tuition Scholarship Granted?
Yes
No
_________________________________
_____________________
Awards Committee
Date
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SCHEDULE E - TUITION WAIVER BENEFIT
In applying Article 37, the following employees and their dependent children will, subject to the
criteria outlined in clause 37, be entitled to tuition waiver privileges at the rate of 100%:
Allison, Cyndie
Baker, Rachel K.
Barre, D. Edward
Bartlett, Cheryl M.
Beresford, Rod
Bierenstiel, Matthias
Bouman, Thomas
Brann-Barrett, M. Tanya
Britten, Allen
Broadhead, Lee-Anne
Brodie, Ian B.
Burrow, Sylvia
Carre, Geoffrey P.
Chen, Shaohua
Chisholm, Catherine F.
Connell, Jane
Cormier, Chantelle
Corsano, Theresa
Covell, Katherine
Curtis, Jan M.
D'Cunha, Godwin
deLamirande, Patrick
deRoche, Constance
deRoche, John E.
Dobson, Mary A.
Drodge, Janice
Duggan, Lawrence
Farnsworth, Jane
Finney, Sherry
Fisher, Anne
Forgeron, Denise M.
Foss, Karen M.
Fraser, Allan
Gerrie, James B.
Gibbs, Terry L.
Glassey, Barb C.
Harris, Tracey
Howe, R. Brian
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Howley, Calvin
Hudec, John
Inglis, Stephanie H.
Johnson, David A.
Johnson, Eleanor
Jones, K. Martha
Kavanagh, Afra F.
Keating, Mary E.
Keefe, Dale
Keshen, Richard D.
Korol, Susan A.
Krug, Kate
Leach, Nathaniel
Lee-Dadswell, Geoffrey
Lionais, Doug
MacDonald, Michael G.
MacEachern, Kevin
MacInnis, Judith A.
MacIntosh, Kathryn
MacIntyre, Peter D.
MacKenzie, Wendy
MacKinnon, John
MacKinnon, Richard P.
MacLellan, Edwin J.
MacLeod, Mary K.
MacNeil, Elaine
Marchand, Richard F.J.
Martell, Stephen G.
Martell, Jaime
McCann, Stewart J.H.
McCarron, Ronald V.
McCorquodale, David B.
Miadonye, Adango
Michalik, Paula A.
Modesto, Sean P.
Moir, Scott
Molloy, Andrew
Moore, M. Barry
Moy, Martin M.
Mullan, David G.
Mulo Farenkia, Bernard
Mysyk, Avis
Nicholls, Roderick
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Nicklason, Gary R.
O'Brien, Catherine
Parish, Joseph M.
Parnaby, Andrew
Pettigrew, Todd
Preen, James
Pyke, Joanne L.
Pyne, Chester A.
Ramji, Rubina
Rawlings, Timothy A.
Reynolds, Andrew
Richardson, Joyce E.
Rolls, Judith A.
Rudiuk, Edmund
Scott, Jacquelyn Thayer
Silverberg, Mark
Sparling, Heather
Springston, Frederick J.
Stewart, R. Scott
Syms, Laura R.
Tanchak, Michael A.
Urbaniak, Tom
Watuwa, Richard W.
White, Kellie L.
White, Dawn
Wright, Margaret A. (Peggy)
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
AND
CBU FACULTY ASSOCIATION
It is agreed that Janice Drodge on an indefinite permanent basis, and not subject to those
provisions of this Agreement applicable to persons holding either limited term appointments
or probationary tenure-track appointments, will continue to hold her present position,
including her place on the appropriate salary grid, in accordance with Article 43 (Salaries
and Overloads).

Signed in Sydney, Nova Scotia this

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

day of

2009.

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
AND
CBU FACULTY ASSOCIATION
Whereas CBUFA has proposed a change in faculty workload to reflect a 15 credit (3/2) teaching
load;
And whereas CBU has proposed the introduction of the new rank of Teaching Professor coupled
with the abolition of Schedule B (Collective Agreement 2006-2009);
The Parties therefore agree to create, within 30 days of the signing of this agreement, a Task Force
to study these issues with the goal of determining how these proposals can be adapted to the CBU
environment without jeopardizing the academic culture of the University or the academic integrity of
the programs offered.
The Task Force will be composed of three (3) members appointed by the Employer and three (3)
members appointed by the Association. The Task Force will be required to provide a progress report
to their respective parties within six (6) months of their first meeting and a recommendation within
twelve (12) months of their first meeting. Extension beyond this timeframe will require the
agreement of both Parties.
The Parties further agree that in 2010 – 2011, 24 teaching reductions of 3 credits per academic year
will be made available for Members engaged in major research projects. The procedure and
eligibility for such reduction will be in keeping with the criteria as outlined in Article 27.2.3.1. If
the Task Force reaches agreement and makes recommendations on the 3/2 teaching load and the
rank of Teaching Professor by 1 May 2011, then in 2011-2012, 30 teaching reductions of 3 credits
per academic year will be made available for Members engaged in major research projects.
Upon receiving the recommendation of the Task Force, both parties shall, within 30 days, commence
meeting to discuss the feasibility of implementing the recommendations.
If the Task Force does not reach agreement and make recommendations by 1 May 2011, for the
remainder of the term of the Collective Agreement, 12 teaching reductions of 3 credits per academic
year will be made available for Members engaged in major research projects. The procedure and
eligibility for these reductions will be in keeping with the criteria as outlined in Article 27.2.3.1.
Among other things, the following must be considered by the Task Force:
•
•
•

Proposals and related materials submitted for consideration by the Parties during bargaining.
Maintenance of existing and approved by Senate Academic Programs with a 3/2 teaching
load without increasing the existing faculty complement.
The impact of a 3/2 teaching load on such things as course caps, the number of course
sections offered, and the use of individuals from outside the bargaining unit who teach on a
part-time basis (ICAs).
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•
•

•
•

•

•

Eligibility criteria for 3/2 loading.
Identification of areas of the collective agreement that will be impacted by 3/2 teaching load,
e.g. will the new faculty member on tenure track continue to be eligible for course load
reduction in order to start up his/her research.
Identification of areas where a rank of Teaching Professor could be utilized within a
program.
Examining ways, including the rank of Teaching Professor, in which Members whose names
appear on Schedule B and who are not actively engaged in research can have their workload
adjusted in order to compensate for lack of research activity.
Identify ways in which the rank of Teaching Professor can be recognized as an integral
component of the faculty and individuals with the rank of Teaching Professor can be
recognized for excellence in teaching and service.
Identify ways that non-active researchers might re-engage in research.

Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

day of

2009.
CAPE BRETON UNIVERISTY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
AND
CBU FACULTY ASSOCIATION
Benefits
The Employer and the Association agree to invite the CBU Benefits Committee to:
• Explore/evaluate membership in the CAUT Benefits Trust. If the Benefits
Committee opts to consider this, the Employer agrees to facilitate the examination
and, within constraints of privacy laws, provide any information necessary to
determine the coverage available and costs thereof.
• Examine options related to the possibility of extending eligibility of employees
who might otherwise be disqualified from coverage because of their age (for
example, an employee over age 65).
A written report on the above will be submitted to the Employer and the Association within
6 months of signing the agreement.

Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

day of

2009.

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
AND
CBU FACULTY ASSOCIATION
Standard teaching Evaluation
The Employer and the Association agree to refer the issue of creating a standard teaching evaluation
instrument for use by students to the Teaching, Learning and Evaluation Committee of Senate.
That committee will be given until April 2010 to make its recommendation(s) concerning teaching
evaluations. If the committee’s recommendations are accepted by Senate, the Employer and the
Association, a revised procedure for teaching evaluations will begin in the fall 2010 term.
In its deliberations, the committee will make reference to:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

The MPHEC Quality Assurance Report for CBU.
The CAUT statement on the formative and summative evaluation of teaching.
The existing methods of evaluation at CBU, considering their strengths and limitations.
Best Practices at other universities.
Scholarly research on the evaluation of teaching.
Any other relevant information that the committee wishes to use.

The committee will consult with faculty, administration, and students before making its
recommendations. If a proposal is approved by Senate, it will require ratification by both the
Employer and the Association. The timelines may be extended with the agreement of Senate, the
Employer, and the Association.
Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

day of

2009.

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

IN THE MATTER OF:
The Transition of the Jointly Delivered Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Program to Cape Breton University
BETWEEN:
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY (“CBU”)
AND
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY FACULTY ASSOCIATION (“CBUFA”)

WHEREAS St. FX and CBU jointly delivered a Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program (the
“Program”) on the campus of Cape Breton University in Sydney, Nova Scotia since 1999;
AND WHEREAS effective September 1, 2007, CBU assumed full and exclusive academic and
administrative responsibility for the Program;
NOW THEREFORE the parties agree as follows:
1.

Those employees noted below will receive full credit for service purposes under the CBUCBUFA Collective Agreement for all years of full-time service as faculty at rank at St. FX
(and in the case of the Nursing Practice Educator, all years of full-time service in continuous
term employment at St. FX).

2.

On transition those Faculty noted below were placed on the CBUFA salary scales at the
same or next highest level to their new “combined rate” on the scale associated with their
existing rank. Their new rate was determined by taking their base salary plus any related
market stipend the faculty member was receiving as well as an additional stipend of
$925/year in recognition of the higher costs associated with the CBU benefit plans.
For example, an Assistant Professor at step 5 of the St. FX salary scale who was paid a base
salary of $62,405/year and is also receiving a $1500/year stipend was placed on the Assistant
Professor scale at CBU giving consideration to her base salary of $62,405 + $1500/year +
$925/year for a new combined rate of $64,830 and was placed at the next highest step on the
CBU scale which is step 8 at $65,110/year.
A Faculty Member whose combined rate exceeded the CBU scale but had not exceeded the
St. FX scale was provided with an additional $1000 stipend on July 1, 2008 (payable over
the next 26 pays) and will be, thereafter, “green circled”, i.e. she will receive general salary
increases only as long as she remains at that rank.
For example, an Assistant Professor at Step 8 of the St. FX salary scale who was paid a base
salary of $68,284/year and was also receiving a $1500/year stipend was placed on the
Assistant Professor scale at CBU giving consideration to her base salary of $68,284 +
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$1500/year stipend +$925/year for a new combined rate of $70,709. Because her new rate
exceeded the top of the CBU scale, she will no longer be eligible for incremental increases
but because she does not exceed the St. FX scale, she was eligible for an additional $1000 as
of July 1, 2008 and then general salary increases as per the CBUFA Collective Agreement.
2.

An additional $925/year will be added to the established rate for those listed below in
recognition of the higher costs associated with the CBU benefit plans.

3.

CBU recognizes the carry over of St. FX sick leave bank credits for Nursing Practice
Educators as noted below.

4.

Former St. FX Nursing Faculty and Nursing Practice Educators as listed below will for as
long as the CBU Employer contribution to the Pension Plan remains at 7%, will receive an
annual lump sum of 1% of base salary into a Sun Life voluntary RRSP. Effective July 1,
2011 former St. FX Nursing Faculty and Nursing Practice Educators will receive an annual
lump sum of ½ % of base salary into a Sun Life voluntary RRSP for as long as the CBU
Employer contribution to the Pension Plan remains at 7.5%.

5.

Choice on tuition waiver benefit as noted below cannot be changed. Eligibility for this
benefit will be as per Institution guidelines.

6.

Employees who were in receipt of a “forgivable loan” from St. FX at the time of transition
will not be required to pay back money borrowed provided the affected employee agrees to
serve her commitment of service at CBU.

7.

Name of Faculty Member

Date of Service

Brenda Jacono
Sheila Profit
Evelyn Kennedy
Corrine McIsaac
Odette Griscti
Judy Bailey
Cyndee MacPhee
Claudette Taylor
Debbie Brennick
Barbara Jamieson
Audrey Walsh
Willena Nemeth
Helen Fraser

1 January 2000
1 July 2000
1 August 2001
1 August 2001
1 August 2001
1 January 2002
1 July 2002
1 August 2003
1 August 2003
1 August 2004
1 August 2004
2 August 2004
1 May 2005

Name of Nursing
Practice Educator

Date of Service

Kim Lake
Janice Rozee
Jill MacMullen
Patricia O’Neil
Karen Harroun

1 August 2005
1 August 2006
1 August 2006
1 September 2006
15 August 2006

Tuition Waiver Selection
CBU
CBU
CBU
CBU
CBU
CBU
CBU
SFX
CBU
CBU
CBU
CBU
CBU

Tuition Waiver Selection
SFX
SFX
CBU
CBU
CBU
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Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

day of

2009.

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
AND
CBU FAULTY ASSOCIATION
The Parties to the Collective Agreement have agreed to a four-year term for the Collective
Agreement subject to the follow conditions:
•

CBUFA Members will be entitled to a 2.9% increase in all salary grids (Schedule A), and a
2.9% increase in overload payments (Article 43.5, except where the payment is 95% of
tuition) and chairs’ stipends (Article 44.3), commencing July 1, 2012; and

•

CBUFA may, at its discretion, re-open only the salary portion of the agreement for renegotiation by sending a letter to that effect to the University President during the month of
June, 2012; and

•

Should the re-opening of the agreement and subsequent salary discussions not reach a
successful resolution during the fourth year of the Collective Agreement, salary increases
negotiated as part of the next full round of collective bargaining will be retro-active to July
1, 2012.

Dated at Sydney, Nova Scotia this

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY

day of

2009.

CAPE BRETON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY ASSOCIATION (CBUFA)
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